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The essential
dorm room
shopping list
Fans, futons and festive lights are favored
by students moving
to campus | Page 5

Happenings
this weekend
atBGSU

First-year course unites students
was on the team to help first
year students think outside
the norm.
There was just something
"BG experience is designed
missing at the University. to help students not only
But have no fear, a team connect with one another, a
of trade professionals has faculty member and an upper
found it, and approximate- classman, but to help stuly 3.650 students are about dents think about their values
to participate.
and begin to develop critical
Don Nieman, dean of the thinking skills about their
College of Arts and Sciences, ethical decisions," he said.
By Sarah Habaracht
Reporter

The program intends to help
students see the relevance in
what they are studying. It is
designed to examine above the
idea of general education classes,
and to look at the values within
the subject material, he said.
BG experience has students
take a 25 to 30 member course
known as their "V" course in
the fall. This course is set up not
only to learn about the material

in the course, but to look at the
deeper values hidden within. Yet,
the program begins before Pall
semester explained Nieman.
"From Friday through Sunday
afternoon after move-in, the students will have an introductory
session which they meet with
the faculty member teaching
Sec BG.X

PAST COMMON
READING
SELECTIONS
2002:"Tr* -ope ."lie Unseen"
byRonSusknd
2005: "'eLaramieProject*
by Moses Kaufman
2004: The Things They Carried'
by Tim 0 Bnen
2005: *i<e Kile Runner"
by Khaled Hossemt

Check out the Get
a Life' section for a

Businesses
prepare for
tractor pull,
influx of fans

calendar o' Univeisity
events. | Page 3

Get to know
your mayor,
John Quinn
The BGSU gtad says
he has been with

By Mecjan Schmidt
Reporter

the University for 40
years | Page 9

University students won't be
the only group filtering in to
Bowling Green this weekend
as the annual National Tractor
Pulling Championships, scheduled for Aug. 18-20 at the Wood
County Fairgrounds, is expected
to draw a crowd of more than
60,000 people to the area
The event, according to
Mike Brown, treasurer of the
Northwestern Ohio fractoi
Pullers Association NWMI'A
is the world's largest outdooi
tractor pull and is celebrating its
40th anniversary this year.

New faces take
the field this
football season
Find out who's in and
who's out for Falcon
football in the 2006
season | Page 13

Fall sports are
warming up for
the year

NWOTPA has sponsored, tintractor pull since 1967, when it
branched off from the Wood
County Fair Board, which previously sponsored the event
in Bowling Green but could
no longer afford to continue it.
Brown said.
According to Brown, handling

Golf, soccer and more
fall sports previews
are in the sports section. | Page 13

the Increased flow of people into
town means local businesses

in Bowline, Green "couldn't he
more busy,'' he said.
"It's easily their busiest weekend of the year," Brown said,
referring to grocery stores,
hotels, bars and restaurants as
receiving the biggest boost in
business.
Dan Garway, store manager at
Kroger, said although he antici-

Ml

Dorm life vs.
life on the
outside

See PULL | Page 2

Thoughts on the pros
and cons of living in
the University dorms.
| Page 4

0

Use common
sense and
stay safe
Staff editorial on simple ways to protect
u and your friends.

K

Page 4

I

The most interesting
place you visited over

ROSANNA
DIRUGGIERO.
Freshman. Business
"I went to the
Cleveland Zoo."
| Page 4

JORDAN FLOWED

Reporter

Move in day is not only a time of
joy, but also of fear.
One of the biggest concerns for
new college students — as well as
parents and universities — is safety.
While safety may not be a primary topic when it comes to choosing, it's always good to know more
about the programs dedicated to
keeping a un iversity safe. Safety on
campus involves a wide range of
issues, including theft, fire, alcohol

and assault.
Campuses, even those in smaller
towns like Bowling Green, aren't
entirely safe.
But the University does its best
to ensure that students are protected.
For starters, the University has
its own police department in addition to the city police department.
According to the University's
Department of Public Safety Web
site, the campus police patrol 24

■

See SAFETY

• 23

SAFETY TIPS FOR FRESHMEN
■ Oose and lock your door when you are leaving, even rt onlyfor
ffve minutes.
■ Don't lea* books, laptobps. CDs. etc. out of yout sight
■ Don t wall around carnpus after dark by yourself
■ Ifyou'egotigtodnnk.besmartaboutit Dot leave drinks
unattended and don't consume more than your Itmrt.
■ Know your sunouncincjs and where Blue Light Emergency
phones are available.
■ Don't leave valuables in your car.
■ DwtbringfVeha7anisintoyourdc*miroom.Nobodywlbe
happy that it was you who caused the 4 am. fire alarm to sound
■ Have emergency phone numbers handy
■ Don't be afraid of the poke They really are here to help.
■ Always have a designated drive or use carTpirs transportation

Board members anticipate fall meetings
TODAY
Isolated T-Storms
High: 84, Low: 66

ft*
TOMORROW
Scattered T-Storms
High: 82, Low: 68

ByCandkaJonaa
Campus News Editor

With budgeting, building and
everything in between, the
University Board of Trustees
will be anything but bored this
school year.
The Board of Trustees, which
makes decisions on how the uni-

versity is operating, meets on a
monthly basis throughout the
school year to keep up on the
big issues.
Brady Gaskins is the newest member of the board
in the Graduate Student
Representative seat.
"I've always been interested
in how the University runs,"

he said.
Gaskins is a two-time graduate
of BowlingGreen State University
since he first attended in 1990.
Now, 16 years later as a graduate
student in the higher education
administration program, he is
ready to get in on the action.
"lust being in the room where
we can have those important

conversations is going to be
exciting," Gaskins said.
The last time the board was
in the meeting room together
was in May when they discussed
new hires and faculty tenure.
And the next time they meet will
be in September when President

nent

By Stephanie Spencer
Reporte*

He never thought he would be
here either.
Wearing orange flip flops, a
University polo shirt and shorts,
Bernard Little talks as if he hasn't
been up since dawn, or that he
doesn't have at least anotlui six
hours of meetings ahead of him.
Little is still trying to settle
into his role as Undergraduate
Student Government President
for the 2006-2007 school year,
but at first glance, he gives the
impression that he's been at it
for years.
And in a lot of ways, he has.
Little became involved in
student government in middle
school, and eventually progressed to city and statewide
student council president his
senior year of high school.
But when he came to the
University, he decided he needed some rest from the long hours
and tight schedule he kept in
high school.
"I had been involved in so
much for so long. I really just
needed to take a break,'' he said.
The break didn't last long,
because soon Little was presi-

See TRUSTEES | Page 2
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Undergraduate

ew leader
steps up

Police urge students to take precaution, use common sense
By Krittan Schwaitier

Bernard Little

11 LITTLE i

(B
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TRUSTEES

POLICE
BLOTTER

From Page 1

WEDNESDAY

Sidney Ribeau will share his vision
for the University's future.
"I'm excited about the direction
the president's vision is taking
Bowline Green State University,"
(iaskins said.
One issue included in MbcUlfc
vision is the Capital Improvement
Plan, which is the plan for all new
building projects on campus.
Ihistee Michael Marsh has
been on the board for 12 years,
the capital improvement he is
most interested in is the talk of a
new convocation center.
"I'm ready to sec that go from
talk to an actual plan." he said.
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Also included in the Capital
Improvement Plan for the funire
are the brand new Sebo Athletic
complex, the Wfalfe Center for
the Arts, and the demolition of
Saddlemire — all will get attention from the board.
This year is what's called a
"budget year," according to Linda
l>)bb, the executive vice president at the University and secretary for the Boatd of Ihistecs.
The tnistees will work with the
state and legislatures to hammer
out the university's budget plan
for the next two years, lltediscussions will lake all year 10 decide
on until it is finalized in lune.
Also, this year is important
for the tnistees because Ohio is
voting in a new governor, so the

tnistees are going to have to get to
know their new legislator.
Here in Bowling Green, the
trustees will push university
programs like the Engagement
Initiative.
Continuing the
Engagement Initiative will
require the trustees to oversee
and encourage university staff to
take their expertise to the streets
of Howling Green.
Hut Dobb knows more issues
will pop up throughout the year
as they always do. last year it
was the insurance plan, which
the board voted on in order to
make the plan mandatory. But
only time will tell what the coming school year holds.
"It's going to be a big year,"

my first year but. with this program, I feel like I'll be able to
meet people interested in the
same things I am and in the
same situation I am in," she
said. "It's a great way to begin
my four years here at BCi. With
the reading, once I got over the
fact that the reading was mandatory, I got into it and it was a
great hook."
U(l experience is in its fifth
year, and even past students
think the program is beneficial to meet i ng new people and
learning about their values.
Sophomore Annie Geraghty
participated in the program
lasi fall.
It wasdefi n itcly a great way to
meet people, and I learned a lot.

esp .ially in the Introduction
session," she said. "It is a good
program that the University
provides for freshmen."
Nieman said they're working
to improve the program every
year, and they have ideas to
expand it.
"Like any program, this year
we worked on getting the program to run more smoothly,"
lie said. "Eventually, we want
to move the critical thinking
about values into the classes in
the student's major."
The program is set to kick off
today. Currently, the program
offers"V" courses in more than
:i() different subject areas and
there are 147 courses scheduled for this fall.

Dobb said
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their "V" course, a peer facilitator and students who are in the
same course," he said. In this
session they talk about their
values and the course they will
be taking in the fall, and also
about the common reading
book chosen."
This year's common reading book is "Into the Forest" by
lean Heglaml
Incoming freshman, l.indsey
Nelson, thinks the program
will help her to meet new people, and doesn't mind the extra
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Shopping for a home away
from home: BGSU
NEW GOODS: Left to right; Ben. Marrae and Jeff Miller shop for dorm supplies at the

PULL
From Page 1
pates they will sell a bit more
food than usual, the majority
of sales this weekend will be in
large cases of water and beer
and bags of ice.
And like last year, Galway
said Kroger will send a semitruck filled with bags of ice to
the fairgrounds to sell all weekend.
"Last time we sent 36 pallets
with 100 bags of ice on each
pallet," he said, "And we just
sold it all right from the truck."
Like Kroger, management at
Wal-Mart said they also expect
bigger sales this weekend in
water and other beverages.
Additionally, Wal-Mart plans
to increase the number of staff

summer reading.
"I was reallv nervous to start

Untoii Bookstore after they had moved in

working in its store to accommodate an increase in customers this weekend, by shifting
some of its usual weekday staff
to weekend hours.
Area restaurants and bars
will also see bigger crowds this
weekend, particularly those
located downtown or that serve
carry-out, Brown said.
Vic Pirooz, owner of Easy
Street Cafe, said the restaurant
will be considerably busier this
weekend but that it will be due
partially to move-in,
"A lot of the pullers will just
go out in the evening and hit
the bars, but we'll do decent
business," he said. "The breakfast places will do even better, but not necessarily the sitdown dinner places."
Ann Holla, assistant general manager at Bob Evans in

Bowling Green, said her restaurant feeds large groups during
the tractor pull each year and
will increase both its wait staff
and cook staff this weekend to
accommodate them.
"We're increasing five servers on each shift and adding
a couple cooks on each shift."
she said.
Though participants have
the option of camping overnight, some local hotels are
completely booked weeks
before the tractor pull.
At Best Western Inn hi Bowl ing
Green, front desk receptionist Laura Soltis said the hotel
had no vacancies as of Tuesday.
Some guests are parents helping
students with move-in. she said,
but many of the rooms have
lieSi booked a year in advance
for tractor pull participants.
"We get a lot of repeats — pen-

TRACTOR PULLS: BY
THE NUMBERS
■ 6U00 • 62.000. numb« ol total
attendees projected
■ 520-550 numbet of competitors
projected lot tractor pull
■ 200-: the number ofNWOTP
rmiiibin urn worried on the event
■ 5.600: the number ol bags of ice •
Kroger sold (or last year's tractor pull
■ 70 (he mile radius of hotels where
tractor pull attendees stay dunng
weetend
■ S number ol extra servers Bob Evans
w.ll employ per shift to accomodare
e*tra business from the tractor pull

pie who stayed here for the last
tractor pull who booked a room
when they were here lasi year."
she said
Soltis said she has had to
turn away those seeking res-

£. Student Checking

ervations for this weekend, but
refers them to the Best Western
in Perrysburg or to other hotels
in Bowling Green,
As of Tuesday, other hotels
in Bowling Green like the
Hampton Inn and Holiday Inn
also had no vacancies. Those
who cannot find accommodations in Bowling Green stay in
surrounding towns like 1'indlay

and Fostoria, Brown said.
"Most do stay within a 70
mile radius of the fairgrounds,"
he said.
Like other local businesses.
Soltis said hotel employees are
busily planning for their guests'
arrival this weekend.
"We're trying to prepare
our local shuttles and get our
breakfast bar ready." she said.
"We want to make sure we will
be able to accommodate the
full house."

135 S. Byrne Rd
Toledo, OH
419.531.0079

Sunday,

hwtddoij, *

COLLEGE ID NIGHT &
$3 LIQUOR NIGHT!

$1.25 BEER OF THE
MONTH BUD& BUD
LIGHT!

Jue&day
TWO FOR TUESDAY]
$2 WELL & CALL J
LIQUOR!

JAGER& CHERRY
30MBS 3 FOR ONLY
$12!

04U6

Get a free iPod shuffle*
when you sign up for KeyBank's Student Checking Package
count

.ill not purchases
u
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■

KeyBank
To obtain KeyBank's Student Checking Package, visit
Key.com, your nearest KeyBank location at 300 S. Main
St., 1098 N. Main St. or call 1-88G-539-1234 today.
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Achieve anything.

Welcome Back
Students!
PERRYSBURG MARKETPLACE
27072 Carronade Dr. • Phone: 872-6155
(15 minutes North of BG off 1-75)
HOURS: Monday - Friday 10-8; Saturday 10-5; Sunday 12-4

Student Discount
l mlt ana pan custom* Vald otvy •■ parflopaBng txaiont Not i aid with purcrmi
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20% OFF
with student ID
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Accessorizing is key to living on campus
By Alexandria Clark
Reportei

Students pulling into campus are
unloading a variety of accessories they've purchased from local
stores to make their dorm room
fit their personal style.
For some this could mean
hauling a futon up the stairs to
ensure the quality of comfort
seating or carrying in a TV/DVD
player to keep in tune with their
favorite television shows.
Other students bring accessories to brighten up their room.
"I'm bringing a lot of Christmas
and string lights to add some colorful lightning in my room and
an entertainment system," said
Tony Householder, freshman.
The majority of students are
corning from all over the country with the task of making their
dorm room fit their personality.
"I'm definitely bringing my
big blue couch to campus" said
Brendan Carroll, sophomore.
"Hie oilier things I plan lo bring
are photos of family and friends
and lotsol 008098 of music stars
and television shows because il
will make me feel at home and
more comfortable in mv room

because I'm practically living at
Bowling (ireen State University
for the school year."
Many students this year have
narrowed down stores diat have
good sales and a variety of dorm
accessories.
These can add a touch of color
10 the average bland dorm room,
consisting of a closet, self lofting beds, oak wood dressers and
desks. Target, Super Wal-Mart and
Meijer are three nearby stores that
attract student shoppers before
the school year begins.
"The top selling domi accessories that have attracted the college ClOWd is furniture, including futons, computer desks and
comfortable chairs because we
have an awesome line of funiiiinv," said Jeff Snell, the executive
of hardlines, of Target in Toledo.
"Target really caters lo the back
to school crowd for college students to buy products pertaining
to starting their new life."
At the Bowling Green SuperYValMart.eUvtruniedt'viDi'sand appliances arc one of their best selling
accessories that attracts students,
said Justin Crawford, a sales clerk
in the electronics department
Crawford said students stop
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% OFF
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SW.i>l..dH\uliOnMiainforS12.72,
a Mali Ilex Multi-Position I jiunger
for SI49.H6 and a Panasonic CD
Micro stereo for S78.Wi.

Some of the calendar ol events is taken from http //evenls bgsu edu
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Top 5 Dorm Accessories
Target
1.

Futons

2.
3.

Computer desks
Penelope pillow chair

Gallery Exhibit: Something
Blue & Art Expo 2006

Cruise into BGSU:
Welcome Bash 2006

Union Art Gallery

Union

4. Book cases
5. I>»k lamps
Super Wal-Mart
1. 20-inch televisions

WO-11:30 am
President's Opening Day
Address

9:30-11:30 p.m
Mission Impossible III
Screening

2.

Union Ballroom

Union Theatre

The BGeXperience

Late Night at the Rec
SRC

4.
5.

I-Pott
Internet and television
cables
Panasonic) 11 Micro
Stereo

Campus wide

Sony AM I M
CD dock radio

SUNDAY

Meijer
1. Futon mattresses and
names
2. Bedding and pillows
3.
4.

Bos fans
Rugs

5.

Compact refrigerators

Fall Leadership Retreat
Carter Park

Nontraditional Student
Orientation

New Student Convocation

College Park Building. Room 1

University Hall Lawn

Jerry's

71

I maurices com
South Main • Bowling Green
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Automotive
& Towing

$12.95

Welcomes you lo Bowling Green
Serving our customers for over 65 years! £?
Service Excellence Award Winner

$9.95

IRANSMISSION SERVICE

FREE TOWING a

$89.95

FREE SHUTTLE FROM CAMPUS AREA
*'m v"<> "«" our ■■p.rt ■•rvic*

I///.3N DIXIE HWV

IIR( BAIANCE & RD1AII0N
$19.95

BIIWIINIi liMIN

SERVICE CENTER OPfN

A-C SVSIEM IHSPECIIDH

Mnnday - Filday Bam to bpm Sil Bim 2pm
SHuiiiB SIIIICB wiinin 70 miles ol HI.
AH MlfSKlH *. MAJOH INGIMt rlCPOlM'.

ASE Certified
Technicians. Free

Genuine GM and
Toyota Parts. Daily
Deliveries on Special
Orders. FREE quotes
given.

$9.95

306 Industrial Pkwy.
Across from the
Coca Cola Plant
Free Estimate!

15% STUDENT DISCOUNT
WITH STUDENT 10

an*

Hal's
Andy's
Jimmy John's
Concept Salon
onity Spa & Tanning

h2o Church Deeper Service
Union

Thayer Chevrolet - Toyota - Scion

Shuttle Service,
Towing Service.
and Rental
Depart rr
Department

1 match,
tops & bottoms
Ami "-27

by because the store is so close
to campus.
The most popular electronic
devices that we are seUing the
most are 20-inch televisions, 1Pods and cables for the internet
and televisions," he said.
The top best selling accessor)'
from the Toledo Target an' futons
ranging from S50 to S300, according to Snell.
At Super Wal-Mart, 20-inch
televisions that COS) around $100
are top sellers, Crawford said.
At Meijer in Bowling Green,
futon mattresses and frames surtaxing around S150 to $160 are
best sellers, linda McAfee, secretly for tile store said.
According to customer ratings
on 'target's Well site, their popular
donn items are desk lamps with
an organizer for S24.99. a magnetic
10-picce ding frame set for $19.99,
a Sonv Black AM/ I'M Alann Clock
Radio for $14.99, a Sunbeam 0.7
cubic foot microwave for $49.99
and Danby IX'luxe Compact
Refrigerator for $149.99.
Customer ratings onWal-MartS
V\cb site, show the ti >p sellers as an
egg Chair for S.14.72, an oversized
chair for $79% floor cushions tin
S 15.56, a cube mini refrigerator for

GET A LIFE
CALENDAR OF EVENTS

We service all GM and Lexus vehicles

a
G M A t < T G
O A C O O Q M
M N C M Q O P

ThayerChevrolet
200S Cobalt MtelToui New Hide

ThayeKhevy.com

419-353-5751

Weil Be There.

1225 N. Main St.
www.ThayerBG.com
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Special Offer on lUotebooks

tenovo
Lenovo 3000 C100 (076123U)

Lenovo 3000 N100 (06896AU)

Otscounte^ce:

Olscounte

- Intel Celeron M 370. I.SOHz
-512MB Memory
- 80 GB Hard Drive
- CD-RW/DVD-ROM Combo Drive

$854.05

- 15" XGA TFT Display
- Wireless. Ethernet
- Windows XI' Professional
- One Year Warranty

- Intel Core Dun l'2300K. I.66GII/
-512MB Memory
- SO GB Hard Drive
- CD-RW/DVD-ROM Combo Drive
-1 •(. I" \\ Mescreen TIT (WXGA)
- Intel Pro Wireless. Ethernet, Bluetooth
- Windows XP Professional
- One Year Warratm

Lenovo 3000 N100 (07686HU)

Lenovo 3000 N100 0689 (06896GU)

Discoun ted P*®*

Oj»cou«

$901.55

- Intel Core Duo T2 "Mini:, i .66GHz
-512MB Memory
- 80 GB Hard Drive
- DVD-Writer
- 15.4" Widescreen TFT (WA^PI
- Intel Pro Wireless. lithemet, Bluetooth
- Windows XP Professional
- One Year Warranty ^^

I

■imiiiliigi m Lsaitmui s r.«*M« n wntm ■■IHMII'

ted

"C
— - Intel Core Duo T2500, 2GHz
)
- rt£i 3d " IGH Memory
|t A
*\ D^ "
- 100 GB Hard Drive
3*J • 7
-DVD Writer
- 14.1" Widescreen rFTfWXGA)
- Intel Pro Wireless. Ethernet, Bluetooth
^^^^B
- Windows \P Professional,
Fineerprinl reader
- One "tear Warranty

Call us today for more information: 1-877-222-6426, option 1, ext. 8221
or visit us online at: www.lenovo.com/shopideals/bgsufalcons
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I Ht jTREcT Whatwasthemostinterestingplaceyouvisitedoverthesummer?

"'didn't go
anywhere."

"Probably here.."

BOBBY GRAVES.
Freshman. VCT

DWANA HOLMES,
Freshman, Journalism

H

k

'Cedar Point"

"Canada"

VISIT US AT
BGNEWS.COM

Haw yoi* own take on
today's People On The
Street7 Or a suggestion (or a
question? Give us your feed-

EMILY KRYNOCK,
reshman, Education

GREG MULLIN.
Freshman. Ftlm Production

back at bgnewscom

SEE THE SERIES "BURGLED"IN THE BG NEWS EVERY TUESDAY

Meet the many faces of
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Dorm life can
be a difficult
transition
So you think you're ready for
coliege, huh?
Well think again, incoming
freshman, because college is
a completely different world
compared to high school.
Take, for instance, the idea
of dorm life. I'm sure not many
of you brought a sleeping bag
to your high school classes and
curled up for a quick nap at the
end of your last class.
At Bowling Green Stale
University, however, your
dorm room will become
your own private sanctuary.
You will eat, sleep, study and
party in a room (he size of a
iarge bathroom, which in the
beginning will seem to get
smaller and smaller each time
you set foot inside its 15' x 10'
walls, for those of you living in
McDonald.
And don't forget about community restrooms. Instead of
fighting a few siblings in the
bathroom, your morning will
now be given the challenge of
lusselingwith an entire hallway of students who are all trying to use the bathroom at the
same time.
It sounds scary, I know. But
by the end of the year, you'll
long for the regular activity that
goes on in a freshman community bathroom: constant
music, talking to the person in
the shower next to you and Stall
Talk, a pamphlet put out by the
I Icalth Center on t he first of
every month.
I lowever. you probably will
not be longing for the giant
wads of hair you will find in the
shower drains and the messes
left by the party animals the
previous evening. But you
probably don't want to hear
about that just now.
And don't forget about
classes, the main reason you're
all attending college in the first
place. Be prepared to spend
around $300 for a massive pile
of books which you will have
the honor of calling your own.
Not to worry though: it may
seem like a lot of money but
BC-SU gives you the opportunity to sell them back once your
classes are over.
Speaking of classes, many
of them will be in completely
different buildings, forcing
you to sprint across campus in
order to get to your next class
on time.
At least you won't be in the
same classes every day. You
may have a class on Monday,
and then not have it again until
l:riday afternoon. And on an
even better note, instead of
getting up at the crack of dawn
every morning as you had to do
in high school, your first class
might not start until 2:30 p.m.
Trust me, you will stay up late
even if you tell yourself not to,
and unless you'd like to l>ecome
a sleep deprived zombie. I sugSee DORMS I

We can't explain it." - Ronnie Chappdl. spokesman for BP on the cause of corrosion in an Alaskan pipeline, from Newsweek.com

Insight can be
gained from a
trip overseas

th M

in the
new weekly
comic series

BUROL
He's not your average cat burglar!"

Only in the BG News

MARTEL WHITE I BG NEWS ILLUSTRATOR

STAFF EDITORIAL I CAMPUS SAFETY

Student safety decisions should be
guided by common sense
With one of the primary concerns of
incoming students
(or maybe just their parents)
being safety. The BG News
would like to remind freshman and returning students
that many dangers can be
skirted simply by using common sense.
Remembering to lock your
room door can do wonders for
theft prevention, just as walking with friends or in well-lit
areas can curb your chances of
being attacked at night.
Sometimes new students
forget they are now full fledged
adults. In college we cannot
rely on our parents to constantly warn us about potential
dangers. We must take respon-

sibility and make wise choices
to ensure our own well being.
Besides just locking your
doors, knowing and utilizing
the resources on campus is an
easy way to stay safe.
The University Police
Department is one of those
resources which can prove to
be the most helpful to new
students. Many may not know
that the BGSU Police are all full
officers of the law and have the
same abilities as the city police.
Students should iieverbe
afraid to contact the University
Police whenever they feel their
safety is being threatened. As
quoted in today's BG News
article; Sgt. Tim Guthrie of the
Unversity police force says,
"Never hesitate to call if some-

thing looks suspicious. We
don't mind."

This doesn't mean loud
neighbors warrant a call to the
police. For those minor issues
the University has Resident
Advisors available on every
floor in every hall.
Aside from the common on
campus concerns, students
should also use the same safety
precautions when they venture
off campus.
These measures are as simple as those used on campus.
For instance, don't go "exploring" downtown after dark by
yourself.
Want to see what the club
scene is like? Take a friend
along. This can also double
as a great way to bond with

your new
roommate.
Invited
to a keg
party and
you're
under 21?
Politely
decline
or go
and keep

^ DECIDE
Arc you comfortable
with the University's
safety guxWines?
Sendane-marlto
In nM Ibgncwtconi
and tell us what you
think or post feedback
on our Web site

an eye on your nonalcoholic
drinks.

Your personal safety
shouldn't lie rocket science.
The University offers a plethora
of safeguards and resources
on campus and, as adults,
students should be able to take
the proper precautions when
off campus.

FIND OUT WHAT BGNEWSCOM HAS TO OFFER YOU!
TOP NEWS STORIES
The site is updated daily
with stories from the
paper and online extras

COMMENTARY
Make your vorce heard.
Post your comments
about articles online.

EMAIL EDITION
Too busy to visit the
newsstand? Get The BG
News in your email daily

HOUSING GUIDE
Check out off campus
housing options at
bgnewscom/bghousing

MULTIMEDIA
Take part in a poll of
the Universitys new
chaperone policy.

So, what did I do on my summer
vacation?
Oh, nothing much. I just flew
fi.OOO miles across the Pacific
Ocean to spend a month studying abroad in a foreign country.
To my friends and family, it
was no surprise that I was going
to lapan. I had wanted to go
there since 1 was in eighth grade,
and it was only a matter of time
before I ended up visiting there.
So I guess it did not surprise
some when in June, I was one
of the 12 lapanese language
students headed to Nagoya,
lapan. "Big deal," they probably
thought. lie will just go over
there, have a good time, and
bring back some cool stuff.
Of course, since I was traveling with friends, I did have a
good t i me, one of l he best t i mes
of my life.
When I landed back at Detroit
Metro in July, though, I had
brought back something more
than just a bunch of souvenirs. 1
came back with something that
cost a lot, but was priceless.
My parents and 1 will both
agree it's not cheap to study
abroad. There is the cost of the
plane ticket; the cow of getting
your passport if you do not have
one; and the costs for the credits you are taking, just like any
other course on campus.
But is it worth it? You bet it is.
Going for a month to lapan
with my friends and classmates
gave me some of the most
memorable moments of my life.
While I knew a lot about foreign
cultures, it was not until I experienced one that I completely
realized and understood that
there is more out there than just
America.
I have always known what the
American view of the world is,
as I have seen it on my television
day in and day out; the obsession over I lolly wood's culture
and style, the idea that more is
always better, and so on.
I have also known that there
are other views out there, but 1
have never gotten a real chance
to experience them. Before my
trip, the best I could do was read
or hear about them.
Being outside of the United
States — even if it's only for a
month — gives you that view
of the world through someone
else's eyes. That's perhaps the
part of the trip that will stick
with me the most. That was
what was priceless for me.
I did have a lot of fun visiting
places like Hiroshima and Kyoto
while I was in lapan. However,
I got more out of the trip as a
whole than 1 ever could have
from any single place we visited.
That is why I strongly believe
that if you can afford to travel or
study abroad, you should.
No, your spring break trip last
year to Cancun doesn't count.
Neither does going to Canada to
party and gamble.
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gest trying to get into some of
the later classes.
But although it may seem
like college and high school
are completely different, there
is still one very important
aspect thai makes them exactly the same.
When you left high school
this past spring, I'm sure
many if not all of you left
behind a close group of
friends, people who understand, trust and love you for
everything that makes you
who you are.
It may seem like these
people will be the only ones to
ever completely know you, but
that's not true at all.
During your time at BGSII,
not only will you meet a new
person every single time you
step onto the campus, you
will develop friendships that
will equal, if not become
stronger, than the ones you
had in high school.
You will see these people
every second of the day, and
will still never get enough of
them.
Don't get me wrong, your
high school friends will still
play an enormous part in your
life, but your college friends
will become your family.
They will be there during
some of the easiest and hardest moments in your life and
they will get you through all
of them no matter how rough
things may seem.
A true friend, whether met
in high school or in college,
will mean exactly the same
to you. even if they come
from two completely different
worids.

I'm talking about going
to a foreign country and living or studying there for a
period of time. Even a long
vacation in a foreign country
can work if you avoid the
major tourist traps.
The world itself is growing
closer, forcing people to come
into contact with new people
and cultures. Going abroad,
especially to study, helps
promote understanding of
different cultures and people.
This couldn't be any more
important today. Americans
seem to be growing more
close-minded, giving off
the idea that there's us and
everyone else.
But, you may wonder,
can't I just read books or
take a class that would teach
me about foreign cultures?
Yes. you can learn a lot from
them, but it's nothing compared to experiencing a new
culture first-hand. What
you see and hear in person
speaks louder and says more
than any author or professor.
In a sense, my trip to
the Hiroshima Peace Park
serves as a metaphor for
my whole study abroad
experience. I knew a lot of
information about the park
and the dropping of atomic
bomb beforehand. Only
after I visited, though, did
I truly begin to understand
everything I had known.
Going abroad and spending time in a foreign country
is an amazing experience,
one that everyone should try
to make, lust remember to
bring me back a cool
souvenir if you do.

Send amments lo Kauen Visas«
histev@bgsuedu

SerctonmwOto&wnSafieifcar
bzabetsbgmedu.

ALAN CALCATERRA
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Did you know...
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Greek life can't
be judged by
stereotypes
One of the biggest issues for
many incoming freshmen
is whether or not to join a
fraternity. There arc a lot misconceptions and myths about
fraternities that are exaggerated from the truth or are
completely wrong.
I had thought that the same
misconceptions and myths
about fraternities were tnie
until I actually joined a fraternity and realized that a lot of
tilings 1 have been told about
fraternities were wrong.
The question that I'm asked
most often is whether we haze
our new members. This is the

biggest misconception about
fraternities and is one of the
main reasons why people don't
join a fraternity.
The truth is a lot of fraternities did haze years ago, but
universities and state governments have long since cracked
down on the fraternities who
did hazing. People also generalize fraternities by saying if one
fraternity hazes then all fraternities must haze.
The reality is that most fraternities do not haze because thenare such strict rules and guidelines against hazing that have
been established by fraternities'
national headquarters, universities, and state governments,
According to stopharing.org,
ilicn- art- anti-lutzing law** in 44
states including Ohio
If a fraternity is caught hazing
they would be at risk of losing the
fraternity charter and their membership and. in some Cases, have
lawsuits and criminal charges
brought up against members of

the fraternity
This is the one of the main reasons why most fraternities don't
haze and also because many
fraternity members feel nobody
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has the right to make someone
do embarrassing or damaging
things to be accepted in any type
of group.
Another myth is that if you join
a fraternity you will have lower
grades. Studies show that this is
quite the opposite. According to
the University ofTexas-FJ Paso
[UTEPI Greek life web page, a
U.S. government study shows
that over 70% of all people who
are in a fraternity graduate while
50% of all non-fraternity people
graduate
Fraternities actually take
academics seriously and have
tilings like study tables with other
members and also some fraternities have tutoring for members
who are struggling in a particular
course.
Another excuse people use to
not join a fraternity is that they
can't afford the costs or they say
"I don't need to buy my friends"
You're actually not buying
friends. The money you spend
on dues and fraternity costs
actually pay for events, t-shins,
and other tilings and are pretty
much paid in advance for things
like fraternity events throughout
the school year. Fraternity costs

are actually not as expensive as
people think they are.
According to the IJTEP Greek
1 jfe website, less than 2% of
an average college student's
expenses go toward fraternity
costs. Most fraternities let their
members go on a payment
plan if the member can't pay
the full amount.
Another misconception is that
you have to drink and go to parties to be in a fraternity. This is
false and is just a stereotype thai
has been popularized by movies
like Animal House.
The truth is that many fraternities offer alcohol free housing
and many have strict guidelines
on alcohol use
These misconceptions and
myths hurt fraternities in many
different ways and people
should keep a more open mind
about fraternities because these
myths are false and they mislead
a lot people into not joining a
fraternity.
These myths are just a way to
stereotype and generalize people
who are in fraternities.
SeniiamerGioAlanQkaem at
adofitxpiedj

Rise Above High-Risk Drinking
Most BGSU students are.
• 89.2% of BGSU students do not let alcohol
use affect their academic performance.
• 98.7% of BGSU students do not use
alcohol daily, however, 45.8% of BGSU students
think that students use alcohol daily at BGSU.
• The BGSU high-risk drinking rate has decreased
3.3% since 2002 and 5.6% since 2000.
Brought to you by the Wellness Connection. Student Health Service, and ODADAS.
Data laken from ihe 2004 ACHA Health Assessment

THIS WEEKS BAD JOKE
YOU COULD TELL YOURSELF THAT ITS NEWS. BUT IT'S JUST NOT.

Q: What do sneezes wear on their (eet?
A: Ahhhh-shoes.
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An experience to treasure for a lifetime or more
Congratulations freshmen,
you've But i essfuUy moved in
your(iii inch television, your
parents are hours away, and.
thanks to this line University's
generosity, all :t,r>(X) of you are
now living the "B( i experience."
One thing you can look torward to in the next lew days
is awkward small group discussions where no one lalks,
especially when asked to reveal
extremely private Information
like their name.
You can also watch out for
pmple randomly introducing
themselves to you in the hopes

that you will be their best mend
forever, and, my personal favorite Icebreakers.

J±
MM

JIM LEVASStUl
NOT NEWS EDITOi

As a survivor of the inaugural
111 leX program. I feel uniquely
qualified to talk about icebreakers. Beware! They are the most
valuable land frequently used)
tool in your friendly peer facilitator's arsenal.
Ibr example, il you should
find yourself sitting around with
nothing to do (which will be
about 99 percent of the time),
your facilitator will probably

suggest a rousing game of "Two
Truths And A Lie."
Avoid this game al all costs.
It is the icebreaker equivalent
of that honible movie "Rent."
except with fewer bohemians.
Rot those who have never
played, here are the rules: you
come up with three statements,
two that are true and one that's
completely false. Then, you lie
your lying little pants off and
hope no one calls you on il.
Somehow this is supposed
to build camaraderie and mist
among group members, bin
with icebreakers, nobody wins.
But introductory exercises
won't take up all your time.
Undoubtedly you'll Ix.' forced to

MAN. TM SO

excrreo TO FINALLY)
ee AT COLLEGE..

attend many tailing speeches
with very important people who
drone on al)out "values" and
"leadership" and "strawberry
cheesecake."
They will likely try to convince
you that these tilings are what
the BG experience" is all about.
1 )on't listen to them.
Those of us who have been
here far too long know that life
at RGSU doesn't revolve around
values or fruity desserts; no, our
existence is defined solely by
things like breakdance lighting
and tacos. But don't take my
word for it — 1 could lie lying.
Jim (ilevass@bgsu.edu) flunked oul of
BGeX three years in a row
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think you're funny?

show us.
not news is recruiting!

1 MEDIUM
1 ITEM PIZZA $6
Dine-In Only
expires 12-31-06

Campus Pollyeyes

1

BOTTOMLESS
DRINK
wilh any buffet
expires 12-31-06

Pagliai's

•

Tfe® [kDse^Gii^b (tos StollMlIBo
Free Delivery
1 1 am to 1 am
Daily Drink
Specials

Free Delivery

L-i:

Sun-Thur
1 lam-10pm
and Fri, bat
1 lam-12am

tamJHKPciiiycycs

PogliQi's

419-352-9638

419-352-7571
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Bowling Green KNOWS pizza, and nobody does it better than Campus Pollyeyes and Pagliai's.
Come in and discover what Bowling Green has known for over 30 years.
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CAMPUS POLLYEYES: 440 EAST COURT STREET 352-9638 PAGLIAI'S: 945 SOUTH MAIN 352-7571

College students,
buy a superfast,
Office-runnini
video-chattin
crash-resistant,
podcasting Mac

441 Frame 419.354.4673
www.bgpc.org
M-W (10-5). Tb (10-7), Fri (10-1)
BG shuttle oil campus north route or
wntm walking distance'
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• Pregnancy Tests
• Counseling
• Post Abortion Counseling
• Pregnancy Support
• Adoption Information
• Limited Ultrasounds
•Material Assistance
Reliable information on all options.
Supportive and professional.
Please call lor an appointment
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That's right, a free
iPod nano after
mail-in rebate.
Plus, use your
education discount
to save even more.

& get a free iPod nano:
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WELCOME BGSU STUDENTS
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@ the Bowen-Thompson Student Union

Serving BGSU & the community for over 70 years

2006 BACK TO SCHOOL SPECIALS
*&?*

&££«*
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Academic liases

Every student must have one!
Customized with info
just for BGSU students

Get them while supplies last!

0\AL/fc

FSuhjec*
SpM Notebooks

*&»<

Get them while supplies last!

$&■£&
Selected JG&UT-Shrt*
by MV Sport

Reg. Priced $26.95

Collect l)iCiio^bnf

Extended Store Hours
Saturday: 10am - 10pm
Sunday: 10am - 7pm
*All sales are valid through Friday, Sept. 8th.
* Not to be combined with any other discounts.
* While supplies last.

Monday - Thursday: 8am - 9pm
Friday: 8am - 7pm
Saturday: Noon - 5:30pm
Methods of payment accepted:
BIG Charge, Visa, Mastercard, Discover, Cash, Check

Mi
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St. John's Episcopal
Church

CHURCH DIRECTORY

WELCOMES YOU!

We inviteyou to worship
and lookforward
to meetingyou!

Welcome Students

CHRISTIAN BOOKS AND GIFTS

Books. Bibles, Gifts, Jewelry, Music. & Apparel
HIS. Main St., Bowling Green, OH 43402
Hours: Tuesday-Saturday 10am-8pm
14191353-1383
(located in Ihe vtalkvtay behind Paneral

St. Aloysius

f Catholic Church
vi

First United Methodist Church

(419)352-4195

Students

Ministering with both Campus and Community

Worship

BELONG
BELIEVE
BECOME

Aug. 27th and Sept. 3rd & 10th:
10:00 am

A

We're on the corner of Summit & Clougn St.

y

WEEKEND MASSES
SAT: 5:30pm SUN: 8, 10, and 12 NOON

Trinity United
Methodist Church

Phurift

Sept. 17th and following;
9:00 am Contemporary Service
11:00 am Traditional Service

Church School beqinnin^ Sept. 17

lOe want to bejoar famitij Mj (rein dole,
St. Mark's Lutheran Church

10:00 a.m. Classes for all ages
9:00 & I 1:00 a.m. Children's Worship

Come worship with our family this Sunday.
1526 EastWooster Street
At the Southeast corner of the BGSU Campus.
* Van shuttle service available.
419- 353-0682

www.fumcbgo.org |

315 S. College Drive
419.353.9305
www.stmcirksliitherantig.org
BIBLE STUDY - WORSHIP -SERVICES ■ AND MUCH MORE

11 W i 'oMemporary
S<TVtl 1

- nil Suimtiit Sm.vt
taring GmaOlito 43402-2527
FtUM 41*3334031

worship 9:30am
Sunday School U:0Qaml
121 s. Kniirprise
il9.3S2.6635

l.i, 41'MM.M'.I

I -mail mnii) -> ^enctocg
fVnUv ami I'rin laimiiw Christ
at the Heart of BimlinK drecn

h2o Kick-off Wednesday, August 23 9pm 101 Olscamp

AM Are, WJcomi.
tpccewcnat.org
www.turningpointbg.org
Pastor Larry Whatley

Sundays
11 A.M. Worship Celebroticyi
10A.M. Discipleship Hour
Tuesdays
7P.M Bible Study
Wednesdays
7PM Women's Bible Sludy
7P.M. Kid's Point Ministries

LOCATED INSIDE THE
1234

N

MAIN

STREET

WOODLAND MALL
EG

•

4I9

373

0I44

rr^THE ALLIANCE
J

1161 Napoleon Road

JMAHHIW

Oc
■

Voice: 419.352.3623
Email: office@bgalliance.org
Web: www.bgalliance.org

Make the most of your first week by connecting to things that matter:

28:18-20

—*
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Bowling Green Alliance Church

Faith & Friendship
Join us at St. Thomas More University Parish
425 Thurslin (Across from McDonald Dorm Parking lot)

Monday August 21
6:0C - 7:00pm Adoration of

Wednesday, August 23

the Blessed Sacrament

8:00 Ice Cream Social
8:40 Rosary

7.00pm Holy Mass

9:00Holy Mass

Tuesday, August 22
4:45 - 5:15pm Confession

Thursday, August 24

5:00pm Evening Prayer
5:15 Holy Mass

4:45 -5:15 Confession
5:00pm Evening Prayer
5:15pm Holy Mass

6:00 Meal and Dodge Ball
Friday August 25
8:00 Popcorn ft Movie Night

Saint Thomas More University Parish
a time to make faith your own I

Also pickup a Catholic Campus Survival Kit at our St. Thomas More table in
the Student Union on Wed & Thurs between 11-1:00

I
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BG mayor has Falcon prid
By Lin Halv.nt.dl

City News Editor
Though he graduated from the
University almost 35 years ago,
Bowling Green Mayor John
Quinn is more involved at BGSU
than some students.
Quinn, who has heen mayor
of the city since 2000, eats lunch
with incoming freshman every
day during the four weeks of orientation.attendsUndergraduate
Student Government meetings
and even helps facilitate a session for BG experience.
"In a way, I've been going to
Bowling Green State University
for 40 years now," he said.
The 59-year-old Canton,
Ohio, native came to the
University in 1965 to study history and education.
By 1972, he held bachelors of
education, masters of history
and a job as a history teacher
at Bowling Green Junior High
School. Five years later, he
took a job at Bowling Green
High School teaching juniors
and seniors.
Neal Allen, who was principal of BGHS during Quinn's
30-year teaching career, said
Quinn was one of the school's
most loved teachers.
On election days, Quinn
entertained students by covering himself in old campaign
buttons.
But he was always a professional and made students work
hard while at the same time
keeping each history lesson

meaningful and fun, Allen said.
Quinn began his political
career in 1979 when he served
as a member of the Housing
Commission. He later became
the commission's chairman.
During this time, Quinn
also served students at BGHS
coaching football, swimming
and tennis. He also co-founded
the school's quiz
bowl team.
In 1984, he
became president of City
Council
and
served as chair of
several committees until 1990.
John
When
he
decided to run Quinn
for mayor in the Mayor of
2000 election, Bowling
Quinn said no Green
one was particularly surprised.
"i felt this was my chance to
do something," he said.
For Quinn, that something
has been working on the goal of
collaboration.
In his two terms of office,
Quinn said he's tried to help officials in city schools, county government and the University work
together for common goals.
He also helped begin The
Community Coalition for
Youth and Families, a group
of local leaders that finds ways
to help youths deal with problems such as underage drinking and suicide.
Jill Carr, Associate Dean of

Students, said Quinn has been a
great friend of the University.
"He reaches out so much to
communicate with us and work
with us," she said. "He reaches
out more than I ever would've
anticipated."
Quinn has always sought out
student opinions and if there's a
problem, he doesn't just whine
about it, he works to resolve the
issue, Carr said.
When City Council decided to
enforce a zoning rule two years
ago that required no more than
three unrelated inhabitants
in a house, Quinn talked with
University President Sidney
Ribeau and BGSU students.
Although many students and
University officials disagreed
with the decision, Quinn
allowed unrelated students living in area housing first semester to wait until the end of the
school year to move.
lohn Fawcett, municipal
administrator and director of
safety.saidthatsituation, among
others, proved that Quinn is
always willing to listen to community members, including
University students.
"He's very adept at the pulse of
the community and really puts
people at ease." Fawcett said.
Quinn said he thinks students can benefit just as much
from the community as lifelong residents.
"Students are residents too,"
he said. "They need to realize
the community is part of their
life for a few years."

CITY
BRIEF
BG schools get mixed
marks on report card
The Bowling Green City School District
received an Excelem rating frc«n the Ohio
Department ol Education for the 2005-2006
school year
The designation comes from an annual state
report card by the department But uncle the
school district met 24 of the 25 state standards.
it s not making adequate yearly progress. As a
result, the dstrict rs listed as at risk
In order to improve its status, the 0DEP
requires the Bowing Green School Board lo
compile an mprovement progress report, notify parents of the rating and discuss how they
can help improve the quality of the district.

Police arrest customer
who refused to leave
Besnik Metasam. 55, of Detroit. Mich,
was anested Wednesday night after resisting arrest and refusing to leave Bob Evans.
He told a waitress at the restaurant '50
truckloads of men' were going to kill him
When officers arrived. Metasani was pacing
in the lobby and repeating obscenities.

BRANDON HEISS

Same taste, new look at McD s
A LONG TIME COMING: Fred Rist of Pemberwlle was one of the frst customers at (he
recently rebuilt McDonalds on Wooster Street across from Harshman dorm. He says he
enjoys the comfortable seat cushions, the plasma TVs. and the overall more modem look.
This McDonalds now has a fireplace and wireless interne!

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE, INC.
Rental Office: (419) 354-2260
319 E. Wooster, Bowling Green, OH

90<®/ea*A @/otuy, • 0*c&pt4e Q/nleeriifHtue /9S6

* JEWELRY
* BRACELETS
* DIAMONDS * CLOCKS AND WATCHES
* PENDANTS * BATTERIES INSTALLED

www.johnnewloverealestate.com
Hours: M-F: 8:30-5:30, Sat: 8:30- 4:00

M
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When he was forced outside, he thought
a black Dodge Ram parked in the lot was
one of the trucks out to get him. Officers
attempted to calm Metasani but he acted
like he was scared of them Metasani was
arrested for trespassing and disordedy
conduct. He tried to kick the cruiser door
open 10 times on the way to the Wood
County Jail

KLEVERS JEWELRY

(Across From Taco Bell)
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ENGRAVING

Open Monda; Siiturda) *4l9-353-fift9l • I-800-569-39R8
Corner or Poe & Haskins (Fairviev, Pla/a)

STUDY HISTORY'S GREAT LEADERS
.OR LEARN HOW TO BECOME ONE.

IRK'S

%
>/

Leadership, Friendship & Opportunities! Register for a Military Science Class (MSL100), and challenge yourself.
For more info, visit Memorial Hall Rm. 151 or contact LTC DeWalt, 419-372-2476/mdewalt@bgsu.edu.
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PLACES ON CAMPUS

Recognize any of these?

0

MATCHING: C hedt out these six snapshots of university buildings and see if you can
tell which ones they are. The answers are printed below.
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18 Holes Par 40
Resort Style Putting
Course With Ponds,
Streams, and
Waterfalls
We're Just 9 miles Notlh
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both tried & true- we're here lor you
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Size of 2006 freshman class is ideal for campus community
By Mallisa Top.y
Reporter
This fall's freshman class of
3,660 studems is already ahead
oflasi year's class.
These numbers make the
2006 freshman class six sludenls
above last year's, bul second lo
the 2004 class of 3,929.
"With the size and the residential nature of the campus
this is an ideal class size to keep
the intimacy of a smaller campus and still be able to oiler the
resources of a larger campus,"
University president Sidney
Ribeau said.
Gary Swegan, director of
admissions, said BGSU has
been on a upward swing in
enrollment going against the
trend of other universities.
"We are pretty pleased
where we are at this point,"
Swegan said.
The enrollment figure of

3,660 combined with the 640
transfer students coming to
the University will put BGSU
at the target figure of 4,300 new
freshman and transfer students
coming to the campus.
Swegan said the target figure
determined through an enroll-,
ment plan designed by the
Provosts Office in collaboration
with Ribeau. They decide what
they would like the enrollment
figure for the fall class to be
based on graduation rates and
the number of students anticipated to return to campus.
But Ribeau said if the decline
in government funding to pub
lie universities continues he has
real concerns about class size.
"In 2008 we may not be able to
keep the class size we have now,"
he said. "We raise private funds
and do inventive things to generate funds but the decreased
support from state government
is the reason tuition has gone up
in all state institutions."

Swegan said once enrollment
figures get loo high any school
would have problems handling
the volume of students such as
with class room space, housing
and dining halls.
The 2006 class also has a
higher percentage of minority
students then last year's class.
It is anticipated that 20 percent
of the freshman class, or 750
students, will be minority students compared to 19 percent
last yeai
This is a record for BGSU
along with the number of outof-state students, which is
expected to be 550 students,
or IS percent, of the freshman
class, Swegan said.
The increase in out-of-state
students could be due to a
scholarship program the school
instituted in 2004, he said.
It started out as the Michigan
Success Scholarship and
offered 50 percent off out-ofstate tuition fees to qualified

candidates from Michigan to
enroll at BGSU.
"This program more than
doubled the number of students
from
Michigan,"
Swegan said.
in December, approval was
given to make this scholarship
available to any student from
any of the Other 49 stales and
the name was changed to the
lit; Success Scholarship.
The full impact of this new
program will not be known
until 2007.
What is known is that all
students arc welcome back
by Ribeau for a new academic
year at HC;.
"We are actively anticipating a new academic year,
We welcome all of the new
and returning students We
strive to create a environment where each student can
achieve their academic goals
and experience personal
growth," Ribeau said.

Students disagree with University's
overnight guest policy
By Kara Ohngran
Senior Reporter
University students living in
the dorms arc not allowed
to host overnight guests of
the opposite sex during the
2006-07 school year.
Girls can spend the night
in other girls' rooms and
likewise with boys in boys'
rooms. Yet, this means that
couples are not permitted to
spend the night together and
friends of the opposite sex
are not allowed to crash in
the same room.
Many University students
disagree with the policy and see
the need for it to he (hanged.
"I personally think the
overnight guest policy is
ridiculous." said Carly Keller,
senior. "If |the University!
really does not want us to
have opposite sex guests

spent the night, why are the
buildings co-ed at all?"
Similar to years past,
regardless of whether the
opposite sex guest is a resident
of that particular building
another campus residence or
a student at the University
at all, they are prohibited to
stay overnight, according to
the Office oi Residence Life.
The lid News reported last
lanuary that an overnight guest
policy survey conducted by the
Resident Student Association
could provide a forum tor BtU
dents to voice their concern
regarding this issue
Despite this, the policy
remains the same
The student handbook
states: "The needs ol room
mates/suitemates to sleep.
study and otherwise be free
See GUESTS | Page 12

BERNTHISEL SELF-STORAGE
3 11 Anthony Wayne Trail • Westervtlle, OH
Jim Bernthi&el Owner

• On-siie Manager
• Al Snei Available
• ElfCiiomi Gate with Keypad

• Stai't 8 Well In
• Tamper Resntant locks
' U-Haut Dealership On-lnt

• fenied (ampin

• Packing & Moving Hatenali Available

NO DEPOSIT OR SETUP CHARGE!

419-878-8988

It's Do or Dye

pan-pacific cuisine
Bring in your BG ID for 1 5% off
• All protein bar (seafood, beef, chicken, steak)

Bull Creek Paintball Park
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• All starch choices (rice or noodles)

• 30 Acre Paintball Park • 10 Playing Fields
• Pro Shop & Rental Equipment • Private Group Outings & Parties!

• Create your own dish/meal

low Prices!
www. bullcreekpaintball. com
FREE ADMISSION WITH BGSU ID
FOR OPEN PLAY
tM

419.266.4799

• Buy food by the plate, or for a little extra cash
and a lot more food, buy all you can eat

Exo MO/06
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Location: 25 North at Levis Commons
(419)873-9466

FREE Pool f, (Jot tub

BOWLING
GREEN'S
Z
2
•BBSS'
NEWEST APTS. 55
55**
'"'!
FREE Private Shuttle
First ZO people to sign receive a $600 Visa Gift Card!
,...,.„ _..ir Aklll#I
LIMITED TIME ONLY!

FREE Washer & Dryer

FREE Computer tab
FREE Sad Volleyball

No Application Fee

The Enclave II
877-819-6802

No Administration Fee

Collegeparkweb.com
706 Napoleon Rd.

No Short Term Lease Fee
No Security Deposit

i
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Office Hours:
Mon-Fri: 8:30am-7pm
Sat: lOam-ipm
f
Sm. IZpm-Apm
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AlcoholEdu program back

I'GKF.K'--.

By Alison Kemp
Features Editor

B0AN0ONHEISS

Through the BGeXperience
today, all freshmen will ho
instructed to take AlcoholEdu,
an online alcohol prevention
program.
"AlcoholEdu is a non-judgmental course." said Terry
llrntner, principle investigator
for the course and chair of the
journalism department. "It is
useful for nondrinkers as well
(as drinkers)," Rentnersaid.
Last fall was the first offering for the course. In addition
to freshmen, any Greeks and
athletes who did not complete the course last year will
he instructed to complete the
course this year.
Rentner received a grant
from the Higher Education
Center at the US Department
of Education. The grant is for
$300,000 for an alcohol program on a college campus.
"This course is effective
in helping students consider
drinking in healthier, safer
ways," Rentnersaid.
The course can be taken
in parts or in one sitting. The
first section will take approxi-

I • ■■■>*■

Waiting for the next step
NO CUTTING. PLEASE: Bowlmcj Gteefi student! stand patiently in tine to teceive theif
keys Tuesday morning at Greenbnar Apartments on Wooster Street. Many leases for students living off campus began on Tuesday.

Your mind isn't the only thing
that needs exercise.

From Page 11

mately two-and-a-half hours
to complete. Students have
until mid-September, about
six weeks, to finish the first
section.
Then after 30 days, a second
section, which should take 20
minutes, will need to be completed. This is a follow-up survey and knowledge test.
"This course helps us know
about the needs of the students (at BGSU)," said Barb
I (off man, the health programs
coordinator at the Wellncss
Connection.
"I couldn't believe how
many poeple drink on a regular basis," said sophomore
Heather Merritt
Hoffman explained that the
information gained from this
course will be useful for peer
facilitators and comparing
BGSU to other universities that
participate in AlcoholEdu. The
results will also be presented
in developmental programs at
the University, Rent tier said.
At the end of last year's
course, more than 90 percent
of students who completed
the course that were heavy
drinkers said they were ready
to change and not drink as
much, Rentnersaid.

from interference and disruption as well as the right
to privacy are paramount
and supersede the right to
host an overnight guest in
the room/suite."
Some students feel that
the overnight
guest policy in
the dorms is an
infringement
on their personal rigtits.
"It seems to

"Who is the

University to tell
us who we are

me when we allowed tO have in complaints
come

lege

to

col-

they

receive

every- our personal dorm about guests.

Additionally,
one should be
guests of any
considered an
Carly Keller | Senior
nature
are
adult and be
subject to the same rules
able to make decisions for
and expectations as a resithemselves," Keller said.
dent and if the guest violates
"Who is the University to tell
any of these regulations (he
us who we are allowed to have
host will be held responsible.
in our personal dorm rooms?"
Guests whose behavior is
Keller also explained that
deemed "inappropriate" may
when she was a resident in
be asked to leave the campus
Kreischer-Compton
these
residence, according to the
rules were never enforced.
student handbook.
On the other hand, admin
Did you know?

A dime has 118 ridges
around the edge.

Do you need to enroll or waive the

Under Renovation
located on the corner ol 8th ana Hiah St.

.BGSU Student O
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Carpal
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OUf htlng rinturaa ml Tarn
< J Cloaet Organliar*
i Kltchan Wlayl

Please call us at 419.372.7495
Visit us at 134 Health Center Building

tux > nothing \kj i aitfknui to dear ttur hud And can
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'

i 6 Panal Birald Cloaata
i Ballroom S Bathroom Boon
Great Affordable Rates

Curvet
(419)352-2878

isttutors say the policy is
strongly enforced by the residence hall staff.
Sometimes staff members
will question an individual
in the hall if it's late at night
and they haven't seen them
around before, Vanessa Elola,
former residence hall director
ofOffenhauer Towers told The
BG News last year when the
policy came under fire when
the
surveys
were first available online.
She
added
that
staff
members also
follow up on

Spacious Bedrooms
Free membership to
Cherry-wood Health Spa

To serve you during move-in weekend
the Student Insurance Office
will be available:

Bring A

Friday Aug,18th-8am-4pm
Saturday Aug. 19th- 9am-2pm
Sunday Aug 20th-12pm-3 30pm

1204 V '
K.»lmtl.,„T OH

Payments Made bay
Wf Keapl Vtaa. MMOreairl. Coll. « Clack
•met Hours:
Mon-Frl.8-I2A1-4.30

Preferred Prteertiai Co.

Student Insurance Office
wwwbgsu edu/studeniinsurance

Welcome BG Students
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SEE US FOR ALL YOUR AUTOMOTIVE REPAIRS!

with 3 great services from Time Warner Cable.
i

10%

OFF ANY SERVICE PERFORMED
WITH STUDENT I.D.

4

'In lieu of otne' oCeis Most cars and Itgm tiucu

* _l

We Offer Complete Automotive Repair
• Air Conditioning • Brakes • Exhaust • General Maintenance • Heating &
Cooling • Lube/Oil/Filter • Shocks & Struts • Starting & Changing • And
Much More!
Brake & Exhaust Inspections Are Always FREE!
HOM ." ! II ' I ME WARRANTS '■

Tuffy

\ Auto Service j
Centers.

Bowling Green
(419) 353-2444
1087 S. Main Street
Mon. - Fri. 8:00am - 6:00pm
Sat. 8:00am - 4:00pm
www.tuffy.com

Gypsy Lane

t no

Uideo Spectrum
LARGEST MOVIE
SELECTION IN BG
Hard to find Movies • VHS and DVD's
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• CLOSEST VIDEO STORE TO CAMPUS •

112 E. Washington St. 419-352-4171
LUL
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Are YOU Hot?
"Ask us.about special savings.on.ouribundledi
COOL OFF WITH AN ICE COLD
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SIDELINES

Out with the old
As the Falcons head'into the 2006 season, new faces replace familiar ones in one of the
MAC s most prolific offenses. Here's a guide to the fresh names and faces in Falcon football.

FALL SPORTS
Teams prepare to
begin seasons
Many teams look to improve
this fall with fresh coaching
staffs, athletes and outlooks. Seasons begin early

He threw for 41 touchdowns with just 4

September

interceptions in 2004 a ratio which is an

making two starts He threw for 492 yards

NCAA record. Battled a shoulder injury

and two touchdowns. He was also able to

m 2005 but still threw for 2.591 yards and

rush for 170 yards and three touchdowns.

26 touchdowns All-time BGSU leader in

He fits the profile of Josh Hams and

touchdown passes with 71

Omar Jacobs as a quarterback who can

WOMEN'S
SOCCER
Third time's
a charm

He played m eight games last season,

run and throw.

RUNNING BACK

The women's soccer team

pjpopr

is poised and ready to claim
their third straight MAC

He rushed for over 3,000 yards and had

He red-shirted last season while Pope

Championship. Read mote

over 1.000 yards receiving in his career.

and BJ Lane alternated in the backfield

on page 14.

He is third all-time at BGSU with 55

In 2004 he rushed 12 times for 63 yards

rushing touchdowns and his 5.2 yards per

and a touchdown His speed is his strong

carry average is also third. His back lo

point. He has some big shoes to fill this

back 1.000 yard seasons in '03 and '04

season but the team is confident in ins

marked the second time in school history

abilities.

SCHEDULE

that happened

TODAY

WIDE RECEIVER

Women's soccer:

TFtt'J *•'{[•

vs. Dayton (exhibition);
730 p.m.

OUR CALL
On the way up

He set a school record by. recording a

He recorded 160 yards on eight catches

catch in 48 straight games All-time leader

against Wisconsin last season He also

in receptions with 232. receiving yards

threw for a touchdown against Miami and

with 5.450. touchdown catches with 54,

ran a punt back for 98 yards and a score

and all purpose yards with 4.519. Second

versus Temple. He will also be the new

team all-MAC in 2005. scoring six touch-

punt returner, replacing Sharon. His game

downs with 1.028 yards.

experience is key for the offense's success.

Women's basketball: They
did not lose a

WIDE RECEIVER

game during
MAC play last

lii'iV' i ='

year, going 16-0
in the regular season and

His 24 touchdown catches are fourth

As a red-shirt sophomore. Parts started

marching through the MAC

all-time in school history. Last season he

four of the six games he played in. He was

tourney. The crazy thing is.

racked up 855 yards. His 14 touchdown

able to record nine catches for 114 yards

the whole starting lineup is

receptions m 2005 were the second best

on the season. His year was cut short

single-season effort m BGSU history. He

when he suffered a season-ending injury.

back They'll look to extend
their 25-game winning streak

played in every game for the past three

He and Partridge have a tough act to fol-

seasons

low. 20 touchdowns and over 1.800 yards
between last years one-two punch.

in MAC play this season.

On the way down
Men's basketball:
The team did
not reach double
digits in wins and

ON TO THE
NFL After three

quarterback Omar

January 26 last season. It

Jacobs decided to

was the worst season for the

leave school early

has been the coach.

GUN: All eyes are

Green, standout

only recorded one win after

Falcons since Dan Dakich

UNDER THE

years at Bowling

on Anthony Turner
to be the next
great signal caller
at BG and continue

and was drafted

the offensive jug-

by the Pittsburgh

gernaut the Falcons

Steeters

have been since the
Urban Meyer era

The List
Our experts break down the
top five QBs in NCAA

1. Brady Quinn:
Heisman front-runner

FALCON FOOTBALL 20061 OFFENSE

(below) will conduct a
talented Irish offense.
2. Troy Smith: Took
the Big Ten by storm last

New offense gets back to ground game

season - expect more of the

By John Turner
Sports Editor

same in 2006

FOOTBALL
GLANCE

3. Pat White: Probably
the most dangerous QB in
the country making defenses
take a second look.
4. Chris Leak: Shown
flashes of brilliances and is
primed for a career season.

5. JaMarcus Russell:
Will need to have a strong
season for LSU to win an
SEC title.

-i*JOHDAN FIOWER I IW 95 NEWS
IN THE SPOTLIGHT: Alter three years of waiting m the wings. Dan Macon will have his
chance to shine as the feature back in a run-driven Falcon offense this fall.

I

The departure of five of the
most prolific offensive players in
school foothall history will leave
the Falcon offense with a decidedly new look in 2006. Although
Omar lacobs, Charles Sharon.
Steve Sanders, P.). Pope and
B.J. Lane are gone, coach Gregg
Brandon's new-look Falcon
offense is anxious to bring (heir
own style to the field in 2006.
"We are a very young team,"
Brandon said. "From where I
sit that creates some anxiety in
terms of an experience standpoint. But, you know what, these
kids will come out and play hard
with a lot of passion."
Despite a host of offensive
weapons, BG struggled rushing
the ball last year. The Falcons
were out gained by 342 yards on
the ground, over 30 yards per
game, something that the team
would like to see change this
season with a new approach to
their offense.

I

LAST SEASON: U

iMAC)

KEY RETURNERS: Dan Macon
Anthony Turner. Kory bchtensteigei.
Derrick Marbay. Devon Part Brad
Williams and Antonio Smith
KEY LOSSES: Omar Jacobs. Charles
Sharon. Steve Sanders. P J Pope. BJ lane.
Jelani Jordan. Rob Warren and Teddy
Piepkow
OUTLOOK: A younger, faster Falcon
squad returns m 2006 m search of a sixth
consecutive winning season They face a
tough schedule with two Bq Ten opponents and only four games m Doyt Perry
Stadium
If this new look offense is to
be

successful,

quarterbacks

Anthony Turner and

Freddie

Barnes will need to be a major

part of the turnaround from an
offense that relied heavily on
the precision passing of Omar
lacobs in the previous two seaSee OFFENSE Page 17

Freshmen need
to take up
Falcon spirit
First, I would like to welcome
you all to one of the greatest
secondary institutions in the
United States of America. Ladies
and gentlemen, welcome to
Bowling Green State University.
Second (and of equal importance) is that our colors here at
BG are orange and brown. They
don't include green (the name
of the university might imply
Otherwise), and they don't
include white (which might be
confusing to you when winter
rolls alongand that's the only
color you can see for miles and
miles).
It might seem strange to you,
but I also need to remind you
that our colors are not red and
gray.
"Of course they aren't, D.|„"
you might say to yourself. That's
like saying thai one plus one is
two or that oranges are oranges.
It's fairly obvious once you start
watching any ol our varsity
teams play that our colors do
not have red in them and they
do not have gray in them.
The confusion might set in
when you start watching the
"seasoned veterans" here at
Howling Green State University
don their apparel every weekend for the football mayhem
that is the short NCAA season.
"So wait," you ask. "Students
here cheer for teams other than
Bowling Green?"
The answer is yes, but luckily. it's not many. Ihe situation
is similar to those who were
opposed to tlie Vietnam war
several decades ago: There's
a very vocal minority of students here at Bowling Green
who show'more enthusiasm to
this random school they don't
attend versus the school they
will more than likely get their
degree from, so it appears like
it's a huge problem.
Bowling Green Stale
University's football team
is Division 1-A. This meanwere in the same division as
the University ol Texas. Duke
University and, of course, Ohio
State University. We have the
same claim to the National
Championship in any given
\ eat as any "big" school across
the country; the only catch is
that because the strength of
schedule is a Ml weaker than
schools like Texas anil Ohio
Slate, we'd need to H in almost
every game (if not every single
game) convincingly to be considered for a shot at the aforementioned title.
Before you discount the
Falcons and consider going
undefeated an impossible feat,
let me catch you up with our
very recent history. In the 2002
season. Bowling Green would
start off with an amazing 9-0
record, and as of November 3,
was ranked as high as sixteen in
the US VTodav FSI'N coaches
poll. In the 2003 season,
Bowling Green would overwhelm the Un iversity of Purdue.
a Big Ten powerhouse in their
own right, and came within one
touchdown of the Ohio State
University, the former national
champions. The team would go
on to win the Motor City Bowl
against Northwestern, one of
Ohio State's conference dance
partners.
The fun didn't stop there.
2004 introduced BowlingGrtvn
to one of the most accurate
and successful quarterbacks
in MAC, wait, not MAC, but
NCAA history. In fact, Floridaborn quarterback Omar lacobs
would go on to set the NCAA
record for the best touchdownto-interception ratio in NCAA
Division 1-A history. Needless
to say, Bowling Green has two
relatively successful campaigns
in 2004 and 2005, leading us to
where we are now.
Granted, we've had some
setbacks. After losing to a random South Florida team in the
successful 2002 season, after

SCH
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Falcons shoot
for three in a
row in MAC
WOMEN'S
SOCCER
GLANCE
LAST SEASON: 147-2 (9-2 MAC)
Firs! m the MAC
KEY RETURNERS: Corbie Yee. Lindsay
Cartel. Jamie Babtch and Danielle Cygan
KEY LOSSES: Al> Sh,ngler. Julie Trundle
and Samantha Meister
OUTLOOK: The Falcons lost nine
seniors and the MAC playei of the year
from last season's squad but still pose
a thieat to win the MAC for a second
straight year Coach Andy Richards will
rely on the experience of the junior class.
who've won a MAC tide every year, to step
up this season

By Mitt Riddle
Reporter

The BGSU women's soccer team
was picked lo finish third by MidAmerican Conference coaches
this past week, even though the
Falcons are the returning MAC
champions.
Coach Andy Richards doesn't
read too much into ihe pre-season polls.
"The [Kills don't mean anything
really," Richards said. "Coaches
like to put pressure on other
teams Yet I am complimented
that we were picked to finish 3rd
this season."
The Falcons will have back four
startersand lO'etterwinnersfrom
the 2005 championship season.
lit i won a record 14 games last
season, with their final record 147-2. The team also won their first
MAC regular season title, going
9-2-0 in the conference play.
Women's soccer continued its
domination of the MAC tournament, winning it for the second
time in a row last season.
After the Falcons inspiring 2005
season, they made their way to
the NCAA championships. Losing
nine seniors may be hard to overcome for some NCAA coaches,
but Richards is looking at it in a
different way.
"You can't replace some of the
great talent we had last season,"
Richards said. "Replacing players
is important and we have the talent to do it. Our junior class has a
lot of experience. They have been
MAC Champs ever since they
came to Bowling Green. There's
going to be a lot of completion for
playing time, we need to find out
identity."
The first game of the 2006 season is Aug. 25 in Milwaukee, Wise
The Falcons will be participating
in the Milwaukee Cup against
Marquettc and Milwaukee,
Wisconsin.
"Basically its Marquette,
Wisconsin and Sacred Heart and
whoever wins the most games,
earns the Milwaukee Cup,"
Richards said.
The first home game of the
season is Friday Sept. 1 against
Xavier. Altiiough the schedule
is tough this year, Richards welcomes it
"I like to challenge my players with tough scheduling, but
we have 11 home games which
will help out our younger players," Richards said. "Marquette,
Fastem Illinois, Michigan St. and
Xavier are very tough games."
The captains for this season's
team are lone senior Lindsay
Carter and junior lamie Babich.
"They are both very talented
soccer players and leaders,"
Richards said "Lindsay is a leader that players will follow on the
field. Jamie is more a vocal leader
on the field."
The future is bright for the women's soccer program at BGSU. For
the second straight season, the
Falcons have had an excellent
recruiting class. Last season's class
was headlined by MAC Freshman
of the year Corbie Yee.
The 2006 class welcomes 14
new players on the squad. This
class Ls ranked tenth in the Great
Lakes Region."
"The freshman that we recruited have a good chance of playing
early," Richards said. "I don't discriminate by age — if you're talented you're going to play. Three
of four freshmen may start right
away."
The success and popularity
of the women's soccer program
at Bowling Green is providing
excitement for the Fall semester.
After losing nine seniors from last
seasons team, the Falcons will
need to rally together as a team
and prepare to three-peat as MAC
Tournament Champions.
"Anybody on our team can have
a breakout season this year—kids
can surprise you," Richards said.
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FALCON FOOTBALL 20061 DEFENSE

Young Falcons rely on speed
By Colin WiUon
Assistant Sports Editor

The 2005 season was not exactly a walk in the park for BGSU
football when they were on the
defensive side of the ball. This
season they may have to rely
on some younger players to
change their fortunes.
The Falcons 6-5 record and
absence from the post-season may have been a sign that
scoring is not everything in
football. BGSU gave up 27.6
points per game. That ranked
seventh in the Mid-American
Conference.
One reason was the inability
to stop their opponents from
running the ball down their
throats. The Falcons allowed
174.7 rushing yards per game
last season, which ranked 8th
in the conference.
This year's defense returns
four starters. That will put
some pressure on the coaching
staff to find the right players
to fill the seven new spots on
defense. Coach Gregg Brandon
has faith that the players will
reduce that pressure as much
as they can.
"We had a great off-season,"
Brandon said. "We have the
most players in the history of
the program that can do the
bench press test. We also have
the fastest team that we have
had since I've been here. There
are a lot of things from a physical standpoint that get me
excited about this team."
The Falcons have some definite promise in some of their

"There was a
earning curve for
some of the younger
players, but there is
definately some
talent there."
Gregg Btandon | Coach

86 NtWSflLE PHOTO
RUN DOWN: BG snuggled stopping opponents from rushing die ball in 2006. allowing 1.923 yards. Calhoun (above) rushed for more
250 yards in last year's opener and scored five touchdowns Stopping this trend is an emphasis for the team in 20O6.

prospects. 1)1 Young is a 6'5"
defensive lineman who could
see playing time this season at
defensive tackle.
"DJ lYoung] is an outstanding freshman prospect, he is
a good solid player," Brandon
said. "He has the attributes as a
freshman more so than any kid
we've had here before as far as
the size you're looking for and
his inside presence."
If Young does play, he'll be
pairing up with two players
who have great experience.
Brad Williams is a fifth year
senior defensive lineman. He
recorded 63 tackles last season,
10.5 of which were for a loss.

The other is senior defensive
end, Devon Parks. A defensive
leader. Parks was able to record
57 tackles last season, paired
with four sacks and three
forced fumbles.
There is a possibility that
true freshman may be a factor in the linebacker core and
defensive backficld as well.
The secondary already features sophomore Antonio
Smith, who started every game
as a true freshman last year.
He had two interceptions and
scored touchdowns on both
of them. Smith also recovered
two fumbles and broke up eight
passes lo go with 57 tackles on

the season. He'll be the cornerstone of the secondary.
"I have to step up to be a
leader," said Smith. "I expect
us to do very well. We've got a
lot of guys, we're In great shape
and we're focused, 1 feel real
good about |the defense]."
The secondary has revamped
itself lo make speed their main
focus. The young players that
will work into the schemes
are geared to make that focus
work.
"Our secondary is fast, faster
than I've seen in the last lour
years," said Parks. These guys
are really going to be able to fly
to the ball."

There is confidence that
the overall defense will see an
improvement this season. The
speed they possess gives the
coaching staff confidence that
they will be able to stop the run
this season.
I think that we've improved
our overall team speed — definitely more athletic on that
side of the ball," Brandon said.
"There was a learning curve
for some of the younger players, but there is certainly talent there."
The Falcons defense will
receiveitsfirsttestonSeptember
2nd against Wisconsin. The
Badgers were able to torch BG's
defense for 56 points in last
season's opener, wasting a stellar offensive attack by Omar
Jacobs and friends.
Although the youth is a concern, the speed is a confidence
builder for the Falcons, setting
up what will be an interesting
transition year in BG football.
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Inexperienced team looks
to gain consistency in
tournament play
"We just have one

MEN'S GOLF
GLANCE

bad round... and
in a tournament

LAST SEASON: Placed ninth of nine in

you can't do that

KEY RETURNERS: lace Walker Trevor
Spathelf and Dan Mclntyre
KEY LOSSES: HwthZiglai
OUTLOOK: Law year's team finnhed
last in the conference due to inconsistencies in tournaments The young team
hopes their record will better leflect then

and compete."
Trevor Spathe'f' Wen's golf
By Ryan Bort
Reporter

Tliis war's golf team is hill of talent, accudtng to returning starter Trevor Spathelf, but that may
have gone unnoticed after a ninth
place finish at the Mid-American
Conference
Championship
last year.
The team showed glimpses of
just how good it could be when
it won its own tournament the
John l'i[X'r Imitation;)!. With the
help of four talented freshmen the
team plans to improve this year
and compete at a higher level.
"We have a really good team.''
Spathelf said. "We just have outbad round and in a tournament
you can't do that anil coni|iete."
Coach darn, Winger says the
freshman will provide an immediate boost for the team and have
an impact right away. This year
he In ought in four freshman from
Ohio and Michigan, including
Scott Blackburn, an Ohio bailor
Worlds Champ, and Andrew
Ladwig, a 2005 MHSAA Dream
Team honoree. The freshmen all
competed over the summer to

prepare for the up coming season
and are ready to compete at the
collegiate level.
The team will be looking for
players to take on a leadership role
after losing second team AO-MAt

and four year starter I leatli /jglar.
"It's going to he very challenging |to coach this tcaml — we're
young and losing a great leader
in I leath, but there's no reason we
can't compete,'' Winger said.
Competing at the MAC
Championship is what the team
is looking forward to most.
The winners of last year's MAC
Championship.
Kent State,
brought the trophy to the conference banquet and put it on
display lor the other teams. Hie
trophy represents what this year's
team knows they can achieve if
they play more consistently and
eliminate hail rounds.
"When they brought the trophy it really lit a fire under us, it's
something we want to get to,"
Spathelf said.
Bowling Green has not felt
that they have competed In the
\1 \( Championship in recent
yean, No Falcons were present
the last time the team finished in
the upper half of the field.
The team is very good and
very talented, it's just a matter of
practicing hard and when everyone becomes the best individual
they can be." Winger said "We'll
he a better leant and be able to
compete at every tournament.''

BHANOON HEISS

FALCONS LOOK TO GET BACK ON THE BALL IN 2006
FOCUS: Chuko Evwataye attempts to got past a defender in a preseason exlwbitior. match against Xaviet on Tuesday BG lost to the M
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kstore

BOWEN-THOMPSON

STUDENT

UNION

Serving BGSU & the Community for over 70 years
419-372-2851

Web site: http://bookstore.bgsu.edu
email: bookstore@bgsu.edu
WE BUY BACK BOOKS EVERYDAY
AND PAY THE MOST MONEY!

Bamboo C\cKrde.v\
Besc Chinese Take Out in BG!
OPEN HOURS:
Mon-Thurs: 11:00am -10:00pm
Fri-Sat: 11:00am-11:00pm
Sunday: 12:00 Noon 9:30pm

MR. BILLS CAMPUS TANNING

BPs LOWEST

I

• All New and Used Textbooks
• All Required & Recommended
Course Materials
• Largest Selection of Used Books
at 25% Savings
• Online Textbook Reservations
• Largest Selection of BGSU Clothing
• General Reading Bestsellers
• Reference Books
• Computer Books, Accessories,
Software & Hardware
• Art & School Supplies
• Music CDs, DVDs & Electronics
• Greeting Cards & Gifts
• Special Order Services

the

PEREGRINE

shop

419-372-9SOO

Food, Beverages, Snacks
School Supplies
BGSU Clothing & Insignia Gifts
Commencement Products
Greeting Cards & Gifts
Healths Beauty Aids

TMimm PR(C£S*
'ONIV

I

BLOCK

Wnitr f ROM

CAMPUS!

%

•rO mm "2A,SO
Aimimmo MO-VTMS stos* BOOTHS S29.S0
•ScMfSTCD Uuuumd s

425 E.

AVAILABU

WOOSTCH ST.

NEXT TO IMC UhllftOAD TRACKS
4 "ANOT't IAT1 NtTI MOT DOG*"

419-352-7889

COUNSELING CENTER
Bowling Green State University

University Bookstore Back to Class Extended Hours
10:00 a.m.-10:00 p.m.
Saturday, 8/19
.... 10:00 a.m. - 7:00 p.m.
Sunday, 8/20
Monday, 8/21
8:00 a.m. -9:00 p.m.
Tuesday, 8/22
8:00 a.m. -9:00 p.m.
Wednesday, 8/23 ...
8:00 a.m. -9:00 p.m.
Thursday, 8/24
8:00 a.m. -9:00 p.m.
8:00 a.m. -7:00 p.m.
Friday, 8/25
12:00 p.m.-5:30 p.m.
Saturday, 8/26
Sunday, 8/27
.... 12:00 p.m. - 5:30 p.m.
....
8:00 a.m. - 7:30 p.m.
Monday 8/28
Tuesday, 8/29
.... 8:00 a.m.-7:30 p.m.
Wednesday, 8/30 ... .... 9:00 a.m. -7:30 p.m.
.... 9:00 a.m.-7:30 p.m.
Thursday, 8/31
.... 9:00 a.m. - 4:00 p.m.
Friday, 9/1
Saturday, 9/2
.... Closed
.... Closed
Sunday, 9/3

Division of Student Affairs

SERVICES
Consultation
Individual Counseling
Group Counseling
Outreach Programming
PsychiatryOnline Screening
Emergency Service
National Testing

COMMON CONCERNS
Depression
Anxiety
Stress Management
Grief and Loss
Self Esteem
Improving Relationships
Fating Disorders
Self-Injury

(419) 372-2081
320 Saddlemire Student Service!
l-or online resources & center hours visit
www.bgsu.edu/offices/sa/couaseling/

ALSO VISIT OUR OTHER LOCATIONS:

BGSU<*Main

BGSU Firelands
BOOKSTORE

BIG CHARGE, VISA, MASTERCARD, DISCOVER, CASH AND CHECK ACCEPTED
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Golf team optimistic under
new head coach

"With a team who
has given us so
much, the least we
can do is go out and

>v|

support our own
football team."
running imo MAC quarterback
Hen Roetlilisberger (you know,
the dude who became the
youngest qua rterback ever to
win the Super iinwl) twice in
2003, and after seeing our star
quarterback miss entire games
because of injuries, the Falcons
haven't been recognized as the

outstanding team they haw
truly become,
But with SO much potential
lor our football team, the one
thing I ask (as a lifelong falcon
fan) is for your support. That's
the only thingthat the team
has really lacked in the past.
We've been doing so well, but
there would be times when
our stands would he almost
completely empty. After all the
aforementioned accolades, you
would think that the stadium
would be full. In all fairness,
there are times that it would
be (against teams like Toledo
and former MAC powerhouse
Marshall). But there were times
when we played one of the
directional Michigan teams
when there was nobody to be
found. With a team who has
given us so much, the least we
can do is go out and support our
own football team.
Freshmen, after you're done
reading my column, I ask you to
go to the University Bookstore
and pick up some orange and
brown. Go ahead and send
the red and gray back to your
long-distance girlfriend (that
probably won t work out) down
at (lliio Slate and let her support
her school while you do
the same.
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CONCENTRATION: The Fakons hope to improve on a 2005 season where ihey
finished eigtht in the MAC Full preview Monday

WOMEN'S GOLF GLANCE
LAST SEASON: FmiM eighth in MAC Championships
KEY RETURNERS: J««a McCain. Carley Hrusovsky and Kan Liggett
KEY LOSS: Amanda Schroder
OUTLOOK: The team will look to improve horn a disappointing season last
year under the direction of first year coach. Stepharae Young

JORDAN FIOWIB

Netters prepare for season

IliJarks
• Parts
• Accessories
• Clothing
• Bicycle Repairs

SPIKE IT DOWN: Meghan Mohr and the Bowling Green squad open their season Saturday. August 26 in South Bend against Notre
Dame. Check out Monday's paper for more on the Falcons.
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beads . stringing materials . tools
jewelry design/assembly
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ferks

patties

workshops

Hair syScdon

1
Phone: 419352.3468
Hours: TuesThurs IO-8, Fri 4 Sal 10 5
178 S Main Street, Bowling Green, OH 43402

353"9i83(wave)
1351/2 E. COURT ST.

C GIANT

(next to Mr. Spots)

scrapbooking
cord making
crop room
classes

Bicycle Sales & Service

352-9375

Haircuts

VISIT US AT 248 South Main St.

You Missed Us
MORE!

shopcyclewerks.com
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Color
Highlights
Waxing

182 S. Main St. Bowling Green • (419) 353-4040
scrappinonmain@yahoo.com

STEAK SANDWICHES
H0AGIES
BUFFALO WINGS
H0AGIE FRIES

historic Downtown Wowting §reen...
A Tradition With a Future

DELI SANDWICHES

Offering Historical & Architectural Tours

Retail, Restaurants & More

BOWLING
GREEN

ATTITUDE
125 E. COURT STREET
BOWLING GREEN

Satisfy The Cravia§
With A Complimentary
Order of Hoagie fries.
With Purchase of Any
Cheesesteak, Hoagie or
Deli Sandwich.

new for fall 2006 - on the go in mesa red

from The East.

*"K**tfc
■

Store Hours:
Monday - Saturday
9:00 a.m. - 9:00 p.m.
Sunday
12:00 p.m. -5:00 p.m.

(Dine-in or Carry-out Only)

The BeasT

Dedicated to the Economic Development,
Promotion & Beautification of Downtown BGI

Main St. B.G. • 419.354.4332 • email: downtown@wcnet.org • www.downtownbgohio.org

352-SPOT
You Know
You Want It!

Complementary Downtown Directories
This site.. Purchase "Downtown Dollars" the Downtown Gift Certificate

Welcome
BGSU
Students!

20% off
ANY Service

20% off
ANY Product
w/select stylists, expires 9/30/06

I

w/select stylists, expires 9/30/06

Iiiiuniiiuii Ittmliitu i.i'
181 South Main • Bowling Green, OH 43402 • (419)352-4101. (419)352-2611
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Big Ten vs MAC games have positive
and negative effects on teams
Colin Wilion
Assistant Sports Editor

"It's a great thing, it helps us get a lot of

The Big Ten Conference and the
Mid-American Conference are
in ihc same region of the country, primarily from the Midwest.
The level of football between the
two conferences, however, is a
little less similar than their locations.
The Big Ten has two or three
national championship contenders every season, whereas
the MAC is not even eligible for
the Bowl Championship Series.
Despite the disparities, the
two conferences frequently
match-up in the early part of
the season. Some think that it is
unfair that a conference such as
the Big Ten is able to schedule
those games and beat up on the
MAC teams. Although the MAC
schools arc receiving benefits for
playing in the game, they have
little chance to come out on top.
"I think the MAC needs to take
some of those games away so
we can gain some more respect
on a national level," said Kevin
Howe, an Eastern Michigan
Defensive Lineman.

exposure on television and helps us rate
ourselves against Big Ten teams. Every year
we go against them I think the MAC as a

Doug Free | Northern Illinois

3

4

1
2

2

of the victories.
The record is not anything
to confide in, but that is not
the only thing that should be
looked at. In many instances,
MAC teams are able to play very

competitively.

In 2003, BGSU had already
beaten Purdue and was headed
into a game against the defending champion Ohio Stale
Buckeyes. The Falcons hung
tough with the Bucks and fell to
OSU 24-17 in a thriller.
The MAC is a conference that
is beginning to gain respect,
There have been a number ol
teams who have played well
against the more prominent
conferences and schools, not

6
7
7

Last season, Ohio University
knocked off Pittsburgh in overtime and the year before that
they beat Kentucky. In 2003,
Northern Illinois went 3-0 in a

9
4
5

non-conference schedule which
featured Alabama, Maryland
iiul Iowa State.
"When you look at that game,
Pitt, was coming off of a prettj
good year," said Ol) Linebacker
Man Muncy. "It just shows
thai you can go out there and
compete with anybody on any

SUDOKO

Topla : Complete the grid
so that ever row, column
and ever 3x3 box contains
the digits 1 to 9.There is no
guessing or math involved.
Just use logic to solve

given day."
This season features thirteen
scheduled matchups between
the two conferences. The only
MAC team that does not play
against a Big Ten team is Ohio.
Ball State plays three Big Ten
teams, which is the most in
the MAC.

From Page 13

"I expect to run, that's the kind

UPJA'FRIENDflNDiQETrAFREEiMONTH

1
7

of quarterback 1 am," Turner
said. "I'm more ol a scrambler/
passer where Omar was more
of a passer. I can get myself
out of certain situations that
Omar couldn't."
Brandon hopes to get back to
the type of offense his team ran
in his first season at the helm
in 2003. with Ail-American
Ibsh Harris taking snaps for
the team.
"1 think we can get back to the
nature of our offense," Brandon
said. "Both Freddie and AT are
great runners, whereas Omar
was such a great passer that
we didn't utilize that phase of
our offense."
Although he cant play both
quarterbacks at the same time,
Brandon would like to see

Barnes, the team's back-up, find
a place on the offense to use his
speed and athleticism.
"If IBarnes) is not playing quarterback, I don't want
him standing next to me,"
Brandon said.
If the quarterbacks are important to a running offense, the
running back is critical. Dan
Macon takes over this season as
the team's premiere back after
being red-shirtcd last season.
Macon looks forward to the
opportunity to leada team which
he believes is one of the most talented he's seen in his time at BG.
"I've been here for three years
and we have one of the most athletic teams since I've been here."
Macon said. "We've got a lot to
show and a lot of leaders to grow
throughout the season."
In order to accommodate a
running style, the offense will
set-up differently than fans have
seen over recent years. Players
and coaches have pointed
towards more use out of the tight
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end position, which will coincide with an l-Form offensive
set up. Among the structural
alterations, perhaps the greatest is the addition of a full back,
Pete Winovich.
Winovich is excited at the
prospect of handling the ball on
offense, something he did none
of last year while on defense.
"I am thrilled to death,"
Winovich said. "All summer, I
have been working on it. I was
able to get comfortable with my
position. Dan Macon and I have a
very good bond, which is great."
The loss of his core offensive players creates anxiety for
Brandon, but not to the point
of being overly concerned. Still,
the fourth year coach has questions for his team that have yet to
be answered.
"I am certainty excited about
this team," Brandon said. "We
have a lot of question marks, but
we have capable players ready
to step in and continue the
winning tradition."

• Jewelry
• Teas
* Distinctive Gifts
Candles
Cards
Burts Bees Products

\l(>\ s\r 10:110 - d:O0 SUNDAY 12:00 - 4:00
tiikMk (II IM\ MAIN & I U n.A> s I Id I I
Htitt I I St. GREEN, OH 43402
4 11 . JJJ . 5417
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MATRIX

jL.sexyhair.
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BGSU STUDENTS
TO BOWLING GBEEN!
HAVE A GREAT YEAR HERE IN BG!

BOWUNGGRI i \
( HAMBEROI I.OMMI Ki I
163 N Main St.

419.353.7945

www.bgchamber.net

WOODLAND MALL
The exclusive retailer
of the "Starbury One",

the same shoe Stephon
Marbury wears on NBA courts.

L

S

NORTH EDGE OF DOWNTOWN

Lawn Care Specialists

6

3

alico. (^aee & o/hvme.
__
20% Off

3

8

sons.

Call Matt!
419.356.4332

1
5

just the Big Ten.
"It does a lot for our conference when we can go in and
compete and win some of
those football games," said Nil)
Kunning back Garrett Wolfe.
"People are starting to give us
more credit and it's credit that

OFFENSE

Tired of Mowing the Lawn?

9

we deserve."

group does better."

Another way to look at it is
that the MAC needs as much
exposure as it can possibly get. If
they are playing in these games
against tough opponents, they
can get themselves out there and
bring in better prospects.
"It's a great thing, it helps us
get a lot of exposure on television and helps us rate ourselves
against Big Ten teams," said
NIU offensive lineman Doug
Free. "Every year we go against
them I think the MAC: as a group
does better."
Since 2002, the MAC is 3-38
against the Big Ten. All three
wins came in 2003 when the
MAC posted a 3-8 record against
the Big Ten. BGSU picked up two

2
6

NORTH MAIN STREET (ST RT 25)

BOWLING GREEN, OH
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Turner bob to lead Falcon offense at quarterback
Redshirt sophomore Anthony Turner is ready to fill shoes of Omar Jacobs and Josh Harris
By John Turner
Sports Editor

Anthony

lii the seventh grade, Anthony
nlmer could onlydreamofbeinK
a quarterback. A sell describee
"chubby little kid" at the time,
turner seemed more likely to
end upon the offensive line then
to be protected by it. Eight years
later, he found himaell as the
starting QB for Bowling Green,
eager to delivei his fin) MidAmerican Conference championship.
( (i.nli Gregg Brandon is
counting <ni lurner to step up
and fill the shoes of past uc;
quarterbacks like lush Harris
and Omar lacobs.
"He's learning the offense,
and embracing ii better and
better with reps." Brandon
said, "lie's understanding what
he cam do, and more importantly, whal he can do. Thai's
important in the maturation of
a quarterbai k."
lurner is no stranger to
success. In his junior year al
Dayton Chamlnade-Iulienne
Catholic High School. Turner

Turner
Falcon
Quarterback for
2006 season

quarterbacked his team to
a state championship. In the
Championship game Turner's
team defeated Sagamore I Mils,
the team which BCi running
hack Dan Macon played for.
"It was shocking." lurner
said. "When we won it was a
dream come true. I fell like it
was one of those moi les."
In his time al ChamlnadeIulienne, Turner played both
football and basketball, letlering in each his sophomore
year, \t thai nine, the road to ;>
Division I school seemed paved
with gold, until an accident
before the start of his senior
season.
Duringatacklingdrill,Turner
tore the lateral muscle in his
throwing shoulder, putting a
temporary halt on his chances
of playing college ball. It was
an injury thai frustrated lurner

because he was lett ing his team
down in the passing game.
"I tackled someone I shouldn't
have, and then we had to hand
the ball off a lot at the start of
the season," Turner said. "It was
tough."
I le was able to recover from
the injury and return to the field
in time to be signed by Gregg
Brandon and the Falcons.
But for someone who had
only been starting at QB for
three years, the adjustment to
the college game was a difficult
one for lurner.
"The speed of the game
changes in college — everybody's fast," Turner said. "In
high school I could outrun line
backets and defensive ends,
now I'm just like What are
these guvs doing next to me
already?"
luckily for Turner, he had the
fortune of playing behind one
of the best quarterbacks the
school has ever seen in lacobs.
"Playing behind Omar was
great," Turner said. "You learn
so much because lie's half athlete, half teacher."
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NEW QUARTERBACK: Anthony lumei takes over in place o( Omar Jacobs in 2006 Turnei will hope to combine his speed and agility to
improve BG's offense Fortunately for Turner, he learned from the best "Playing behind Omai was great,' he sax) "You leam so much because
he's half athlete, half teacher"

When lacobs left the school
to enter the NFL draft, Turner
had no choice but to emerge
from the shadow he had been
in since arriving to school two
years ago.
Unfortunately for Turner,
when he came out of the shadows, he found himself in a negative light following an incident
in which he and a former teammate were found in possession
of marijuana in an on campus
parking lot.
"He's a good kid. and I think
sometimes you don't know what
decision to make at that age."
said Turner's mother, Robin
Osborne, "Still,you have to make
the best of whatever decision it is
you choose."
As a result of his indiscretion,
Turner will be forced tosit out the
season opener against Wisconsin
at the Cleveland Browns Stadium
on September 2.
Now, for the second time

game two against Buffalo,
Tin -tier said lie will be doing it for
the same two people he always
does — bis mother and grandmother.
"I'm definitely playing for
my mom and my grandmother
out on the field, with help from
the man upstairs," Turner said.
"They pretty much raised me
through the first half of my life."
lurner described his mother
as the major source of inspiration in his life, whether she's
telling him to work harder or
wishing him luck on the football field.
Before every game, his mother tells him to "play hard, play
smart and play safe," reminding
her son that he has a special
responsibility as quarterback.
"Being as Anthony is a QB,

In his athletic career, Turner
finds himself unable to help
his teammates when they will
need him most.
"Not playing in a game like
that, knowing 1 can't help my
team, it hurts," lurner said. "It's
something where you live, you
grow, and you learn from it."
Despite his absence in game
one, Turner is focused on the
rest nl the schedule, which la one
of the toughest Bowling Green
has seen in recent years. Aside
from the Wisconsin game, an
inexperienced Falcon squad will
take on Ohio State on the road
and only has four games at Doyt
Perry Stadium all season.
"I'm looking forward to the
schedule for the challenge.'1
Turner said. "A lot of people
don't think we'll be good next
year because we lost sn main
guys. Yes we're young, but we're
talented."
When he takes the field in

everybody's counting on him,"
Osborne said. "If you play hard,
smart and safe, everything will
See TURNER | Page 19
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Young Falcon runners rejuvenate team
ByDanWyar
Reporter

With 12 runners reluming
and nine freshman joiningthe
learn, BGSU women's cross
country coach Cami Wells
believes her team will have
the experience necessary to
finish better than their 2005
campaign ended.
Wellsand the Falcons ended
last season in a disappointing
22nd place in the Great Lakes
Regional and tenth in the
Mid-American Conference
Championships, which she
believes doesn't tell the tale
of how the entire 2005 season
went for her squad.
"The end of the season last
year was very hard for me and
for the team," Wells said. "We
have all of our top runners
back this year and have added

a solid class of freshman. I
am very proud of the young
women on this team and they
way they have stayed positive and kept working hard to
show that we are better than
what people saw the end of
last year."
The team returns six juniors
and seniors, including senior
Andrea Pollack, who wasatopseven runner for the Falcons
in six out of seven meets last
fall, and the team's top runner, junior Jamie Koflow.
Roflow was the Falcons
top runner in all seven meets
last season, which earned
her the honor of team MVP
and a Second Team All-MAC
and Second Team All-MAC
Academic selections.
Roflow won two individual
titles last season in the BGSUUT Dual and the Mel Brodt

Invitational and finished in
the top 10 in ever)' Falcon race
last season with the exception
of the Great Lakes Regional,
where she finished 28th.
"We would have liked to finish the season better last year,
but we had a young team,"
Roflow said. "Everyone has
worked extremely hard over
the summer and I'm excited to
start the season and see all of
our work pay off."
During the off season, the
team added more experienced leadership when Wells
announced that former Falcon
runner Bev Buckley would be
the team's assistant coach for
the upcoming season.
Buckley ran for the Falcons
from 1980-1984. She was
a key part in four MAC
ChampionshipsfortheFalcons.
She was a four-time letter win-

ner in cross country and a
two-time letter-winner in track
and was also named the MAC
Outstanding Freshman of the
Year after the 1981) season.
"I am very pleased to have
both Bev and our assistant
coach Bryan Jackson helping
us out this year,'' Wells said.
"The more dedicated and hard
working people you have on
staff the greater the opportunities for the entire team to be
successful."
Hie Falcons begin their season on September i in a home
dual against Toledo, a meet in
which the Falcons captured
three of the top lour spots in
last season.
"Racing against Toledo
is always something that we
enjoy," Wells said. "The Toledo
women have had success
recently and will certainly he

From Page 18

one of the favorites for the MAC
title this season so we look
forward to the challenge and
intend to do our best to win the
dual meet against them."

CROSSCOUNTRY
GLANCE
LAST SEASON: 10th place at MAC
Championship. «>2nd al Great Lakes
Regional
KEY RETURNERS:

Jarme Roflow
KEY LOSSES: Lesl,e Cardan. En,*/
Jackson, Caroline Kipchaba
OUTLOOK: b200S, the BGSU women's
cross axrtry team had few top rr* hnrshes.
one of (hern a nrst place (nnh n the Mel Brodt
liwtatcnal and a fourth place (mrshr the
Al-Ono Oanipjonshps- however they
finished tenth m the Md-Amman Conference
Oiampionships The Falcons return 12 runners

just fall into place."
When not on the field, Turner's
favorite way to unwind is to be on his
Xbox playing "NBA ljvc," "Fight Night
Round 3"or "NCAA Football 2007,"
his favorite game.
Why would anyone who spends
entire days on the field, thinking nonstop about football return home, only
to play it on a video game?
"It's the life 1 live." Turner said.
"Whenever you go to a 1)1 school
to play football, it's always on your
mind."
Also weighing on Turner's mind
is returning to championship glory,
something he experienced as a freshman behind Jacobs the team won a
MAC championship.
From that time on. Turner has
had two goals: Deliver a conference
championship and graduate.
Until he achieves both of these, he
said, his work is not done.
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First half: Falcons face Buckeyes and Badgers
just studying the game the summer."

that wasn't the case, we were very thin at some

Game 1 - Wisconsin

200SrecordlOS

2005 record M0

Key player: Keyonvts Bouie. Linebacker

The Badgers return strong in 2006 under

Place in conference Third

Place in conference: Sixth (East)

Series record First meeting

the direction u) first

Key player Joe Thomas, Offensive Line

Key player: Chad Upshaw. Tight End

relief *i sight for the team as they prepare

year head coach Bret

Series record: Wisconsin leads 2-0

Seres record: BG leads M

for a grueling non-conference schedule that

being better in that

includes Minnesota. Army and Virginia Tech

area*

2005 record.

include quarterback
Austen Everson and

It seems as though there is no

B«lema The squad is
returning 11 starters in

Game 2 • Buffalo

all. eight of wrach are

The Bulls lost 20 lettermen last season, ten on

*

on defense.

each side of (he ball prompting media around
the Mxl-Amerkan

team are directed towards the offensive side

Conference to project

of the ball When Wisconsin takes on BG at

the team as the worsr

Cleveland Browns Stadium on September 2.

m the East Division a

theyII be doing so with several new faces on

2006. receiving only

offense Quarterback John Stocco aggravated

64 points to Akrons

a 2003 injury to his light knee last week which

282

may cost him the start in game one. The

If coach Turner Gill

Badgers will also be without their entire start-

wasn't concerned enough about losing nearly

ng backheld and receiving core from 2005.

one-third of his team, he's also got to worry

In last years season opener. Wtsconsn defeat-

about improving on a 2005 season where the

ed BG 56-42 m Madison. Despite posting 42

team went 1 -10 and finished in the cellar of

points against a usually staunch Badger defen-

the MAC.

sive front, the day belonged to Wisconson's

BG posted a 27-7 win when the two teams met

Brian Callioun. who ran for 258 yards and frve

last season at Buffalo The Bulls produced SI 1

touchdowns against a porous BG defense

yards in the losing effort.

Wisconsin, members of the B»g Ten

When Buffalo plays Bowling Green in game

Florida International

MO

FIU. members of the Sun Belt Conference is

Place m con-

running back Kafvin

looking to jump start the* program in 2006

ference: Sirth

McRae on offense.

(East)

with Linebacker

Key player

Matt Muncy returning on defense.

after only'four years of play at the Division I
level Last year the

Game 4 - Kent State

team went 5-6 overall.

The Golden Flashes will look to bounce back

but closed out the

from a forgettable season in 2005 where the

season with three

team finished 0-8 m MAC play

consecutive wins.
The team averaged

Running out of a spread offense.

two. it will be the first of four games at Doyt

against Bowling Green two consecutive years

Perry Stadium m 2006

Daniel Muir. Defensive tackle

The team <s picked to finish fourth in the East

Series record BG leads 52-15-6

Division in the pre-season media poll, one spot
behind the Falcons.

Game 5 - Ohio

2005 record: 4-7

Kent State threw for 222 yards against BG

In his fust season at OU. Frank Sokh had an

over 55 points per

when the two teams met last fall At games

unfamiliar and equally unpleasant experience

game in their final five

end. the team was doomed by a 25 yard rush-

as he coached the Bobcats to a losing record.

contests

ing day as BG came away with the win. 24-14

Coming into his tenure at OU. Solicit held a

7&»

Bowling Green wiH travel to

Conference, will have opened up their season

dropped off some. We took a big step towards

Notable returners

Game 3 -

Any doubts for the

positions and the quality of our football team

Coach Doug Martin will be

Place in conference Fourth (East)
Key player: Matt Muncy. Linebacker
Series record BG leads 54-21-2

58-19 career mark as a coach at Nebraska

Miami to play FIU. a game which will mark the

returning nine players on each side of the ball

Despite the losing record. Solich

fust ever meeting between the two

for the Golden Flashes, including quarterback

found success at OU when hrs team defeated

Following a 10-2 season and a Fiesta Bowl vic-

Michael Machen and defensive tackle Daniel

the Pittsburgh Panthers in front of 24.545 fans

tory over Notre Dame, the Buckeyes are riding

'■Y '

in the team s home opener.

high heading into the 2006 season. OSU has

The team is returning half of its
starters, including quarterback Josh Padnck
and standout linebacker Keyonvts Bouie.

Although the defense struggled

The celebration was short Irved

Game 6

Ohio State

been picked as the best team n the country

2005 record 5-6

in 2005. giving up 24 or more points in nine of

for the Bobcats, as the team went on to lose

before the season starts in numerous polls

Place in conference T-4th

11 games. Muir is optimistic that the team vnll

six of its final nine games, allowing at least 20

including USA and ESPNcoms Power 16. leav-

be able to turn around their fortunes

points in each game.

ing the Falcons as definite underdogs when

"Our secondary is very experienced, that is a

muffler
tumnmm

Brakes
Shocks
Tune-Ups
Belts
Free Inspections
High Performance
M-F8A-6P SAT8A-2P

In season two. Solich looks forward to a stronger, deeper roster

Coach im TresseL now rt hB tfth season at OSU

said. "The defense as a whole worked very

"Well have more depth in the program at basi-

heads up a group experienced and higHy taleried

hard in the weight room and conditioning, and

caly aH positions." Solich said "Where last year

players. Despite kwg rune starters on defense
the Buckeyes deep roster wfl allow the team to
absorb the loss of players Ike AJ Hawk a^ Bobby
Carpenter without inssng a beat
Any team ci the country wi be hard pressed to stop
the BuAeyecftnse n 2006 Ut season OSU
scored 25 or more ports reach of its hnal seven

125W.PoeRoad,
Bowling Green 354-0120

THE REAL PROS IH TOWN

the two teams play in Columbus this October

bright spot of our defense right now." Muir

games, vaulting them to the top of ihe Bq Ten
■Uxfcigs. That offeree wl be returriig eight players.
rvii^o^erbackTrr^SmfharxlHeisrnanhope-

Scott Feehan, owner/operator

www.mulllerbrothers.com

U1edGm>
Needtss to say. the Fakers wl have their hands ful

5 quart. Lube, Filter (most cars)
Not valid with any other offers.
Expires 10/31/06

when the teams meet far the second tme in four
years last trie KS rjlayedOSU Ki H eretouoV
down shy of knocking off the Buckeyes, loan) 24-17
rjacknSeptembaof200S
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2005 record 10-2
Pbce r conference Second
Key pbyer Ted Girm Jr. Wide recewi
Senes record OSU leads W
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Browns'
Tucker to start
against Lions

Second half: Finishing up with MAC's elite
Game 7 • Eastern Michigan

made of this year following a season m which
bin ■I-'HI.-I

to keep their opponents under JO points m a

2005 record 7-6

After d 5-2 start to the 200$ season, .ncluding

one game

Place in conference- T-First (East)

a 2-0 record

five losses

For the offense, the troubles are similarly

Key player: Luke Getsy. Quarterback

in MAC play,

were by one

disturbing The Owls never reached 18 points

Series record: BG leads 8-6

the season

score or less.

in a single and were held to one touchdown or

unraveled for

Thirteen start-

less six times

the Eagles as

ers will return

After losing fifteen starters. aH signs point

the team lost

seeking a

towards another disappointing season

By TOM WITHERS
AP Sports Writer

Game 11 • Miami
The Redhawks remain a bit of a mystery head-

Game 12-Toledo

ing into the

With the 2006 season weeks away. Toledo is

hve consecu-

MAC title and

tive games

respect for a veteran teem

2006 sea-

preparing to do something it hasn't done

'Well dehnitely draw strength from our seniors

2005 record 0-11

son. Under

and finished out with a record of 4-7

in any the previous three seasons - begin

Many players feel as though there is now a

thrs year - we've got a tot of talented players

Place in conference- n/a

the direc-

the hunt for a Mid-Amencan Conference

who are seniors,' said offensive lineman. Joe

Key player. Elliot Seifert. Offensive tackle

tion of first

chip on the* shoulders, one that was only

title without a quarterback named Bruce

Staley "We're deep at wide receiver and other

Series record BG leads 6-2

year coach

hardened when the Eagles were picked to fin-

Gradkowski.

ish last in the MAC West Division.

skill positions so that will help a lot"

"The way we finished last year and how we lost

in Philadelphia

Shane

Even with Gradkowski now playing on Sundays

On defense, the team returns only one player

Montgomery. Miami played to a 7-4 record

with the Tampa Bay Buccaneers, coach Tom

some games, we're very upset about that still."

from the secondary, leaving question marks

overall. 5-5 m the MAC

said defensive end Kevin Howe.

as to who will be able to step in and cover

The team that will take the field agamst

of the school's most prolific passers.

This year, the key for the Eagles will be to

receivers from schools the likes of Michigan

Northwestern August 31 will look drasti-

"Those are huge shoes to fill, and no one

improve on a season that showed flashes o'

and Kentucky.

cally different then the one that the Falcons

Amstutz isn't concerned about the loss of one

defeated 42-14 loss last fad The Redhawks lost

promise by generating some consistency in
both the offense and the defense.

2005 lecord 6-5

In order to do that. Howe believes the team

Place m conference Fourth (West)

wil have to play to its strength

Key player: Darnel Bazmn. Defensive end

"Just our overall energy as a defense is a good

Series record BG leads 21-16

ber one Quarterback, but will rely on primary
receiver Eric Oeslauriers to be a leader on
the team.

'

On offense, the quick Ryne Robinson wJ be

The job of filling those shoes will fall on Clint

the team's go to receiver as he was last year

Cochran Although a sophomore. Cochran has

Defensively, question marks abound as the

the edge in experience over other candidates
The 6"3". 205 pound Quarterback took snaps

team returns only two proven veterans in

in six game last season, including a start for

defensive end Craig Mester and safety

The team is anchored by senior quarterback

Joey Card

an injured Gradkowski on national television

mistic about his first

Luke Getsy Getsy is a preseason candidate

Despite graduating 25 lettermen. the media

against Fresno State

for the Davey O Brien Award, given to the top

selected Miami as the second place team in

On the defensive side of the ball. Toledo

the MAC East Division behind Akron

hopes to build on a 2005 season where they

about Temple failed to
produce one win in the

Serws record BG leads 21-.0-I

to win the MAC East.

all the players around the quarterback to step

Forgive Al Golden if he doesn t seem opti-

much to be enthusiastic

Key player Kevin Howe. Defensive end

after being selected as the preseason favorite

Game 9 • Temple

the Owls, but there i:
Place m conference; Sixth (West)

After surprising fans around

AmstuH said "But we have to ask our offense,
their game up*

which played on defense

Championship. Akion wril sneak up on no one

season at the helm f<

2005 record 4-7

Game 10-Akron
the Midwest last season with a MAC

strength." sad Howe "We're a fast defense"
Offensively, the team has yet to name a num-

16 starters from the previous season, nine of

really is going to fill Bruces shoes for a while"

2005 campaign, fnishmg out the season 0-11.

m

quarterback back ui Division I each season

led the MAC in total defense, allowing 316

The Zips are also looking strong on defense,
returning eight starters from last season
including cornerbeck Reggie Corner.
BG fell to the Zips in their meeting last year
at Doyt Perry Stadium. 24-14. as Getsy passed

yards per game.

2005 record: 7-4
Place in conference: T-First (East)
Key player: Joey Card. Safety

2005 record 9-5

Series record Miami leads 38-19-5

Place in conference T-First (West)

If Temple is to put any notches m the victory

Game 8 - Central Michigan

for over 200 yards and a touchdown. The

Key player: Steve Odom. Wide receiver

column this season, they 11 have to improve on

game proved to be a critical turning point for

Series record BG leads 36-30-4

The Chippewas have shown steady improve-

both sides of the ball

Akron, as they went on to win three of its final

ment in recent years under coach Brian Kelly,

On defense, the Owls yielded 60 or more

four regular season contests alter losing three

hnishing last year with a 6-5 record over all.

points on three occasions, with the worst loss

out of its previous four games

5-5 in MAC games.

commq at the hands of the Falcons, a 70-7

CMU will have a chance to show what they're

route on Homecoming. Temple was only able

See BROWNS | Page 22

IS YOUR IMPORT FEELING ILL?

WE HAVE THE CURE

B(is largest ami
most complete
import facility

CLEVELAND -HelpWanted:
NFL franchise seeks experienced, motivated self starter.
Must have excellent hands
and ability to snap football
between legs. Heavy lifting/blocking required. Drug
screening conducted. Great
benefits package. Apply in
person to general manager
Phil Savage.
No, they haven't reached
the point of taking out a
newspaper classified ad
just yet, but the Cleveland
Browns arc desperate for
a center.
Ross Tucker thinks they've
found one.
"I'm the best man for the
job here, and really, the best
man for the job anywhere,"
he said.
Tucker, acquired last
week in a trade from New
England, will try to ease the
Browns' concerns over their
most troublesome position
when they host the Detroit
Lions in an exhibition game
on Friday night.
Since training camp
opened last month, the
Browns have lost three
centers: one (two-time Pro

12953 Kramer K.I.
offofS. Main
■BG-

MyBGSU
Faculty and students are urged to access MyBGSU for
class rosters and class schedules prior to the first day of
classes on August 21,2006. Student schedules will be
sent to BGNet email addresses on Thursday, August 17.

419-352-7031

To assist in the preparation for the Fall
2006 semester, MyBGSU will be available
the following hours on the weekend prior
to the start of classes:
Saturday, August 19lh

7:30 a.m.-10:00 p.m.

Questions may be directed to the
Technology Support Center (TSC),
110 Hayes Hall, 2-0999. tsc@bgsu.edu
TSC will be open:
Saturday August 19 and
Sunday, August 20

11:00 a.m.- 5:00 p.m.

Sunday, August 20'"
7:30 a.m.-11:59 p.m.

TSC has extended their hours beginning with
the start of the Fall 2006 Semester.
Normal hours of operation will be:

Monday, August 21"
midnight -9:00 p.m.

Monday through Thursday
7:30 a.m. -midnight and

Friday 7:30 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.
Note: Applications for "Parking" and "My
Financial Aid Status" will not be available
beyond their normal schedule.
In order to complete necessary
system functions, MyBGSU
may be unavailable for up
to a 30-minute period
beginning at 5:30 p.m. on
Sunday August 20 and 6a.m.
on Monday, August 21.

BOWLING GREEN

SlSBEflEBg] ffin

Graduate

1062 N. Main St.

352-9055

You deserve an UPGRADE!
5200 Mmrte Sine

Studio apartments available!

feafl

8432055

No Appointment Tanning I
(■Unlimited tanning from $11.99 Qpen Everyday
■Large CLEAN facilities
8am-llpm
■ -State of the art equipment
-Board Certified Employees
-Multi-Level Tanning
I J
■Voted the Best
**"^w
•"■)■# —

<&5m

2 Weeks
FREETmPn\
Tanning

<-•

Plum FREE
Retail Gift
■ la-«|NM»MaaM

■ MIBiOMMM

..—.-•'

Lotions

waiter, semester, or year leases • Stove, fridge, microwave, 25" TV
lowas$425permonln • Full caWe W/HBO - KOVmonth
Includes all utilities • Outdoor pool use
Laundry fedRaes • Fully furmsned

3400 (Mat* to.

"off "'

382 5055

-40 E VMM**

Gnen, OH I
-352-152,

RMMm Mny Nr* C*m**n Ma).

m

MM* MM run
4B7& Jactnn Ind

475-0855

Condominiums for rent!

M*

Unlimited
Tanning

jranch st/le condonw*jms • Excellent location for BGSU (acuity
■

$66Wroorthpfcsu««0s • Slove, fmlge. dishwasher, disposal
Washer and dryer hook up • Jacuzzi tub in some units

$

7IISSyrMM*K

8415055

Quiet tenants desired • DerVOfflce in some units

wnryManprousa.com

■Jsdroom • Central air

r6/r tree 866-tanprol

IBMET

11mfe

no»K)Ha«*H 'CO*
EMM HI*

me Coolest Way to
Look HOT .'sea
TTtMaBalW ■
1

..'.'.."".,..'--

'■'.'. M '■■:■
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Making time for sporting events enhances the college experience

While this yi-ai \ new freshmen
become acclimated u> theii
neu environment, they have .1
lot to be excited about. There
are friends to be made, parties
to K<I to and, most importantly,
sports to be watched.
If I left college with only one

BROWNS
From Page 21
Howler leChailes lientley got
hurt, one (backup Bob llallem

retired amid controversy, and the
other (Alonzo I'pbraim) has been
suspended for four games by the
NFL for violating the league's

and the Pistons. Detroit is just
an hour north and Cleveland
is an hour and a half to the
east and there are plenty of
fans for both teams on campus. LeBron lames is only getting belter a.id the Pistons ate a
consistent contender.
Sports are a great way to get
away from the stresses of college. They give us a reason to

Then there is March Madness,
When brackets litter the campus as college basketball fanatics skip class for (be firsl two

weeks to watch the day games.
It brings out the irresponsible
nut in all of us.
That just covers the college
sports. Pot some reason, there is
a plethora of Pittsburgh Steelers
fanslhat inhabit HowlingGreen.
Even though it's stupid, it's fun
for Cleveland Browns fans to
trash talk while they pound us
every time. It is also a great reason to drink on a Sunday.
One great rivalry that DC,
falls right in between is one
of the fastest growing rivalries in sports, the Cavaliers

10 frown.
When I know the season is
lost for my favorite team, you
might as well rip my heart out,

but if for some reason they are
winning, there is a spring in my
step. Sports also give us a reason to drink, and not do homework and siarl stupid arguments. And that is why sports
arc beautiful.
College lakes the average
sports fan and turns them
into the guru, and even the
non-sports fan becomes a fan
because they are surrounded
by it — they have no choice.
If nothing else, the prospecl
of watching sports in college
should have freshmen excited

"I feel 100 percent ready." he
said. "I'm looking at it as a great
opportunity for me to get my
career back on track."
Tucker isn't nervous about his
audition against the [.ions.
"I'm extremely confident.
I his Isn't my first rodeo." be
said "I've started 24 games, and
I don't know how many pre-

season games. So. this is a good
opportunity for me, and I'm
looking forward to going mil and
showing what I can do."
lie isn't alone, cither. I he
Browns (0-1) played poorlyin a207 loss in their exhibition opener
last week at Philadelphia. Coach
Romeo Crennel wasn't pleased
with his team's performance and

wants to see improvement across
the board.
What exactly does he want
to accomplish?
"To get more playing time
for some of the starters, perhaps into the second quarter,"
Crennel said. "To show some
Improvement in our timing and
execution that we didn't show
in the first game. To be better in
the running game on both sides
of the ball, lb be better on third
down on both sides of the ball
and to score points''
Irye went 4-of-7 for 2.1 yards
last week before taking a seal.
The second-year QR, who has
shown poise and a stronger arm
during camp, may play most

Of the first ball as the Brmvns
are expected to open more of
their playbook.
I be browns will be missing
several injured starters, includIngcornerbacks Gary Baxter and
Dayton McCutcbeon and right
tackle Ryan bicker, linebacker
Willie McCiinest, who missed
lasi week'sgameasa precaution
after recent surgery to remove
bone chips from his elbow, is
questionable.
Detroit coach Hod Marinelli
plans to play quarterback Ion
Kitna and his starters "25 to
30-plus plays, depending on
the game situation.'' The Lions
beat Denver 20-13 in their
exhibition opener.

memory. i( would be of all the
spoils I watched in the company of friends. Some ot the
greatest times thai friends
share together are in front of
the television, holding hands
while their favodte team plays
in a nail-biter, Well, maybe noi
holding hands, but yotl can
imagine.
Whether it is the Ohio State
vs. Michigan game, 01 the Ht;
VS. Ibledo game, the balls of
every dormitory are rumbling on Saturday afternoons.
friends hug when their favorite

team semes, and punch the kid
who likes the other team when
I be enemy scores. I would know
because I'm an Ohio resident
who is a Michigan fan.
basketball fans can enjoy
I heir Duke vs. UNC rivalry at
least twice a year. Alt bough the
teams both play in the state
11I North Carolina, there are
diehard fans of both squads

substance abuse policy,
Snap!
Unl^ trie Browns make another trade or bicker falls on his face,
the Princeton graduate who made
seven starts for Dallas in 2002 and
17 tm Buffalo in 2003 and 2004,
will he the one snapping the ball
and helping protect quarterback
Charlie Frye this season,

everywhere.

smile, and sometimes a reason

Hunan
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LOCATION
1616 E.Wooster Street
Greenwood Center
Bowling Green, OH 43402
419.352.9153
To go buffet

Better Ingredients.
Better Pizza.
Bowling Green & B.G.SJU.
826 S. Main St. (Next to Big Lots)

353-7272
We Accept Visa & Mastercard

PRICES"
Lunth: $5.75
Dinner: IMon-Thurs): 57.95
Dinner (Fri-Sun): $8.95
Carryout: (same price per box)

HOURS

DINNER &
LUNCH BUFFET
20%OFF
For All Students with a Student ID

HUNAN PALACE BUFFET

Mon-Thurs: 1 lam-IOpm
Friday: llam-llpm
Saturday: 11:30am-11 pm
Sundays & Holidays: 12-110pm

Great food,
at a great price!

Friday, August 18
Cruispinio BGSU
4-Him • Bowen-Thompson Student Union
Join us lor bands. Texas Hold Em, DDR, Mr.
Belding from "Saved by the Bell," and much more!

Late Nile " the Rec

Try our
NEW Better Wings!

10pm -lam • Student Recreaiion Centar
Meet new people, play outrageous games, watch a
dive-in movie, and have a blast at the SRC.

Saturday, August 19
Gamer's Night

Papa John's Welcomes B.G.S.U Students with Great Deals

9pm 1am • Bowen Thompson Student Union,
lenhart Brand Ballroom
Are you a Gamer? Show off your skills and join other
students for TRON laster tag. interactive video
games, live bands, and other lun activities.

Sunday. August 20
New Student Convocation and Picnic

Large 1 Item Pizza

99
&

No Coupon Necessary, No Limit

Not valid with any other offer. Valid only at participating
locations. Customer pays all applicable sales tax.
Additional toppings extra.

Pickup or Delivery, No Delivery Charge

826 South Main

3:30pm • University Hill lawn
Rain location: Anderson Arena
All new students attend this BGSU tradition. A picnic
will be served following Convocation.

welcome
BGSUi
Welcome to BGSU Recreational Sports!!!
BGSU Ice Arena
Fall I Group Skating Lessons
September 13.2006 - October 22, 2006
Instruction for Tiny Tots to Adults (Family Session)
One 30-minute class for 6 weeks. Figure Skati
Hockey
«M
Public Skate Schedule (October - April>
Wednesdays XI Opm; Fridays 12:l)0-2pm;-S;
Sundays 3:3Q-5:JOprn & 7»9pni
www.bj5SU.edu/officcs/sa/iccarena
<.et Involved in Intramutals!
Entry Dead 11
Co-Rec 4*Ptayer Volleyball Aug 2K
Co-Rcc 3-Pitch Softball Tournuitmet Au
Men's & Women's DouWPs Golf Aug 30
Men's & Women's Doubles Tennis \ua iit
Intt aniui als Officers and .Scorekeepcrs Needed!
Mandatory Gents
Other Programs include:

353-7272
(Next to Big Lots)

www.bgsti.edu/rccsports

B^B^B^B^B^BMB^HHaVBlL^HBVHk^H
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SAFETY
From Page 1
hours a day. 365 days a year.
The University also offers crime
prevention programs for students
and faculty.
freshmen are drilled on common safety issues during orientation and through University brochures. Students arc given control of their own personal safer)'
to a degree and are instructed
about what to bring to campus.
The University doesn't permit
weapons, and fire hazards are
forbidden. Student!, face fees if
caught with such items
The Department of Public
Safety reports theft as the most
abundant crime on campus.
Hie safety of personal belongings shouldn't be taken lightly,
according to campus police, (tars
are broken into for expensive stereo equipment, bikes that aren't
locked properly go missing, and
doors left unlocked are an invitation for stolen possessions.
Sergeant Tim Guthrie, a
University police officer, advises
that students use common sense.
"ICrimes canl be prevented
if students watch out for themselves," Guthrie said.
(iuthrie also recommends that
students make a list of expensive
possessions and include models
and serial numbers to identify
any stolen property.

I i in Bacher and Wilma
Benedict, both parents of new
freshmen, advise their sons or
daughters to lock their doors.
Many parents, like Debbie
Faires, mother of an incoming
freshman girl, advise their daughters to not walk around alone
when it gets dark.
Many freshmen may not realize all the resources available to
keep them safe,
"Seek out the services and
resources available, such as
the Escort Service, and shuttle
buses," he said. Those services
are an alternative to walking
Me also suggests that students walk in pairs or inform
their roommates where they're
going and what time they expect
to return.
Guthrie also advises that students call the campus police even
If they aren't sure it's necessary,
"Never hesitate to call if something looks suspicious. We don't
mind," he said
II the problem is on campus.
Blue light Emergency phones —

Theft a big concern
Theft is the most common
crime on campuses nationwide
next to alcohol-related incidents.
Students bri ng some of their most
valuable possessions with them
to college, and unfortunately,

thieves are awaie of this.
In 2004,62 thefts were reported
at the University.
Theft is also a concern on
parent's minds.

which are dotted around campus
— automatically dial HI I when
picked up, but Guthrie suggests
programming emergency numbers into a cell phone for easy
access regardless of your local ion
Booze issues
Alcohol is an ongoing problem
for many students, according to

Guthrie. His primary concern on
campus is underage drinking.
With signs hung on houses
along Wooster Street during
move-in weekend that read
".\iiei iii<- Naddy, shell call us
daddy" and "Dads' drink free,
admission: one daughter."
many parents' concerns about
their children drinking are only
heightened.
Most parents just want to make
sure their children drink safely.
Marti Ankroin, mother of an

P ofPlanned
Parenthood
Northwest Ohio, Inc.

incoming freshman, has warned
her son to keep his drink in his
hand at all times and avoid setting it down and walking away.
Alcohol related arrests and
Incidents make lip the largest
number of crimes reported,
according to the Universltj
Police Department's records.
In 2004. there were 11" arrests
for liquor law violations, along
with 149 disciplinary referrals
relating to alcohol.
Fire Safety
[he simplest way to prevent
fires is in keep a house or dorm
room free of fire hazards,
[he office of Residence I Ire
recognizes many potential fire
hazards in its handbook and
informs students that it's not
OK to bring items such as lava
lamps, high voltage microwaves
and candles. But not all poten
tial lire hazards arc forbidden
— curling irons, cigarettes and
blow dryers are all acceptable

LITTLE
From Page 1
dent of Kohl Mall Council and
decided that he was ready
to gel back In the game, lie
joined Undergraduate Student
Government as a kohl Hall
Senator and has always
been a huge advocate for
student rights.
After freshman year, Little
became an orientation lead
er over the summer and his
dedication lo list, attracted
the attention of Alex Wright,
who would soon be elei ted
USG president himself, Little
helped with Wright's campaign
.mil was chosen as ins Chief
of Staff,
As Little connected with his
peers in USG, be was elected
vice president of the organization and hadn't really thought
about running for president tot
the following school year.

dorm Items.
I ven normal eleclronics can
become fire hazards il not properly cared for, therefore, students
need to lake extra safely precautions when they have such items
in their dorm rooms.
Students should make sure all
curling irons and blowdryersare
unplugged when they leave their
rooms. It's important lo leave
the room every lime the alarm
is sounded, even if il is a false
alarm, Many students will not
know (be difference between a
fire drill and an actual fire, so
it's important to get out while
possible.
But fires, while dangerous.
are often the least ol parental
concerns. Because of the large
numbers of safety tips provided from Residence life parent
I'racy Winzek is "Ok about the
fire stuff' and says her son is
more than ready for college life,

"I decided that if I could look
at my term and say job well
done', then I wanted to run (for
picsidcnu," lie said.
Little chose Kristin Kulbis as
his running mate because of
her work ethic and attitude and
lasi April, thepairwaselected to

the highest tier of USG.
Still, Bernard little is a regular studeni at the llniversiiv .uiii
intends to graduate ill May with
a degree m Communications.
I le hopes for a job working on a
campus where Students have as
much passion for their school
as lie does.
And somehow he slill has
lime lodo the things be enjoys
with the people he loves
"1 will cook and have people over, I get my energy from
people, "he said.
speaking of his friends. Little
says he ignored the advice that
working with people you are
closest to is a had idea. Me and
kulbis handpicked their cabinet
for the following school vear.

(boosing the ones that will collectively work together the best.
These decisions may prove
to be very Important as ibis
school year the government will
be choosing a new budget thai
could poleniially cnl funds of
150,000 to the University
and the Univeisiiv ol loledo, as
well as other Ohio state Institutions, according lo a new
proposal in the State House
of Representatives,
These new budget cuts are
being fought bj the < oundl of
Advancement and Support ol
Education as well as many universities in die area and could
pose problems lor all college
students in the near future,
I his is fust one oi the pressing concerns on Little's mind,

but heat ts like it all comes with
the territory.
"Sometimes you sit and you
wonder 'vvhv am 1 doing this'?"
he says. "But il I jusi make a difference, then it's all worth it, it's
a sat rilice I have to make.

Providing you wilhjloi

BGSU
Back to School
Special

FOR ALL YOUR REPRODUCTIVE HEALTH NEEDS

rSlSQ
Leadership, accountability,
time management and
communication are a few key
skills that I have learned to
value as an employee.

[ELINE TEIXEIRA.

an

Student Manager II, Concessions
Visual Communication Technology
Rio De Janeiro, Brazil

Now Hiring!
Go to: www.bgsu.cihi/
offices/sa/dining/empl|
to fill out an applicatiu

* BGSU Student tickets in the Dawg Pound
available for ONLY $10
* Ticket and t-shirt pick-up available for
placed last semester
* Sign-up for the BGSU-Ohio State game ticket
purchase lottery9
ALL OF THE ABOVE (EXCEPT-TICKET AND T-SHIRT PICK-Up)
AVAILABLE AT THE ANDERSON ARENA BOX OFFICE
DURING REGULAR HOURS OF M-F 9AM-5PM.
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aking time for sporting events enhances the college experience
.-<
COUN WILSON

While this year'', new freshmen

become acclimated to their
new environmcnl, the) have .1
lot to hi' excited about. I'hcre
are friends in be made, parties
logo in and, mosl importantly,
sports HI In' watched.
If I left college »itli onlj one

BROWNS
From Page 21
Bowlei I r( harles Bcntle) goi
hurt, mil' backup Bob 1 lallen
retired amid controversy, and the
uiliri \lini/iil phraim has been
siis[H'iul('il tin fourgamesb) the
\l I tin violating the league's

memory, it would be ol all the
sports I watched 111 the compart) nt friends, Some *>t the
greatest times thai friends
share togethei arc in front ol
tlic television, holding hands
while their favorite team plays
in ,111.nl biter. Well, maybe noi
holding hands, but you can
imagine.
Whether it is the Ohio State
w Michigan game, 01 the lit;
w loledo game, the halls nt
even dormitorj are rum
bling on Saturday afternoons.
I riends hug when theii favorite

team scores, and punch the kid
who likes the other team when
theenem) scores, I would know
be ause I'm an Ohio resident
who is a Michigan fan.
Basketball tans can enjo)
their Duke vs. UN( main at
li-.ist iu it i' .1 year. Although the
teams both pla\ in the si.nr
nt N'orth Carolina, there air
diehard fans ol both squads
everywhere.
1 hi'ii thercisMarch Madness.
where brackets litter the ram
pus a-1 ollegc basketball fanatics skip class tin tin- first two

weeks to watch the daj games.
it brings out 1 lit- irresponsible
nut in all of us.
That just covers the college
spoils Forsome reason, there is
a plethora ol Pittsburgh Steelers
fans that inhabit BowlingGreen.
1 ven though It's stupid, it's fun
tin Cleveland Browns tans to
nasii talk while the) pound us
ever) lime. It isalsoagreal reason to ill mk on a Sunday.
One great rivalrj that BG
tails righi in between is one
ol ihe lasti'st growing rivalries in spoils, the 1 avaliers

and tin' Pistons. Detroit is just
an hour north and Cleveland
Is an boiti and a half to Ihe
i.isi and there arc plenty oi
tans for both teams on cam
pus. I eliion lames is onl\ gel
ting better and the Pistons are a
consistent contender.
Sports are a great way to gel
au.i\ from the stresses ol col
lege. I hey give us ,1 reason to
smile, and sometimes a reason
to frown.
When I know Ihe season is
losi for my favorite team, you
might as well rip mj Mean out,

bin if for some reason the) are
winning, there Isaspringin my
step. Sports also give us ,1 rea
son to drink, and not do home
work and st.ui stupid arguments. And thai 1- why spoi is
are beautiful,
College takes the average
spons fan and nuns them
into the guru, and even the
non sports fan becomes a fan
because the) are surrounded
In 11
they have nochoicc.
II nothing else, the prospect
ol watching spoils in college
should have freshmen excited.

substance abuse policy.
Snap'
Unlessthe Browns makeanoth
ei iradeoi lui kei lallson Ins face,
ihe Princeton graduate who made
seven startsfni Dallas in20
1: fot Buffalo In 2003 and 2004,
will be the one snapping tin- hall
and helping prolecl quarterback
Charlie I rye this season.

I feel inn percent ready," he
said. "I in looking at il as .1 great
opportunity for me to gel tin
1 .ui'i'i h.11 kon Hack."
linker isii'i nervous about his
audition against the I ions.
1 in extrcmel) confident.
I his isn'i m\ first rodeo," he
said. I ve started .'I games, and
1 don't know how mam pre-

season games. So. this is a good
opportunity foi me, and I'm
looking forward to going oui and
showingwhai I can do."
lie isn't alone, either. Die
Browns 0-1 playedpoorh ina2TJ
7 loss in their exhibition openei
last week at Philadelphia. < oai h
Romeo Crennel wasn't pleased
with his team's performance and

wants to see improvement IK ross
the board,

oi the Hist hall as the Browns

What exactlj does he uaiil
to accomplish!
"lo gel more playing time
ini some of the starters, pel
haps into the second quarter,"
I lennel said. " lo show some
Improvement in our liming and
execution that we didn't shov.
in the first game, lo be better in
the running game on both sides
ol the ball, lb be bettei on third
down on both sides ol ihe ball
and to score points."
I rye went I ol 7 foi 23 yards
last week before taking a seal
I he see ond year QB, who has
show n poise and .i strongei arm
during camp, m.\\ plaj mosl

iheii playbook.

VIZZA

are expected 10 open mole ol

Ihe Browns will be missing
several injured starters, nn lud
ingcornerbacksi larj Baxterand
Daylon McCutcheon and right
i,iiide H\.iii fucker. I inebackei
Willie McGinest, who missed
last week sgameasa precaution
aftei receni surger) to remove
bone chips from Ins elbow, is
questionable
Detroit coach Hod Marinelli
plans to plaj quarterbai K Ion
Kitna and liis starters
:iti plus plays, depending on
the game situation.' I he I ions
heat Denver 20 13 in iheii
exhibition opener.
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Palace Buffet
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Better Ingredients.
Better Pizza.
Bowling Green & B.G.SU
826 S. Main St. (Next to Big Lots)

353-7272
We Accept Visa & Mastercard

LOCATION
1616E.WoosleiSlirrt
Greenwood Center
Bowling Green, OH 43402
419.3S2.9IS3
, To go bufftt
PRICES
Lunch: $5.75
Dinner: !Mon Thurs): 57 95
Dinner: Fri-Sun):$8.95
Carryout:
HOURS

DINNER &
LUNCH BUFFET
20%OFF
For All students with a Student ID

HUNAN PALACE BUFFET

! Mon-Thurs: Ham 10pm
Friday: llam-11pm
! Saturday: 11 30am 11pm
Sundays & Holidays: 1.
\\r

Great food,
at a great price!

Friday, August 18
Cruise into BGSU
4-llpnt • Bowen Thompson Student Union
Join us (or bands. Texas Hold Em. DDR. Mr
Belding from "Saved by Ihe Bell." and much morel

Late Nite @ the Rec

Try our
NEW Better Wings!

Papa John's Welcomes B.G.S.U Students with Great Deals

lOpm-lam • Student Recreation Center
Meet new people, play outrageous games, watch a
dive-in movie, and have a blast at the SRC.

Saturday. August 19
Gamers Night
9pm-1am • Bowen Thompson Student Union,
lenhart Grand Ballroom
Are you a Gamer9 Show oil your skills and loin other
students for TRON laster lag, interactive video
games, live bands, and other fun activities.

Sunday, August 20
New Student Convocation and Picnic

Large 1 Item Pizza

v: £599

3:30pm • University Hall lawn
Rain location: Anderson Arena
All new students attend this BGSU tradition A picnic
will be served following Convocation.

welcome
BGSU

Welcome to BGSU Recreational Sports!!!
B(;si Ice Arena
Fall I Oroup Skating Lessons
September 13,2006 -October 22, 2006

ec^
#

Instruction Tor liny lots to Adults (Family Session)

No Coupon Necessary, No Limit

One 30-minute class for 6 weeks. Figure Skating & Ic
I lockej
Public Skate Schedule (October - April)

Wednesdays 8-10pm; Fridays l2:00-2pm; Saturday X-IOpr
Sundays 3:30-5:30pm & 7-9pm

www.ljgsu.edu/offices/sa/icearisna
Get Involved in Intramurals!

Entry Deadlines:
Co-Rec <W»layer Volleyball Aug 2X
Co-Rcc 3-Pitch Softball Tournainnet Aug 29
Men's & Women's Doubles Golf Aug 30

LA.

Not valid with any olher otter. Valid only at participating
locations. Customer pays all applicable sales tax.
Additional toppings extra.
Pickup or Delivery. No Deliver] Charge

826 South Main

353-7272
(Next to Big Lots)

Men's & Women's Doubles lennis Aug
Intramurals Officers and Storekeepers Needed!
Mandatory General Sessioin Tuoday, August .""'. S-s>pm
Other Programs Include:
Aquatics: Group Exercise; Personal I raining: Outdoor
Programs; Sport Clubs; Flrwetl
Visit www.bgsu.edu/recsports for more information
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SAFETY
From Page 1
hours a day, 365 days a year.
Tin' University also oners crime
prevention programs for students
and faculty.
I reshmen are drilled on nun
mon safety issues during orientation and through Universit) bro
chures. Students are given con
t re >l ni then own personal safer)
in a degree and ate instructed
about what to bring to campus.
The Universit) doesn't permit
weapons. <\m\ fire ha/arris arc
forbidden. Students face fees ii
caught with such Items.
i lie Department ol Public
Safer) reports theft as the most
abundant crime on campus,
I he safer) ol personal belongings shouldn't be taken lightly,
according to campus police < lars
are broken into for expensive ste
rco equipment hikes thai aren't
locked properly go missing, and
doors lelt unlinked are an invitation forstoten possessions.
Sergeant 1 iin Guthrie, a
University polia officer, advises
that students use common sense.
"[Crimes can be prevented
if students watch out fot themselves.'' (.ulhlles.ud
Guthrie also recommends that
students make a list ol expensive
possessions and Include models
and serial numbers to identify
any stolen property.

Theft a big concern
I belt is the most common
crime on campuses nationwide
next in alcohol-related incidents
Students bring some of theirmost
valuable possessions with them
to college, and unfortunately,
thieves are aware ofthis.
In 2004,62 thefts were reported
at the University.
Theft is also a concern on
pa rein's minds.

P

|i in Bachei and \\ 11 ii ii
Benedict, both parents ol new
freshmen, advise theii suns oi
daughters to lock their doors.
\ian\ parents, like Debbie
laires. mother ol an incoming
freshman girl, advise their daugh
ieis in nix walk around alone
when it gets dark.
Main freshmen may urn realize all the resources available to
keep them safe.
'Seek our the services and
resources available sui
the Escort Service, and shuttle
buses," he said. Those sen lies
are an alternative to walking
Hi- also suggests thai students walk in pails 01 inform
their roommates where they're
going and what lime the) expeci
to return.
Guthrie also advises that sin
dentsi allthecampuspolicceven
if they aren't sure It's necess
Never hesitate to call il some
thing looks suspicious. We don't
mind, he said
Ii tin- problem is on campus,
Blue I ight Emergenc) phones
which .liedolled around < ampus
— automatical!) dial 'ill when
picked up, but Guthrie suggests
programming emergenc) num
lieis Into a cell phone loi easj

access regardless of your location,

Booze issues
Ucohol is an ongoing problem
lot many students, ,u cording to
Guthrie.Hisprimar) concernon
campus is underage drinking
With signs hung on houses
along Woostei Street during
move-in weekend ilia
"Aftei the Naddy, she'll call us
daddy" and "Dads' drink free,
admission; one daughter,"
main parents' concerns about
their children drinking are only
heightened.
Mosi parents just want to make
sure their children drink safely.
Main \nkiom, innlhei ol .111

Planned Parenthood
ni Northwest' )hio. In<

incoming freshman, has warned
her son lo keep his dunk in his
hand al all limes and avoid settingft downand walking away.
Miohol related arrests and
incidents make up the largest
numbei ol crimes reported,
according to the Universit)
Police Department's records.
In 2004, there were il" arrests
for lii|uni law violations, along
with 449 disciplinary referrals
relating to alcohol.

Fire Safety
I he simplest way 10 pi
(ires is in keep .1 house or dorm
room frecol lire hazards.
I he Office ol Kesidem 1
recognizes main potential fire
hazards in i(s handbook and
informs students that it's nol
OK lo hong items such as lava
lamps, high voltage microwaves
and candles. But nol all polcn
lial fire hazards are forbidden
1 tiding irons, cigarettes and
blow dryers are all acceptable
dorm items.
I wo normal electronic s 1.111
ln-< omefire hazards il not properl) cared for, therefore, students
need to take extra safet) pie. aunons AIK-II the) have such items
in theirdorm rooms.
Students should make sure all
curlingironsandblovi dryersare
unplugged when the) leave theii
rooms. It's important m leave
die 100111 ever)' lime the alarm
mded. even il a is
alarm. Many students will not
know die difference In;.
fire drill and an actual lire, si,
it's important in get out while
possible,
Hill lues, while dungi
are often the least ol parental
concerns Because ol thi
numbers ol sale!) ups provid
eil 1
Kesideme 1 ife, parent
I'rac) IVinzck is "OK about the
fire stuff and >,IIS hei son is
more than ready for college life

LITTLE
dent nl Kohl Hall ( ouncil and
decided that he was read)
10 gel back in (he game. He
joined Undergraduate Student
Governmenl as a Kohl Hall
Senatot and has always
been a huge advocate
siudeni tights
\11e1 freshman year, I ittle
became 111 orientation lead
,'i die suuunei .mil his
.lllnll In IISI
llenlion ol \li» Wright,
who would soon he
US(, president himsell Little
helped vvilhV
and was chosen as his i.hiel
of Staff.
\s 1 mil- connected with his
peels in I 1st ,. he was elei led
Mic president of th
ganiza
nun and hadn't really thought
about 111 lining tor president fot
die following

I del ided dial il I COUld look

,11 my term and say 'job well
done', then I wauled lo run loi

president)," he said.
I ittle chose Kiisiin Kulhis as
his running man- because ol
bet uoikeihii and attitudi
last April, the pail n as elected 10
the highest liet ol 1 Jsi,
soil. Bernard I ittle i- ,1 regu
lar student al the Universit) and
intends to gi
with
ree in 1 ommunii ations.
I le hopes for a |ol) worker
campus where students hi
much passion tor theii school
as he does
\nd somehow he slill has
lime in do the things he
.Mil-, the people he loves,
"I will cook and have people over, I gei m) energ) from
people.'' he said.
speaking oi his friends, 1 ittle
-,i\s lie ignored die advice that
Ih people yo
esl 10 is a had 1,
Kulhishandpii ked theii cabinet
tor the following school

1 boosing the ones that will col
lei tivel) woik together the best.
I hese dc( isions nun
10 he \er
poll,ml as lllis
sd lyeat thegovernmentwill
he 1 housing a new budget thai
could potentially cut funds ol
IIVCI 550,1 IK) 10 die Univi
and the Universit) ol lolcdo, as
well as oilier I Ihio state msii
nine,
proposal in die Slate House
ot Representatives.
I hese new budgi
being fought In thi
advancement and ~-t-i'i»>n ol
I dm at
versitii
pose problems tic
students in thi ■
I his
Inn he
■ Somi

tl you

WOI III,

he s,i

BGSU
Back to School
Special

FOR ALL YOUR REPRODUCTIVE HEALTH NEEDS

Leadership, accountability,
time management and
communication are a few key
skills that I have learned to
value as an employee.

[ELINF TEIXEIRA

Student Manager II, Concessions
Visual Communication Technology
Hio De lanelro, Brazil

Now Hiring!
Go to: www.bgsu.edu/
ornces/sa/clining/tMiip' >]
to fill out an applicant

°^JMJJ>QIJ'(M[1

l*ffl£rF(&(t!G&&
• •-**
ALL OF THE ABOVE (EXCEPT+TICKET*AND-T-SHIRT*RICK-.UF:)
AVAILABLE AT THE ANDERSON ARENA BOX OFFICE
DURING REGULAR HOURS OF M-F 9AM-5PM.
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Want to go
to the
Student Tickets in the Falcon's Nest
(aka the Dog Pound) are only
Student Tickets AND bus ride to the game
<£^)

Non-students can get a ticket and bus ride for
Limit 4 per student
Mr*-'*' *
Available for purchase on the FIRST day of Fall semester.
Want to sit with students you know? Pick up your tickets together.

NOW

0CI nas extended

hours
Monday thru Thursday
8am - 7pm
For more information contact the
Office of Campus Involvement at

372-2343

Office of

Ca

I
ement

Division of Student Affairs
Bowling Green Stale University

FOCUS
TRAVEL POLICY

Proposed rules
for group travel
are changed
By Jan. Kin9

See TRAVEL | Page 54

INSIDE:
Most abortion coverage dropped
from BGSU's plan | Page 26
The bookstore stops selling apparel
made in sweatshops | Page 26
Erin Wethern offers relief from all
the mess | Pag* 27
GWAR plays in Toledo tonight - a
preview | THE PULSE, Page 29
BGSU features Jim Jarmusch's
films | THE PULSE. Page 29
A guide to finding live music in the
area | THE PULSE, Page 30
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THIS MONTH I CAMPUS CONTROVERSY

One card, one mystery

Reporter

University officials introduced
this week an interim travel policy to replace regulations proposed last year that had sparked
heavy criticism from student
groups, according to leff Coats,
associate dean of students.
Many groups had feared the
previous plan would make it difficult, if not impossible, to take
trips during the year.
The change was made this
week after University administration members heard several
complaints from student group
leaders at an early August retreat,
Coats said.
The rules proposed last year
said that when threcormorestudents in an official organization
travel, a faculty or staff member
must accompany them.
The new rules require a group
that receives money from the
Student Budget Committee,
which distributes University
funds to groups, to submit a
notification form to the Office
of Campus Involvement at least
two weeks before their trip.
OC1 will then decide if a chapcrone is required, Coats said.
Guidelines for that decision had
not yet been made at press time.
Fraternities, sororities and
club sports teams will be exempt
from the policy.
Critics had worried the added
cost of the chaperone would
make trips loo expensive or
logistically difficult for smaller,
less-funded groups.
Coats said OCI had created
a fund to help groups pay for a
chaperone they require.
Organizations that do not
submit a notification form will
not receive SBC funds for the
trips, Coats said.
But the cost to lodge a chaperone was not students' only
concern.
Many organizations' advisers
are also faculty members and
may not be available to travel during the week because of
their classes.
Dave Scharfeld, former cochair of College Republicans,
hopes his group will still be able
to go on as many trips this year
as last.
"It will be almost impossible
to get an adviser who is willing
to travel every weekend when
we campaign across |the| state,"
Scharfeld said.
One option for students who
need help finding an available
advisor is OCI, said Bernard
little, Undergraduate Student
Government president.
"They're a great asset, and I'm
sure something can be accommodated for the organization,"
he said.
That graduate students are
allowed to replace advisors on
trips is also the cause of some
unrest.
"I don't understand the difference between having a
23-year-old grad student and
a 21-year-old undergrade
Maria Khoury, former College
Democrats president told The
BG News last March.
Fid Whipple, vice president of
student affairs, said graduate
students with assistantships are
paid by the University and arc
therefore its employees.
"Such status holds them to a
very high standard of conduct,"
he said.
But the travel policy is not yet

ONE TOPIC. ONCE A MONTH. MULTIPLE PERSPECTIVES.

Story by Addie Curlis and Meaghan Gcraghty | Illustration by Luke Ahern

More features for ID cards coming as program kicks into gear
We've become a nation
ofswipers.
From credit cards
to debit cards, and gas cards
to gift cards, it's apparent that
many forgo the use of cash for
the convenience of swiping
their cards.
It's not surprising then that
the University seems to be
absorbing this trend by making
changes to the capabilities of
student photo ID cards.
Beginning the first week of
classes, BGSU photo IPs will
transform into the BG1 Card,
making them usable for more
purposes at locations on-campus and at participating offcampus businesses, like the

SBX bookstore, Domino's and
Wendy's.
The new BG1 Card will also
allow students or parents to put
money into an account for students, accessible through new
campus ATM machines and for
purchases.
The account is set up for all
studentsandaccessiblethrough
their MyBGSU Web page, as
well as the ATMs. Parents will
also have the choice to activate
and put money into their child's
account through the Web site.
BG1 Card began life in
November 2005, when the
University established an
implementation committee to
review the repercussions of put-

ting most everything students
and faculty use on a single card.
Controversy soon circled
within the student body as
many became anxious about
the path BG1 Card would take.
Rumors that its debit card function would eliminate campus
credit options, like BIG charge,
soon surfaced, causing possibly
the most unrest.
Many students use the credit
option of BIG charge to make
needed purchases, such as textbooks, before they receive loan
money, paying the bills once
they show up on their bursar
account.
leff Nelson, director of the
BG1 Card committee and the

University bookstore, believes
these rumors began simply
because of misinterpretation.
"Someone's personal opinions {concerning the loss of
BIG chargel at the meetings
were being misunderstood for
University policy," Nelson said.
These rumors led University
President Sidney Ribeau to
establish a Bursarables Task
Force to deal directly with the
credit issue, Nelson said. The
task force was to weigh hopes
and fears concerning the issue
of keeping the BIG charge
around for students.
That review is ongoing, with
a recommendation on the
future of campus credit options

expected by November 1.
Until then, students can use
their new BG1 Card as they
normally would and will have
to wait until November to see
whether they can continue to
bursar items.
"We have no idea what an
ideal Ibursar] policy would
cover, since BGSU is the only
university in Ohio which currently offers this line of credit
to students," said Bernard
little, Undergraduate Student
Government president and
a member of the Bursarables
Task Force.
"Nobody likes change ... so
See 1CARDI Paqe 27

POLITICS IN THE CLASSROOM

What happens when the statehouse wades into the marketplace of ideas?
By Sarah Griffith
Reporter

Liberal and conservative
thoughts have waged battle
on college campuses since the
birth of higher learning institutions. Ohio campuses are no
exception.
Ohio Senate Bill 24, or the
"Academic Bill of Rights,"
illustrated how deeply the
rift between the political left
and the right had plunged.
Namely into the middle of the
classroom.
The bill, introduced in
January 2005, prohibits professors from "persistently introducing controversial matter ...
that has no relation to their subject of study."
Student activities, like choos•ng and funding speakers,
"shall observe the principles of
academic freedom," it said.
Although the bill seems to
have died in committee, it
caused a significant stir on
campus for fears of restricting
speech.
Its supporters, like Students

for Academic Freedom, accuse
universities of not being properly divided on political lines.
SAF is an organization created by well-known conservative
David Horowitz in response to
this disproportion. It has chap-

"These are young minds
that haven't had a chance to
form their own opinions," said
State Senator Larry Mumper,
one of Bill 24's sponsors, in a
January story for The Columbus
Dispatch.

"We want students to be engaged and to
be able to defend their ideas... This
sometimes means throwing things at your
students that they have never heard before."
Marc Simon | Chair. Political Science Department

ters in over 150 colleges, including BGSU.
The SAF Web site features
studies suggesting that journalism and law professors are
distributed at seven Democrats
to one Republican; in political
science it is estimated as eight
to one.
Some legislators have begun
to ask how the alleged disparity affects students who rely on
these professors for the knowledge they need.

"Our colleges and universities are still filled with some
of the '60s and '70s profs that
were the anti-American group.
They've gotten control of how
to give people tenure and so the
colleges continue to move in
this direction," he said.
The bill's supporters say students receive a "one-sided"
education when their professors fall mostly to the political
left. Bill 24 attempts to legislate a protection against those

biases.
But some professors argue
their professional ethics, as well
as University policy, already
prevent them from using their
position in the classroom as a
political soapbox.
"Most universities have
pretty clear procedures already
set in place," said Marc Simon,
chair of the political science
department, "you have to
have your teaching material
approved beforehand and justify its educational worth in the
classroom."
Those procedures include
a chain of command in the
administration to which a student can voice complaints.
"If a student has a problem
with a professor, they can either
go to the professor with their
problem, or to the (department!
chair. They may also go to the
dean if they feel their needs are
not being met," Simon said.
In response to Bill 24, the
University provost also introSee SENATE | Page 54

DAVEHERRERA
IN FOCUS EDITOR

Have fun, but
know what's
going on too
Over the summer, a friend
of mine asked me, "If money
was no object, would rather
be studying at BGSU or at
Georgetown University?" For
lots of reasons, I told him I'd
rather be here.
Sound a bit crazy? Who
knows? But the fact is that
while I could find lots of
things I like in Washington,
DC, I like what I have here.
For all you incoming freshmen, you've probably seen
countless examples of what
I mean. You've toured the
campus, stayed in the dorms
S« WELCOME | Page 54

FOCUS
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SWEATSHOPS

HEALTHCARE

Student campaign convinces bookstore
to join fair labor organization

Abortion coverage is unexpectedly dropped
from health plan, and the campus debates

By Jan* King

Cm July l.BGSUofflcially became
,i membei ol the Workers Rights
Consortium (WRQ.anon-profii
organization, and now pays i<»
make sure clothing sold on campus does mil come (torn sweatshop laboi
WRC is an organization that
helps in enforce codes of conduct designed lo make sure
factories that make university
clothing respect the rights of
workers, according to their
Web site.
Uii'f reading a BG News article explaining that Universitj
apparelu asmadeinsw eatshops,
Tom Bethany, an Undergraduate
Student Government senator,
and Chelsea Lambdin, a Former
USG senator, began a campaign
to stop the University from associating Itself with the controversial labor.
"It was an extremely difflculi Inn rewarding process,"
Lambdin said.
Lambdin and Bethany did
research online and met with
administrators to And out which
companies the Universitj used
to make their apparel.

i hey then investigated those
companies to learn which
nl them were alleged to use
sweatshops.
After speaking with representatives From the lair Labor
Association (FLA), another nonprofit, and the WRC, lambdin
and Bethany went to USG and
Undergraduate Student Senate
for support. USG began to send
letters to University administrators, asking them to join the
WRC
But they refused, joining
instead the FIA which is funded partially by the organizations it monitors, according to
Lambdin. She thought the VVH(!
to he much more efficient.
After The BG News article ran,
supporters began their efforts
wit ha letter writ ingeampaignhy
students and Faculty. Meetings
With several University administration members also were
held to discuss joining the \\ IK'.

Lambdin said.
Bethany and Former USG
President Aaron Shumaker
helped to draft and support legislat ion written by Lambdin and
loe Churpek. another supporter.
"The bookstore and certain
other administrators were high-

ly uncooperative and would
not inform students of why
they refused to join the WRC,"

Lambdin said,
Bethany said there was hesitancy about the WRC because
of its Designated Supplier
Program, which would enhance
the enforcement of codes of
conduct.
"That program is more of a
comprehensive agreement and
could cost a university a lot more
money." Bethany said. "But
Chelsea clearly explained that
the program was 100 percent
optional and could not be forced
on the University."
lambdin said the cost of joining the WRC is a small percentage of the bookstore's overall
revenue.
She added t hat persistence was
key in dealing with University
administration.
"It is important to see and
treat the administration as
equals rather than superiors
when they refuse to listen to or
act mi information you bring to
them," I .imhilin said. "We had
to just keep going and remind
See CLOTHING | Page 27

By
Htrrtra
By Dan
D.v. Harrara
In Focus Editor

went
went out.
out.

"Optional insurance cover

Around 5 p.m. on Monday,
March 13, 2006, Edward
Whipple, vice president of
student affairs, was putting
the finishing touches on an
e-mail to the undergraduate
student body.
For the first time, B(iSl)
was mandating its full-time
students to have health care.
Final details were soon to be
hammered out on a Universitysponsored plan, and Whipple
was writing to update the campus on those negotiations.
While that e-mail was being
written, a small group of students were assembling just outside the Union, ready to demonstrate against a part of the
health plan.
The students, a coalition of
religiousandconservative campus groups, were allied against
the inclusion of full abortion
coverage in the plan.
That coverage had, as far
as everybody knew, been
approved earlier that year
by the University's Hoard of
Trustees.
Then, Whipple's e-mail

age for elective abortion will be
available for an additional S60
per year," it said.
"No portion of the premium for basic coverage will
go toward elective abortion
coverage."
Around 5:01 p.m., all hell
started to break loose.
What's settled, at least for
now, is the insurance plan
itself.
Full-time students who lack
healthcoveragewillbcforced lo
pay SI,234 for a plan offered by
CbJckering, an insurance company, through the University.
That plan will offer coverage
for what Chickcring refers to
as "medically necessary" abortions, including ones to save
the life of the mother.
Students will be charged
the additional SB0 for all other
abortion coverage.
Students who already have
health insurance comparable
to the University plan may
opt out.
A need-based waiver is also
available.
Statistics on how many pen
pie have signed up lor or waived

the plan would not beavailal
be available
untilafterthe registration deadline on September 7. according
to leri Sharp, University directorof media relations.
Back near the Union, the
assembled students, who had
successfully courted area newspapers and TV stations to cover
the protest, happily mingled in
the news.
I.ate arrivals who hadn't yet
read Whipple's e-mail were
updated and quickly joined in
the mini celebration.
"This was one of the things
we wanted, and they told us it
was impossible," Mike Woodall,
who coordinated the protest.
told The BG News at the time.
Yet the celebration was short
lived, as controversy raged on
for weeks surrounding the

decision.
Memories of intense debate
are likely still fresh for advoi airs nl all opinions.
"There were people on all different sides of it, and it wasn't
just a yes or no side," said Maria
Khoury, who was the undergraduate representative to the
committee that initially recomSeo ABORTION | Page 27

TIRE SALE
I

iS5S'5i?f.T!5R LIST.001* AND «ALE PRICED!
BRAKES
1 OIL CHANGE
Before you get a flat!

When is the best time to buy new tires from Tireman?

*
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999 SoMth Main Str»»t Acrots front ALDI Food!

FREE SHUTTLE
TO & FROM
BGSU CAMPUS
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1 Fluid 'Top-off»'
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Find more coupons and details about Nltromax, visit www.thetireman.com

OPENINGS STILL AVAILABLE FOR FALL LEAGUES.'
E

1

CJ'S SPORTS BAR AND GRILLE
WE HAVE THE BEST BURGERS IN B.G..
JUST ASK BASKETBALL COACH DAN DAKICH!

BUY 2 GAMES AND WE WILL PAY FOR
THE THIRD GAME WITH THIS AD!
WE HAVE THE SUNDAY TICKET

*£<£« Tastes,
KFC&
Long John Silver's
1020 N Main St.
352-2061
Remember, we CATER!
Let the

handle all your needs!

Job Positions?
Apply today for full or part time job positions.
Career Opportunities Available.
Why would you want to work anywhere else?

Black Swamp Players
BG's Community Theatre
Thoroughly Modem Millie
Auditions Fot Dancers,
Singers and Actors
November 18 & 19

I'm looking "Tor a
girl who can flat out,
TAP, has a "knock'em

.dead" VOICE and
theatre experience
give me a calL.soon!
If that's YOU. better
has LEAD ROLE, musical
Bob Hastings
419-352-1358 or email me at bobhastirtgsgwph.rT.com
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Need a break
from debate?
Try a sundae!
As a junior who has done more
than her fair share of jumping
belween majors, I feel I know a
thing or two about cool things to
see and do around campus.
For instance, as a current
Women's Studies major (forever
and ever, I swear this is my final
major, set in stone) one of my
favorite places to he is also one of
BGSU's best kept secrets — The
Women's Center!
Located in Hanna Hall on old
campus, the center is a wonderful, welcoming environment
with lots of resources available
for use.
For example, the Women's
Center hasa vast feminist library,
sporting everything from Betty
FriedantolenniferBaumgardner
and Amy Richards. There is also
an archive of feminist publications, like Ms. Magazine and
Bust.
The atmosphere of the Center
is totally laid back and downright comfy. There are lots of
oversized armchairs, perfect for
chilling out or studying for a few
hours. Famous feminist artwork
and protest posters adorn the
walls. It is a great place to study
or to hold a group meeting, as
several organizations have
learned.
One word of warning: Thefirst
floor women's room is slightly
terrifying. Don't believe me? I
scoff at the idea of ghosts, but
this place gives even me the heebie-jeebies. I just advise taking
a friend if you have to go to the
Ladies' while in Hanna Hall.
Another great place is the
Planetarium in the Physical
Science building. Many people
may have to go as part of their
Astronomy class, but it is also a
good place to go for fun. I took
my parents there during Family
Weekend my freshman year.
The Planetarium is a nice

1CARD
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doing just that to the BIG
charge policy could upset
students at first," Little said.
"Who carries cash these
days?" he said. "Bursar is a
part of BO's culture."
As the planned recoinincn
(l.ii ions illustrate, it is expected to take years for the full
effects of a BG1 Card system
to be visible.
As a result, returning students will be hard pressed to
notice any other real difference from what their cards
offered last year—at least not
for now.
"I really don't know why
students need |B!G charge
because] the money still has
to be paid back," Little said.
"(Creditl is more of a convenience then a necessity."
For now, the implementation committee scheduled
seven features to be phased
in this coming fall.
Some of these will include:
laundry services and use
in select residence halls, at
Stampers, select campus

them thai we were right and
that we were asking them to
stand on the Bide of morality,
DIM need
The
latino
Student
Union also helped out a lot."
Bethany said. " rhe support
they showed for the amendment is tin- reason whj I
think it passed un.inimousK
linGSSl."
Bethany and Lambdin
eventually met with the
bookstore and III Campbell,
assistant athletic director lor
communications, and were
informed the University
would join the WRC through
the athletic department
lambdin said their effort
was also boosted by professors and students who devoted hours of time to volunteer
and guide them tliiough the

vending machines, and ticket

process,
"A lot ol students here are
apathetic about
issues.'

Bethany said.
"If they only pushed to
make a difference, the] would
lie surprised at the impact
they can have

mended that the plan include
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But The B(, New s was soon
deluged with letters attacking
the Trustees lor what ap|>eared
to lie a secretive about-face.
"It is absolutely ridiculous

abortion coverage.
lust, there was confusion
over just how the decision came
to be made.
Sharp told The BG News
at the time that the trustees
had held "informal'' talks on
the issue over Spring Break
and eventually directed the
University's counsel to make
tin'change.
Some uiie concerned the
dec isiiin had come in a closeddoor session of their regular meeting, which had been
held mi the final day of classes
lnl the break.
Hoard members denied this,
later saying they hadn't been
aware ol the included abortion
coverage when they approved
early versions ol the plan. Had
the) know that during those
Mites, they said, they would
nave demanded the change.
"ITheBoardl ha\etolncikuut
for the best interests ol the students," KhOUry said. "I do leel
that at the time they were acting in what they felt ... was the
best way."

"There were people
on all sides of it,
and it wasn't just a
> yes or no side."
that access for reproductive
health care on this campus
is being restricted by a select
group of individuals." wrote
Amanda Monvak. then-presldenl ot NARAI I'm Choice
BGSU.
The Undergraduate Student
Government and Graduate
Student Government got into
the act, sending a joint letter
to Whipple and Unlversitj
President Sidney Kibeau.
The letter "(Expressed
our frustration and disappointment" with the Board's
decision.
Supporters countered that
pro-choice groups failed to
u lit e i heir opinion to the Board

when given the chance and
that Whipple had final say in
the matter anyway.
"Ed Whipple made the
decision and should be held
accountable. The Board and
our group pressured him.
and he acted accordingly."
Woodall wrote in a BG News
guest column.
Students simply should not
be required to pay for something they are against,' said
Lauren Walter, an undergraduate. In a letter to The lit, News.
And in perhaps the most
far-reaching response, State
Sen. Lynn Watchmann, RNapoleon, hastily introduced
a hill to make even the S60
option lot elective abortion
coverage illegal.
The bill remains in committee, and a legislative aide to
Watchmann, Bethany Rhodes,
said her office didn't expect it
to pass.
Still, Khoury said the plan
could be reconsidered based on
student feedback.
"I don't know if there will be
an] major changes," she said,
II it's; working for the students, then of course we'll take
that into consideration."

purchases at the College of
Music ticket office.
It could also eventually
replace the PFI) door access
system.
"|BG1 Cardl can do whatever we tell it to do," Nelson
said.
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Welcome
Back!
Hope you had a great
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641 Third St. #4

Welcome

Simplifying Life,
Maximizing Potential

Freshman & New Students!
1500 SIGNING BONUS ON
REMEMBER:

REDUCED RATES FOR BOTH1WASE8
THINK BEFORE

YOU DRINK!!
Student Legal Services, Inc.
is your law firm on campus.
We know how excited you are to be here at BGSU,
away from Mom and Dad. and looking forward to
making the most of your educational experience.
We are here to assist you by offering the facts about
alcohol and the law. Please consider the risks that you
take when you are underage and drink alcohol. These
may include possible fines, imprisonment and a criminal
record, which, in some career choices could prevent
you from obtaining licensure. Don't become one of the
statistics that says: "It won't happen to me."
In addition, we offer assistance in:
Traffic Coses
Landlord-Tenant
Matters
Consumer Matters
Miscellaneous
Matters.

•HI HI : i

We are conveniently located at 401 South Hall.
stop by our office to obtain further
information about our services.

OFFERING A LIMITED NUMBER OF INDIVIDUAL LEAS1
NOW OFFERING A LIMITED NUMBER OF 9 MONTH LEASES*

We really do have it all.
Come over today and see
just how much we can improve
your college experience.

WWWBGNEWS.COM
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TRANS FAT
AND PROUD OF IT
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BGSU Dining Services
brings you a healthier lifestyle
by cooking with Clear Valley®oil.
Studies have shown that reducing trans fats,
as part of a low fat diet, improves
cholesterol levels and decreases the risks
for heart disease, stroke, and diabetes.
A simple change, over time,
can make a big difference.
Dining Services preparing you today,
for a healthier tomorrow.

BGSU

DINING SERVICES

Food With Character

THE PULSE
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WEEKEND PLANS
FRIDAY
Sarasine, Resonant
Soul, Highland,
After Alice and
Stereomod play at
Howard's Club H.

GET YOUR GAME ON

Film series
highlights
indie works
By Jos Cunningham
Reporter

Starting tonight at 9 p.m. For
a feature on the music venues around Bowling Green,
check out Page 30

Welcome Bash
2006 at the Union from
4-11 prn Come see Mr.
Belding from Saved by the
Bell. There will also be a
live band, chancatures. wax
hands, crafts, slam poetry,

-•*

pictures with Freddie and
Frieda, a magician and bingo.

iT'

Late Night at the
Rec from 10 p.m.-1 a.m.
The rec offers free food,
games and entertainment.

Mission Impossible
III plays at the Union theater from 9:30-11:30 p.m. on
Friday, Saturday and Sunday.

Each semester here at BGSU, the
Theater and Film Department's
"Film Director Series" attempts
to broaden the minds of its
students by showing the films
of some of the lesser known,
but highly respected directors
from all over the world that are
working today.
This semester, the series
comes home with the independent filmmaker and Akron
native Jim larmusch, the director of such films as "Ghost Dog:
The Way of the Samurai" and
"Broken Flowers."
larmusch did not intend to
become a filmmaker until he
arrived in New York City to study
at Columbia. After a few years of
college he went to study in Paris
and was introduced to the world
of foreign cinema, where he was
influenced by the likes of Robert
Bresson ("A Man Escaped") and
John Cassavetes ("Faces"].
After returning from Paris
and applying to the Tisch School
of Arts at New York University,
he was stunned by the fact he
was admitted in spite having no
previous involvement in filmmaking. His time there ended
quickly when he dropped out
and used the tuition money to
make his first film "Stranger
Than Paradise" in 1984, which
would go on to become a surprise hit at that year's Cannes
Film Festival.
From there, Jarmusch would
become one of the film indusSee FILMS , Hbqe 32
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Restaurant
once housed
dance club

GWARwith
Priestiss, Suicide
City and 2 Cents
play tonight at Headliners in
Toledo at 8 p.m.

By Sarah Moor*
Reporter
JOftDANFlUWlR
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Players have options beyond their dorms
SATURDAY
231st Day of the
Year showcase featuring
The Elements. Prologue to
Spring, Fortune Favors and
Lies of our Deception play
at Headliners. Doors open
at 8 p.m.

Five Horse
Johnson with Matt
Truman Ego Trip play
at Howard's Club H starting
at 9 p.m.

SUNDAY
Trophy Scars, The
Natalie Fight, Liono
and Recluse play at

By Joah Comer
Senro* Reporter

1.1. White's trigger finger tensed
with anticipation. The Allied rifleman crouched over the body of a
fallen Nazi storm trooper in a snow
covered German village.
"I'm here almost daily," the veteran of countless battles said.
The shadow of a nearby U.S.
Army supply truck concealed
the soldier's position from an
approaching gray-clad Axis officer.
The University sophomore raised
the scope of his rifle, putting the
clueless enemy in his sights.
Before White could take his carefully chosen shot, another bang
rang through the war-torn cobblestone streets.
A sniper's bullet tore through the
student's chest, spraying the virgin
snow with his blood.

Hisbodyslumpedtothegroiind,
pressed against the treads of the
truck wheel he thought would
keep him safe.
His military career came to a
grinding halt — at least for the
ten seconds before his soldier
respawns.
"Whelp, 1 just got wasted,"
said White — or clerks|)aY| as
his cohorts-,on the battlefield
know him.
Those ten seconds of purgatory returned White from Day
of Defeat's World War II battle
lines to the surroundings of The
Gamers Lounge.
The dim-lit comfortablycool orange, yellow and black
room is a second home to
those who — like White — find
themselves labeled with the
sometimes socially maligned
title "gamer."

Those new to Bowling Green who
bear the gamer's mark of pale skin
from too many nights spent raiding Molten Core, calloused thumbs
from intense sessions of Katamari
Damacy or are able to describe
exactly what either of those things
are will find they are not alone.
The Gamers Lounge's co-owners
Alex Merced and Spencer Marugg
ft HI tided the 902 E. Wooster St. business last Spring with those people in
mind. The lounge offers one of the
few places in town where someone
can hang out after midnight without worrying about a hangover.
"I love making sure everybody
can have a good time," Merced said,
reclining in a padded chair with
a row of gaming rigs like the one
White wages war on filling the wall
behind him.
See GAMERS | Page 51

Imagine arriving at the hottest
dance club in town. The atmosphere is full of excitement and
thrill, fueled by that unmistakable feeling of energy most of us
college students experience on a
weekly basis when going out for a
good time.
This description would most
likely have been suitable when
describing the Dixie Electric night
dub and bowling alley that stood
on Route 25 in the late sixties to
early seventies in Perrysburg. Now
fast forward a couple of centuries,
and Maggie's Family Dining and
Creative Foods stands in the shadows of where those very memories of entertaining nights were
once held.
Founded 10 years ago by owner
Margaret Roller, Maggie's is just
one of those places that immediately make you feel at home.
Instead of the sounds of bowling pins, loud music and large
crowds, the clanking of dishes and
silverware mixed with friendly
chit-chat can be heard. Those
very noises can be calming to the
senses, along with the recurring
theme of floral decorations seen
throughout the diner. This dimly
See DINING | Page 31

Howard's Club H. Show
starts at 9 pm.

Thrash-metal group comes to Toledo, showcases theatrical gore
By Johnny Payna
Reporter

THEY SAID IT

"I don't want to
go to work and
get into bed with
someone else,
not even
Tom Cruise."
Cameron Diaz I Actress

While the rest of campus is out
partying tonight, you could be
standing face to face with an
intergalactic warrior named
Beefcake the Mighty, ready to
face your doom on-stage in front
of hundreds of people.
I 'Living tonight at Headliners
in Toledo is thrash-metal group
GWAR (which stands for God
What an Awful Racket), a band
that revels in theatrical gore and
perverse mythology.
Infamous for "executing" their
own fans on-stage and for their

ridiculously detailed demon
costumes, GWAR's over-the-top
stage show has alternately garnered them thousands of fans
and has prompted dozens of
protests against them since the
late 1980s.
This animosity spawned from
the faux pagan rituals and the
considerable amount of fake
blood prevalent at all of GWAR's
constantly evolving concerts.
The stage set and theatrics
change with the release of each
new album but pre-planned,
satirical chaos is their trademark.
Their latest effort, Beyond 1 lell,
is guaranteed by lead-singer

Oderus Urungus to "takeyer
(""lug head off!" And it's the perfect excuse for them to tour the
United States again and to "kill" a
plethora of their fans on the way.
But it's not just wanton bloodlust that drives GWAR to nightly
homicide. They're on a mission
to summon the World Maggot
from the core of the Earth in
order to ride it to the center of the
universe, where they can confront the Master of the universe
and slay him.
Unfortunately for us, "the only
way to wake the World Maggot is
to slaughter millions of innount
people," hence all the killing

In addition to controlling the
universe, GWAR is ensuring that
the tradition of shock-rock is kept
alive and slaying, despite the
controversy that might ensue.
In fan, GWAR covers oldschool shocker Alice Cooper's
"School's Out" on Beyond Hell.
So, if overblown stage antics
and loud, riotous music is your
thing, then skip the cornhole and keggers and head to
Headliner's tonight.
The show starts at 8 p.m. For
the price of S20, people of all
ages can see GWAR play tonight
with special guest Priestiss,
Suic 'iile Cirv and 2 Cents.

PHOTO HtOMGOOGli COM

PLAYING IN TOLEDO: GWARtoep,
shock metal aW with elaborate costume*
and a mythology that would make the
ancient Greeks blush.
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Bowling Green offers unique music scene
So, you just moved to the small
college town of Bowline Green,
Ohio, and you're thinking to
yourself! "This place does not
have a music scene."
Well, my freshmen friends, I
must inform you that appearances are, more often than not,
misleading.
If you're willing to put your
trust in an upperclassman
and entertainment news edl
tor, I will let you in on some
oi Bowling Green's and its
surrounding areas best kept
music secrets.
The place you will call your
home for the next four, maybe
live, years is also the home of
some of the most unique venues
in northwest Ohio.
One extremely beloved bar
in this community is Howard's
Club I lell. When you first enter
the bar. it sort of feels like you
went through a time warp. This
comes as no surprise to many
of the employees and regulars
at Howard's.
According to bartender Dan
Sellers. Howard's lias remained

at its current location, 210 Not th
Main Street, since 1973.
T\e been a bartender here
longer than you've been alive,"
Sellers said.
But for the man who has
been serving drinks to people
for over 21 years, and for those
who frequent the bar. Howard's
lias become much like a
second home.
it's a venue that allows anyone IB and up to relax by listening to the best of the under
ground musicians, ranging
from local singer/songwriters
to touring bands on the brink of
radio stardom.
"We always have bands plaj
Wednesday through Saturday,
and sometimes, we get live
music on the other nights,"
Sellers said.

Occasionally, Howard's hosts
shows for all ages, but this iisu,ill\ depends on the wishes of
the hand.
I here is a cover charge for
ever) night of live music, and
the price varies, depending on
the act,
TWO other local businesses
that provide the community with live performances
include Grump) Daces, local
ed directly above I as\ Street
Cafe on South Main Street and
Nate and Wally's Fishbowl on

Woostet Street.
Both venues are 21 and up, so
you can start planning for your
legal drinking birthday a few
years in advance.
However, there are some age
exceptions at Nate and Wally's.
"It's usually 21 and up. but
sometimes a band will specif)
if they want a younger crowd,"
said
bouncer/ bartender
Ham Kimberlain.
for the most pan, Nate .mil
Wally's attract a diverse crowd,
whether it's a live music night
on Friday or Saturday or a

Campus radio stations look to
hire new students

house disc lockey spinning on
Wednesday and Thursday.
"Our crowd is a mish mash
of
locals
and
students.
Kimberlain said.
It's hard to pinpoint the exact
cause that keeps people of all
different
backgrounds and
interests coming back for more.
Maybe It's the music that
unites them all. Nate and
Wally's offers everything from
jam bands to metal slums.
Maybe it's the friendly bartenders who stand tin the bar
every night at closing time, yelling as loud as they possibly can
for you to get the hell out.
Maybe it's their strong signature drink that they serve in
plastic fishbowls.
Whatever the reasons, Nate
and Wally's never fail to deliver
a fun and musical time.
I have yet to mention a venue
that brings in mainstream
bands. Although it's not directly located in Bowling Green,
lleadliners in loledo is the
MUSIC

Repprter
Our campus
radio stations have undergone renovations and are ready to
recruit both incoming and
returning students.
Both Stations, WFAI. and
WBGU, offer many opportunities lor students in the communications field or students
simply interested in music.
They also both operate :'l
hours a day solely by volunteers. Campus I'esl will give

students an opportunity to see
what is offered and learn about
fall training.
(icneral Manager of Witt ,11
Keel) Miller said the main
difference between the tun
sialitins is the kind of music
they play.
"U I \l plays mainstream
music that can be heard on
other radio stations and WBGU
plays underground and undei
represented music." Miller said.
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WELCOME STUDENTS
25% - 75% off of BGSU Merchandise!

• Privale Golf Lessons •
• Specialized Club Fitting •

■ Fooljoy
'Nike
•Pino
• Sonartec

Naplcon. Oh 4.1545
(419) 592-3911

•

Cdl: (419) 597-0150

»/ Coffee Mugs

BANGLE BRACELETS

• Jewelry Gold & Silver
*/ Pencils

•

•

FLIP FLOPS

•
•
•
•

Cleveland
Cobra
Mizuno
Taylor Made

•

BELTS

• Jackets
• Bat^y T

Sorority & Fraternity Merchandise

Tktmnf
5-Beds
1- Suntower

(LICENSED WITH OVER 47 NATIONAL ORGANZATIONS)
•SORORITY & FRATERNITY SOCIAL CHAIRS PICK UP YOUR CATALOG TODAY

• Charms

Award
1991

-Salon TODAY

s sFoimrswEAiri mm PAIFITY wmt

'

Titleisi

Owe of the fop lOO

OFFICIAL REPRESENTATIVE OF

• Baseball T

■ KZG
PING
■ Cailaway ciubRltei

•

TOTES AND PURSES (WITH ADDED

•Baby Tees • Sweatshirts • Hats • T-Shirts • Totes
• Jackets • Shorts • Skirts • Capris
Wood Products
Book your paddle party now for 20% off

• Flip Flops

Certified
Ctas"A"
Cluhm.ikiT

Additional 10% off with this ad

W AlfllRIIVAIU
JEWELRY AND WATCHES

JIM
EISAMAN

Mitchell Club Angle Machine
15-211 US6

• Sweatshirts
•

See RACK) | Page 53

• Automated Ball Machine •

BG'S BEST

• Hats

The stations have been
around for years and continue
to recruit students who are

We Match Any Competitor s Advertised Price

Best Quality, Best Service, Best Pricing!
In house embroidery and sewn on letters,
Over 400 fabrics to choose from,

• T-Shirts

She said the whole lobby
was redone last summer and
a huge mural has taken the
place nl poster filled walls. On
top ofthis, the studio has been
completely remodeled and
new carpet was installed.
Miller explained that one of
their biggest hopes is to transloi in the current storage room
into a "randy room" used for
talk radio shows.
"We want to bring in multiple people to do interviews,"
she said. "We hope for the
room to be finished sometime
next month."
Beginning in 1947, the two
stations have been serving
BGSU for over 50 years. Miller
explained that the radio stations were moved to West 1 lall
in 1985.

By Addi. Curlls

******

with 56 bulbs
(10 minutes)

• Window Stickers
• ID Holders
• Stationary

Connection

Collegiate

• Blankets

*-

• Mom & Dad

$20.00

Month
Unlimited

6 Visits

18 Visits

$30.00

$50.00

'i

-

10 Visits

531 Ridge St. • BG • 352-8333
Mon.-Thurs. 1(1-8 • Kri. 10-6 • Sun 12-5

Domino's Pizza
353-MEGA(6342)

Hilt pntiBi iIKeal 10 *ien
MHviPf it ptcitfB this IPIII tricil

25 Visits

i»

n:

HUTWIKCI,''

• Totebags

$40.00

$39.95+tax

David OeWalt- Owner/Slyliit
Chris Dishop- Sryfof
Lisa McCoy- Stylist

CUT AND STYLE INCLUDED W/ALL CHEMICAL SERVICES
SPECIALIZING IN FOILS
LeCAhcn- 529 Ridge Street. BG

?HoHe- 419-352-6459

Get GREAT PRICES
and GREAT VALUES
at Goodwill for
your Clothing
and Dorm Needs

Q 1 Large 1 Topping Pizza
Q 1 Medium 2 Topping Pizza
Q 1 Small 3 Topping Pizza
Q 2 Small Cheese Pizza
Q 10 Buffalo Chicken Kickers
ffalo

0 vVfnhgeselyiWz'.^a

01 Small Cheese Pizza plus
1 of the following: 5 wings,
Cheesy Bread, Bread Stick
or Cinna Stix.

Bowling Green Retail Store
1058 N. Main St.
Open 9:00 a.m. - 8:00 p.m. Mon. - Sat.
Noon - 5:00 p.m. Sunday
Goodwill Industries of Northwest Ohio, Inc,

—(—
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DINING
From Page 29

lit restaurant is just the right size
— it is not too small, and not too
large, which greatly contributes to
the cozy atmosphere.
By far, the best component
about Maggie's is that it is affordable. There is no need to worry
whatsoever about burning a hole
through one's wallet If anything,
the fulfillment of eating a home
cooked meal, along with a good
price range should encourage
you to dish out a little bit more in
order to experience ultimate satisfaction. Give or take a few items
on the menu, most of the entrees

MUSIC
From Page 30

home of two stages and an
outdoor patio.
The center stage is designed
for an audience as large ass 650,
and the main stage can reach a
1750 capacity.
Everyone from t he Presidents
of the United States of America
to the Lost Prophets have
played at Headliners.

cost seven dollars or less.
Employee Ian McGee claims
that the best aspect of working
at Maggie's is that "Ithe owners
are] really nice people to work
for", while enthusiastically adding, "and we get to eat here!"
It was my mission to find a restaurant that would feed two people for ten dollars. Immediately
upon arrival, I knew from the
homey atmosphere, the smells,
and the sounds, that I had found
the perfect place. As far as completing this mission is concerned,
I was merely a blink away from
complete success. The check
totaled $11.19, consisting of two
regular beverages, a Dixie Burger,
and a Chicken Salad Sandwich,
The venue is open to all ages
and the average cost of tickets
ranges from $15 to $25 a piece.
The four previously mentioned bars are not the only
places you can go to seek out
the music scene in and around
Bowling Green.
There are other venues in
this town that will bring in the
type of music that you enjoy,
and I will make it my personally responsibility to keep you
informed of all the shows that
pass through.
• Diamonds

both of which cost under four
dollars each.
The service was friendly and
hospitable, the wait for the meal
was not too long, and the food
was presented nicely. The sandwich I tried was very tasty, and
my partner in crime confirmed
mat the burger was appetizing
as well.
Scott Roller, the son of the diner's owner, describes what tnily
makes Maggie's unique
"There is a banquet hall in the
back room where family style
dinners are served," he said. 'For
every day of the month there are
dinners on certain nights with
certain selections of foods. There
is Hungarian chicken paprikasli.
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beef roast, and fried chicken
almost every night. |Maggie's|
specializes in a lot of old fashioned homemade cooking''
Roller also claimed that
Maggie's initially began solely as
a catering business that eventually worked it's way up into a fullfledged restaurant. Maggie's still
offers catering to this day, holding
true to its background.
If you are looking for a casual
lunch or dinner at an upscale
diner not too far from campus,
give Maggie's' a try.
Whedier the occasion is a date,
a family get together, or a quick
bite to eat with friends Maggie's is
a good choice for a "2 for 10," just
don't expect a dance Ikxir.

GAMERS
From Page 29

TheentrepreneurialUniversity
senior said he never planned to
get into the gaming business.
"Originally this was never in
the cards," Merced said.
After marketing research
pointed to a strong interest in a
gaming club, cards are precisely
part of what Merced got into.
Beyond computer games, the
lounge offers an outlet for those
into role-playing, card collecting
and comic books.
"We wanted to make a place
that appeals to all the aspects of
gamer culture," Merced said.
After buying a soda from the
store, gamers can snag one of
the lounge's tables to roll their
saving-throws or tap their cards
on for as long as they want I lie
gamers haven also offers special nights for different games
and discounts to organizers who
bring more players out of their
parents' basements and into
the business.
When it comes to those Interested in button-mashingthrough

console games, standing for
hours in front of arcade cabinets,
JORDAN FLOWER

or sweating through rounds of

Dance Dance Revolution until
dehydration sets In, 2-Play
(lames is a major place of interest in Bowling Green.
Aaron Au/ins and his partner
Mark Cuilison have had a nearmonopoly on Student quarters
since March when they purchased the store from the previous owner.
While laundromats may not
like the competition, those
interested In both nuting-edge
consoles and classic gaming
appreciate the 116 S, Main St
store's selection.
The chain stores don't stock
older generation systems,
Au/ins said, standing in front
B Slreel Fighter 2 arcade name
while Dhalsim yoga-fires Ryu.
"Some people come in and btrj
four Nintendo M controllers
with (ioldcneye and no one exer

hears from them again."
While some gamers lives can

be consumed by the classic James
Bond-based first-person shooter,
soldiers with the tenacity ofWhite
don't let off-line games or a sniper
pulling a hole in his chest keep
them from the tight.

"I've got an hour to burn,"
White said, even as machine gun
fire peppered his rifleman. "I'll
get them back."

ROCKIN' OUT: Many local and national bands play shows at Howards Club H.
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• Watches
• Fine )ewelry
• Repairs

Mills Jewelry

• Batteries

Monday, August 21
Jonathan Sprinkles
"Never, Never, Never Give Up!"
9:30pm • Bowen-Thompson
Student Union, Lenhart Grand
Ballroom
Who's in the driver's seat in
your life? Jonathan's
presentation, sprinkled with
life-changing techniques,
will help students realize
their potential and perform
...«■....««.»
welcome at their best.

BGSU

Sponsor*** by O-nd C.rtl.r for Multicultural and Ac.
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Bowl *«m OV»r
with a fun-filled
birthday party at

Visit us at www.oastotchkago.com
• Money Saving Coupons
• Gift Cards
• Fundroising Opportunities
• Locations
• Franchising Information
• Birthday Club
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Levis Commons • Perrysburg
Super
Deal
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Murray comments on his 'retirement'
By Jail. Coyl.
The Associated Press

NEW YORK — Hill Mum) is
watching police chase a white
pickup truck along the high
ways of Houston. His attention is rapt to the rv screen,
but when the driver veers in
the direction of the one thing
Murray deems holy, he is sud
denly shouting.
"This Iguyl is going to drive
over a golt course! Oh, no!"
he yells into the phone, only
slightly relieved when the
pickup turns away. "It he had
drove over the green. I would
have had to hang up and gel
involved with the chase,
That would have been just
disrespect"
In a recent Interview with
The Associated Press, Murray
—a renown golfer, besides actor
and comedian
discussed his
remaining goals in Hollywood
during a conversation punctuated by somehow titling exclamations on the pickup.

Though the interview was
ostensibly lor a recent guest
appearance on the Discovery
Uia n ncl's "American Chopper"
sciies, the talk zigzagged
across well-drawn medians. It
revealed both Murray's theories on getaways and the reasons behind the actor's current
break trom the big screen.
I tell people I'm retired,"
says Murray, 55.
This ai first sounds like a
bombshell that would strike
a lightening bolt of sorrow in the lives of the King
of the Deadpan's fans, lint
he continues,
I kinda like this lay /thing,
where he's relired. but he keeps
doing shows. I think I beat him
to that," Murray says. "If you
say you're retired, people don't
bother you so much, and then
if you want to do something.

you can do it."
Murray, who lives with his
wife, lennifer Butler, and their
four children in upstate New
York die has two more children

{Ms

from a previous marriage),
hasn't acted in a live-action
film in over a year and half

(2005's "Broken Flowers'). He
also did the voice for "Garfield"
and its 2006 sequel.
But he has no plans to do
anything anytime soon. A
month ago he nearly took a part
in a movie co-starring Sienna
Miller about a dead girl whose
body is decomposing throughout the movie, but passed.
"I made several movies in
a row." he explains. "I made
one where I was gone for 5 1/2
months ('Lost in Translation'!.
It takes a toll ... I'm basically
lazy. I work really hard when I
work, but I try to avoid work."
At this point, the front-left
wheel of the white pickup
(which has been pursued more
than an hour after an armed
robberyl comes right off —
described by Murray as "like
a cartoon."
In the midst of explaining
that he has relished working with indie directors Sofia

getaway in the underrated "The
Man Who Knew Too Little,"
where he gleefully runs over a
row of construction cones.
In this way, Murray is perhaps an expert in the field.
"Don't they understand that
this helicopter business is a
problem?" he wonders.
"Someone's going to figure
out how to do this and get away
with it," he says, then adds
MURRAY

•53
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tries most prominent independent filmmaker refusing
to ,work with any film studio,
but still being able to work
with some of the biggest stars
out there today, including
lohnny Depp, Bill Murray and
Forest Whitaker.
larmusch is a director that is
more interested in what happens between the cuts, the
mundane details that we usually don't see in movies, and he
makes them of special significance in the lives of his characters. In an interview with
"America I ndependent Cinema"
he talks about this saying, "If
you think about taking a taxi,
it's something insignificant in
your daily life; in a film when
someone takes a taxi, you see
them get in, then (here's a cut,
then you see them get out. So
in a way the content of this film
is made up of things that would
usually be taken out."
While the "Film Directors
Series" will only be showing a

STUDENT UK C \

Welcome Back Students
Student Health Service
will be open

m
Visit one of our 3 Bowling Green locations:

Wendy's in the BG Union,
Open 7 days a week
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BOWIN-THOMPSOM

I

Try one of
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Coppola and lim larmusch —
d i rectors in "complete control"
of their films — Murray again
veers off.
"Oooh, and they just crashed
into something because he
can't steer anymore. And he's
armed and he's dangerous!" he
laughs.
This all brings to mind
some memorable chase scenes
in Murray's films — like the
Army RV he and Harold Ramis
drive into Czechoslovakia in
"Stripes," the suicidal dash in
"Groundhog Day" or his naive

few of larmusch's more prominent films, it is still a great
opportunity to see the works
of a Hollywood director who
refuses to conform to the capitalistic ideal that has plagued
the movie industry as of late.
larmusch stands as to what an
ideal director should be, someone who focuses more importance into the characters and
the story than the visual aspect
because you won't see any special effects in a larmusch film.
Singer/actor/friend/fan Tom
Waits once in an interview
said "He (larmusch) is a great
observer of human nature and
loves the detail."
This sums up his movies as
well, as they are about human
nature and all of the details that
make up our lives.
The "Film Director Series''
takes place every Tuesday night
at 7:30 p.m., in the Gish Theater
on the first floorof Hannah Hall,
beginning on September 12th
with "Stranger Than Paradise"
and finishing up with "Broken
Flowers" on October 3.

Mi Friday, Aug. 18th from 8am-4:30pm
Sunday, Aug. 20th from noon-3:30pm
ONLY lor immunizations, lo drop otTallergy
scrums, bring in medical and prcscriplion insurance
cards to be copied and for students to return
completed Health Assessment Forms.

134 W. Wooster
352-0528

Welcome Back!
Only Chinese
Restaurant Downtown!
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ALBUM
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ALBUM
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MOVIE
REVIEW

■ Sonic Youth

■ Thorn Yorlte

■ Grade | A

■ Grade | A-

■ Sony Pictures Entertainment
■ Grade | B

"Rather Ripped"

"The Eraser"

"Talladega Nights: The

REVIEWED BY CUNT DYE: Continuing

REVIEWED BY CLINT DYE: Working with

wth thei gravitation towards pop-based realms

Radionead producer Nigel Godnch. Thom

New York ait rotes Sonic Vbutti released thai

Yorke was able to put together a short, sweet

22nd album, Rather Ityped

and strong solo alburn.

The songs are nx«ty drwq and catchy vrth
Sfnple vocal melodies and mekxk guitar parts
Although more pep scxirtkig than their
previous efforts, Sonic Youth sol Ws places for

One of my favorite aspects of Rather (hoped

(piano) and "Atoms for Peace" (bass line)
who spends too much time alone reflecting

sra you get the variety of m* and female vocals

on all of their own worst experiences and

The problems wth the abum are tew One a

upside (town though when a new racer, cfeyed by
crar hem Europe to take hs place at the tcp
"Taladega Nohts'cpes though the predctable chain of events that we have come to expect
from comedes as we see Ricky Bobbys rise fal and

This CD sounds like the genius of someone

Ihs reaty helps to keep things interesting espebafy

the perks that go abng with t Hs world s turned
Sacha Bsron Cohen of the Tb Al G Show." comes

over you like an ominous alen mothership. The

Moore and Kim Gonfcn share the bull of lead

redemption in the sport of racing with eveiythng
leadng up to the dmacK race between Riiy and
his European counterpart WMe there were penty

everything else that's wrong wth the world this

of bughout-loud moments throughout Talladega

rbtofthesongsare the same tempo espeoalty the

day and age

batch from"SleepnAraund" to "Rats" And two

I thnk if you like the more technoladen work of

Moore's snjng gets a tSttfe annoying in the whny

Radchead and if you don't have a problem with

dma» to the song "Eyelnaf a bonus track on the

Yorke's voice you might just love this record

rights" cne can't hek) but get the feeing that a
lot was eft on the cutting room floor as there are
a number of fte that seem ovy halfway done
. WtenotquteasgocdassomeolWIFensIs
other moves, Taladega Nights' 6 sola fun Dm

If you Ite prewjus SY records you piobabV wail

that odes a bunch of laughs and does exactly what

be (faapponted wth this one

«'s supposed to entertan us

Free Towing From
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Sockman
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This discount card program gives you a great new way to get significant discounts on
a wide array of dental services. It puts important dental care within affordable reach,
from general dentistry to teeth whitening. With $25 as the annual fee, it will have you
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www.chickering.com to enroll.
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MURRAY
From Page 32
sympathetically: "But, you
know, your adrenaline gets
going and you think you're
doing so well."
Having lost in his one run
at an Academy Award, nominated for best actor in 2003's
"Lost in Translation," Murray
says an Oscar isn't the thing
that's missing.
Instead, if there's something
he'd still like toaccomplish, he
hopes to again direct a film.
He co-directed the 1990 heist

comedy "Quick Change" with
Howard Franklin.
"I seem to know enough
about it to do it," he says
sheepishly.
The pickup truck that
Murray has been following
eventually ends up crashed
in a watery ditch. The suspect
is arrested, disappointing
Murray's hopes for a "hellacious gunfight."
He imagines the culprit "going, 'Well, we gave
them a pretty good run for
their money.'"

Offering unique beads and findings from around the world...

Vital Savings by Aetna

BGSU

allowing them to broadcast
sports reports on the station.
Executive director of Radio
Sports Brian Scullin said they
are fortunate enough to be
the flagship carriers of BGSU
Women's Basketball and
Men's Ice hockey.
"Our relationship with
WBGU is starting to be much
more productive and I am
really happy so far with the
leadership team in place at
88.1 I'M," Scullin said.
He added how nice the studio at WBGU looks compared
to how it looked two years
ago due to technological
advancements.
Scullin expressed hopes
for the future in regards to
broadcasting on WFAL.
"Besides broadcastingadditional BGSU athletic events
on WFAL, we are also looking
to generate some talk shows
on WFAL," Scullin said.

COYOTE
♦BEAOSo

sssi Automotive
Lube, Oil anU Finer with all Routine
Inspections and Fluid Checks.
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eager to get involved.
A training session is mandatory for all students to complete before going on air by
themselves. The session is 11
weeks long and takes the form
of a class.
"Tim allows students to learn
the ins and outs of radio, to sit
in on other shows and make an
air check tape," Miller said.
An air check tape means
the volunteer does a half hour
show with no help to show t he
equipment skills learned.
Miller said during the academic year, the stations usually consist of 70 or 80 volunteer
members. Students are able to
1)1 a show as long as they are in
compliancewiththerulessetby
the I rdcr,il Communications
Commission.

The radio stations attract
campus students and other
community members with
their specialty shows on the
weekends. Miller said they
feature a Spanish show on
Sunday mornings and a world
music show on Sundays from
2 to B p.m. They also feature
a heavy metal music show
everyday at 8 p.m.
Being involved with WFAL
and WBGU means being willing to put in the hours needed
each week.
Miller said she and her
executive staff come in everyday for a couple of hours.
She added that she has six
music directors, promotions
people and operations people
who put in four to five hours
a week.
As an extra feature, Miller
explained WBGU works closely with the Bowling Green
Radio Sports Organization

Fenelsas as the NASCAR cWRriyBcbby
who s ore of the sport's top racers and tas al of

Some of the synth pads on songs Be "And It

erapt for the drummer. Steve Sheley. Huston
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come to expect nom him

Rained All Night" and "Hanowdown Hill" hover
syncopated loops in this afcum wl also keep
you on your toes in songs like "The Eraser"

waist duties whfe lee Ranaldo snjs only one

the ccmedc peiformance that the auckence has

Full of highly personalized computer generstye, the afcum is unsurprisingly dark

and with Scnc'touch n general is that they al sing

since last years "Bewitched." and n it he gives

forty minutes.

orignalty 6 also apparent in songs Ike "Do Vbu
Beieve n Rapturer wheh s fled with washy cym-

comedy Taladega Nic/its." hs fust starring role

half minute mark whJe the entire work is a mere

ated sounds, and Yorte's own distinct singing

bal scuids and "ctlme-y" beS gutar chords

Wll Ferrel returns in ful form with his latest

Most of the songs lie around the four and a

feedback and nose throughout the album Thr*
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and maybe cairn in the Falcon's
Nesl.
I ht'i'cuir plenty of sports
10 l>e had teachers who trury
desire to further your education
and people you don't yet know
who will become your best
friends.
This seel ion of In Focus,
Uiilor-madc lor you new bit's, is
designed to inject a bit of reality
Into the hopeful plans above.

i here's ugliness evei) where in
life. This campus is no different.
For example, some of the nicest people you'll ever meet will
swipe your II) card in our dining halls. Iiicy'll even help you
out when you realize you have
no idea how to properly clean
upyourtra) don't worry,you'll
figure it out pretty quickly).
Bui did you know the same
card you just had swiped is pan
of the same new IHil Card thai
could keep many of your peers
from buying books one day?
Hopefully, the answer to
this question is yes, if only
because you've read that article
before making your way to this
column.
There's little point in getting
blindsided by the realities of ihc
University
What's a great way of starling lo make progress on these
issues? Dialogue. What's the
best way lo further dialogue?
Information.
The articles in this In Focus
edition are designed to pro\ Ide
some information to start those
conversations.
Hope you enjoy the slorics.

duccd an eight-member
Committee on Academic
freedom. Il hopes to ensure
the enforcement of student
rights and academic freedom on both sides of the
classroom.
Simon believes the establishment of similar committees In other state universities

caused the death of Bill 24.
"Universities [are] letting it
be known ... that Ihere are
procedures In place that
keep this kind of behavior in
check." Simon said.
'When the government
Offers to step ill ... you have
non-experts
determining
curriculum."
I le also stressed, especially
to freshmen, that what a professor says is not always what
he oi she means.
"As professors, we want
students to be engaged and to
be able to defend their ideas
no matter where ibex go.
"This sometimes means
throwing things at your students that they have never
heard before, simply to see
if they will argue with you
and get engaged In their own
opinions." Simon said.
He said this style is often
intimidating for students
fresh out of high school.
"We don't want students to
take everything at face value.
This will make them belter
students and heller professionals as they can address
counterarguments and think
critically."
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place to |iisi laj hack and chill
OUI while looking at the star..
i hey offer tree shows which
change every tew weeks, it is
totally worth the lime If you
have a free evening. Che view is
great, and the chairs are super

comfortable.
in fact.it Is suchacozy atmosphere that I used to struggle a
hit to stav awake during (lass.
Not because we weren't leai n
Ing about fascinating theories
Il was just so dark and comfy.
Because this is the big

Freshman issue, here's some
advice specilically geared
inwards newcomers. If you
are looking for a place to cat
late at night but you only have
your meal plan, you're in luck!
Wendy's and //as. located ill
the Student union, stay open
until 2 a.m. You can get your

Frosty fix late at night
Not a big fan of fasl food?
Take a trip to Zza's. I'm a big fan
ol their pizza, especially with
black olives (in fart, I think I
lived on ii my first semester).

They also have a wide variety of
wings and salads.
Actually awake in time for
breakfast? Commons has a
pretty fantastic buffet. The
great thing about il is that it's
all you ran rat.
You can go and have lunch
or dinner, complete with fresh
fruit, salad, and dessert.
They also havr a sundae bar!
I recommend going for brunch
on Sunday morning. They usually have the best food Ihen.

set in stone.
A committee made of students, faculty and administrators will develop and recommend a final policy.
That
reeommendation
shou Id be ready by early 2007.
"|Sludents| would come
lo our |USG| meetings in the
spring semester and voice
their concerns ... and that's
why they decided to put
together this committee,"
Little said. "We have some
really good students thai will
be silling on the commiltee."
According to Whipple, a
travel policy never existed
prior to ibis one, which left
the University and students
susceptible to legal action if
anyone violated laws while
on a trip.
"Many institutions have
similar travel
policies,"
Whipple said. "If a student
organization is representing
BGSU in any fashion ... the
student code of conduct and
all related University policies
apply."

K ONLINE: You can comment on
this and all of the stories in The 6G
News on our Web site. Why wail to stait
the debates' |tM]news.com

BRANDON H1ISS

JUST AVOID THE BATHROOMS: The Women's Center, located I Hanna Hall, is "totally laid back and dowwicjht comly." our
columnist sayv

1789 E. Melrose Ave.
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intijrop ferrate
400 E. Napoleon Road
Hours: Monday - Friday 9:00 am - 5:00 pm
www.winthropterrace.com

(419) 352-9135
email us: winthrop@gerdenich.com

A.College Diploma... a little piece of paper
that comes at a big price.
Come see a UPS Recruiter on campus:
Mon, 8/21 from 10am-1:30pm @ Student Union

The UPS

Mon, 8/21 from 2pm-4pm @ Career Services

EARNAND

Wed, 8/23 from 10am-1:30pm @ Career Services

LEARN
Program

Wed, 8/23 from 2pm-4pm @ Student Union
Fri, 8/2S from 11am-3pm @ Student Union
Hours of Operation:
Preload • 4am-8am

Get up to
$23,000*

Day 11:30am-3:30pm
Twilight • 5pm-9pm

in College Education
Assistance!

Midnight • 10:45pm-2:45am
Shift times are approximate.
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Part-Time Package Handlers
•$8.50-59.50/hr, with increases of 50C after 90 days & 50C at one year

^-Free Shuttle service to

•Excellent Benefits (Medical/Dental/Vision/Life & 401K)
•Paid Vacations

2 swimmir^

•Weekends & Holidays Off
•Weekly Paycheck
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Apply online at:

www.upsjobs.com
For more information, call UPS at: 419-891-6820
UPS, 1550 Holland Rd, Maumee, OH 43537
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Lee's Katrina documentary premieres
By Stacey Plaisanc*
The Associated Press

NEW ORLEANS — Flashbulbs,
bright lights and video cameras
lined the red carpet outside
the New Orleans Arena, where
thousands sought to get the
first look Wednesday at director Spike Lee's documentary on
Hurricane Katrina.
One evacuee, back in the New
Orleans area to find a home
after evacuating to Cleveland,
said she felt "spiritually drawn"
to attend.
"I wanted to come to this so
bad. I needed to come," said
Mildred White, 59. "I feel like I
haven't had a good cleansing.
I feel like this will be cleansing
for me, like going to a funeral."
Lee has not tried to hide his
anger about New Orleans' devastation by levee breaks and the
government's slow response.
He hopes his documentary on
the subject will bring attention
back to the region, where it's
needed, he said Wednesday.
"Peoplearestill in direstraits.
We want to put the focus back
here," l.ee said at a news conference with historian Douglas
Brinkley and HBO officials.
Titled "When the Levees
Broke: A Requiem in Four
Acts," the film had its premiere
Wednesday night. Organizers
expected H.OOO to 12,000 people
to attend.
The film will air in two twohour segments on HBO on
Monday and Tuesday nights. It
also will be shown in its entirety Aug. 29, the one-year anniversary of Katrina's landfall.
Lee admitted he was a bit
uneasy about Wednesday's first
public showing, but his anxiety
is not for himself. It's for the

thousands who experienced
unfathomable loss.
A woman whose 5-year-old
daughter drowned in the flood
told Lee she planned to drive
from Fort Worth, Texas, to see
his film. So did the son of a
woman who died in her wheelchair at the city's convention
center. He told l.ee he was driving from Alabama.
"1 told them not to come," Lee
said Tuesday night. "I'm really
worried about them. This is not
going to be easy."
Lee has been criticized by
some who got an early look
for not including more representation from Mississippi
Gulf Coast residents and New
Orleans' white population. Lee
said Wednesday there is diversity in the film, but "because of
the historical significance... we
chose to focus here. That was
my vision. I wanted to concent rate on New Orleans."
In New Orleans, much of the
city's poor black populat ion did
not evacuate ahead of t he storm
and had to be rescued later.
Though he didn't point fingers, Lee described what happened as "a criminal act."
"The devastation here was
not brought on solely by Mother
Nature. People in charge were
not doing their job."
Lee said he included in the
documentary theories of an
intentional bombing of the
levees, but he stopped short of
saying he believed them.
"I don't know if it happened,"
he said, "All I know is, I talked
to the people who were there,
and they said they heard what
sounded like an explosion,
something blew up."
Lee said the project was
originally going to be about
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two hours long. Even at four
hours, he said, "It's incomplete.
You can't tell a story like this in
four hours."
Lee said he is considering
another Katrina documentary
that picks up where this one
left off.
Though graphic, Lee said
this documentary captures
the spirit of New Orleans
through individuals sharing
their stories. It contains footage supplemented by interviews, though at least one
scene, a jazz funeral procession, was staged, Lee said, hie
interviewed more than 100
people, including Louisiana
Gov.
Kathleen
Blanco,
Mayor Ray Nagin, musicians
and residents.
Among them was Gralen B.
Banks, who was working security detail at the Hyatt Regency
when Katrina hit. Banks was
laid off in lune and is living
in a federally issued trailer
while renovating his New
Orleans home.
Despite the hardships of the
last year, Banks, who planned
to attend the Wednesday-night
premiere with family and
friends, said he intends to stay
in New Orleans.
"I just don't fit nowhere else,"
he said. T just don't."
Dr. Louis Cataldie. the state
medical examiner, said the
movie could he therapeutic,
particularly lor the poor, who
may not have access to mental
health services.
"People need an outlet and
need to grieve," he said.
Nagin said he didn't know
how he would respond emotionally to the documentary.
"The power of film will allow
some people to heal," he said.

Campus Events
SIGMA ALPHA LAMBDA,
NAT L HONORS 8 LEADERSHIP
ORG. IS SEEKING FOUNDING
OFFICERS/MEMBERS TO BEGIN
A CAMPUS CHAPTER at BGSU.
CONTACT:
RMINERCi'SALHONORS.QRG

Services Offered
Jack & Jill Childcare now open until
midnight. 2 1/2 yrs. & potty trained
to13yrs. old. 419-353-1001.
MR. BILLS CAMPUS TANNING
1 month UNLIMITED $29.50
3 months UNLIMITED $69 50

Running Specials
2006/2007
Call 353 5800
Visit Online
www.meccabg.com

/ffl&CA
Management Inc.
HilLsdale Apts.
1082 Fairview Ave
2 bdrms / 3 bdrm Twnh
Dishwasher
Garbage Disposal
Air Condition/Washer/
Dryer in 2/3 bdrm.
Carports
BGSU Bus Shuttle
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10 Smells

I

11
12
13
18
19
22
23
24
25
26
27

1

28
29
31
34

ACROSS
1
5
9
14
15
16
17
20
21
22
26
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
39
40
41
43

Speak hoarsely
Burn a bit
Sloughs oH
Creative flash
Green moth
Falco and Bricked
Out flat
Spot of land
TV adjunct
Comes to terras
Along the ocean
Is of use to
Puffins and guillemots
Bard's before
Syrup source
Ultimatum word
Type of lily
In an advantageous position
Life stories, briefly
Herbal drinks
Manicurist's interest
Mythical bird

44 Topmost spot

45 1S50's war zone
46
48
49
50
51
59

Free (of)
Small ruckus
Put in stitches
Woodlands deity
Goes out of business
Flings
Deal prelude
Cheering word
Attractive places?
Lucy of "Charlie's Angels"
Sawbuck
Booming jet
35
Boneless cut
37
Summoner
36
Playwright Shepard
39
Dodging maneuver
42
Cassava dish
44
Fights with lances
45
Crescent moon fea47
48
tures
Appointment at the
50
51
links
Fancy socks
52
August sign
53
Pond scum
54
55
Hostile force
56
57
58

Lawlessness
Most reasonable
Pass easily
Harrow part
Acting uppity
Lessing or Day

ANSWERS

60 Be sore
61
62
63
64

.

Put one over on
Put on apparel
Hoses down
Strike to the ground

Palmer House
202 Palmer Ave
4 bdrm 1 bath
Basement garage
Washer/Dryer included

THE BIGGEST POSTER SALE.
Biggest and Best Selection. Choose
from over 2000 different images.
FINE ART. MUSIC. MOVIES, MODELS. HUMOR. ANIMALS. PERSONALITIES. LANDSCAPES, MOTIVATIONALS. PHOTOGRAPHY.
MOST IMAGES ONLY $6, $7 & $8
SEE US AT Bowen-Thompson Student Union ON Monday Sept. 18th
thru Friday Sept 22nd. 2006. THE
HOURS ARE: 9 A.M. - 6 P.M. THIS
SALE IS SPONSORED BY UAO

Help Wanted
Babysitter for 1 day a week, for 4 yr.
old & infant. References, experience
required. 419-874-8816.

-FREE HEAT
VARSITY SQUAMf
AMJITMtNTS

N

VARSITY SQUARE
apartments
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VOTED BEST PIZZA 13 STRAIGHT YEARS

PISnN€LLO'S
203
N. Main
qgjaM*"
352-5166
v
\
$5 /SMinimum
iy$~4PM.
Open Weekday;

•

See our coupon menu
in the telephone directory or
ask about our SPECIALS!
www.pisanellos.com

Lunch Fri. • Sat. • Sun.

Century Marketing is looking for part
time temporary employees for their
Call Center. Must work at least 3-4
hrs. a day, M-F between 12pm-7pm
w/ minimum ot 2 days a week. Criteria needed; good communication
skills - both written & oral, good listening skills, self motivated, quick
learner, computer savvy, detail oriented, motivated by $. able to sit &
talk on the phone, bilingual (Spanish) a plus. Pay is minimum wage
plus 5%commission. Qualified interested candidates should forward
their resume to:
Century Marketing.
HR/Century Direct.
12836 South Dixie Highway
Bowling Green OH 43402
Or tax: 419-352-4320. or email:
drumschlagtacmcao.com
EQE.'M.f'V

General OHice Assistant lor the oflcampus program Duties include
setting up record notebooks & files:
tiling and photocopying. Must be
prolicient in Word & Excel. Looking
tor an individual who is a self-starter.
motivated, and possesses excellent
organizational and communication
skills. $5.90'riour. 10 hours'week.
Contact Mary Hennings at
maryhen@bgsu.edu.
Application
deadline August 25. 2006
Kidz Watch now hiring care givers
teachers for Perrysburg. Airport Rd..
& Sylvania locations. Days, eves.,
wkends.. PT & FT. Send resume to
580 Craig Dr., Perrysburg OH 43551
or apply in person.
Late Night Help.
Andys Hot Dogs.
Stop in 425 E Wooster St.
NEED MONEY? Earn greal cash
working at your own pace. Flexible
hours. Please call 1-419-618-4138.
Part-time: looking for Mary Poppins
for infant S toddler children. 8:3012:30 MWF w one day flexible
Call 419-352-2127.

39
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tyffl

THE
TANNING
CENTER
ilrvuj tsC,
TOO

Soccer mom needs help with transport & child care on Mon.. Tues &
Thurs. evenings. Must have car.
Email lammyan@bgsu.edu for into.
TEAM GYMNASTICS COACH
NEEDED.Level 4. Tues. 5-8:30m
Thurs. 5-8. Sat. 11 • 1:30. Perrysburg
Gymnastics Center 419-874-9383.

^(dimnj/ke S2 423-44

Is Now Hiring:
Cooks, Servers 6
Hosts/Hostesses

NEW CUSTOMERS
2 VISITS FOR $5.00
One Standard OnePremum
Restnctons/W, mf/]im

1 MONTH
she standard Deds

$25.'

HI I IB II

V Top wages
/ Flexible Hours
■J Paid Vacations
V Health/Dental
Insurance
v Employee Stock
Option Plan
are just a few of the great
benefits waiting for you!
Apply in person

Mon. - Fn. 2-4

J lotions always

i 25% OKI

t

Living, dining & bedrm furniture
Many antiques & Amish items, lots
ol misc. Priced right. Cash only. 419
353-2352. 17 SummerfieW Blvd. BG

For Rent
2 bdrm. house. 1 block Irom campus
Off street parking. Available immediately 419-308-4343.
2 bedroom unfurnished duplex
Clean, quiet, close. $540 month
419-352-1104.
3 br. home on Crim. Nice ngbrhd.Lg.
liv.rm. kit., util. rm. w^washer & dryer
Cent air 3 min walk to campus.
Avail, now. 352-7090.
4 bedroom, 2 bath house.
1220 E. Wooster St
426 E Woosler. basement apt.
S320 mo Utilities included
References required 352-5882
Buckeye Studios
Student housing available now.
Monthly semester £ yr. long leases
Fully furnished, includes all utilities
& 25" TV. Free wireless internet
Call 419-352-1520.

www,6ucKeyeinnanrJ5luflios,com
Grad students & mature undergrads
1 & 2 bdrm. apts. Close to campus
Avail. Aug 7. Into Gary 352-5414
Lg 2 bedrm.. 1st floor duplex. W D.
8th St. Available Aug. 06. $600 mo.
Garage available. 419-352 8872
Retired teacher A professor will
share house with graduate student
or other professor. 5 bdrm.. 2 wood
burning fireplaces, wooded lot. $255
mo. inckj partial mil. Call after 7 &
leave message 419-352-5523

«jo6 INTERS! All DRIVF.
r.xit 159 form-r»f ■•-•51*1.1. Hi 224

4M

32 Rooms Auailable!!

GARAGE SALE Fri. 8/18 S Sat
8/19. 10-2. 11760 Sugar Ridge Rd
4 miles north ol BG oil St Rt. 25
Misc HH items, home decor, books,
posters, prints. DVD player, infant &
child items, boys clothes 4/5 T,
women's XL-3X and more.

419-352-1104
Sport Technician - Provide and coordinate appropriate training and
competition opportunities in Special
Olympics and unified sports aclivities. Part-time: contracted position,
position available until tilled. Application packed available 8:00 a.m.
- 4:00 p.m. at Wood Lane School,
Ent. B. 11160 E. Gypsy Lane Rd.,
Bowling Green OH. E.O.E.

liittCV-r1iricJli*'AvjiUI>|l'j;H,w»*.i,jiriTiikp.nim

300 Napoleon Road
in Bowling Green.
4 » 9-3 52-6333

17 beds. 2 booths
no appl. needed

■

■

{fcTt m/A\' (/A7<

Located at:

248 N Main
419-354-1559

1 WHS S

■

V

APARTMENTS

THE WASH HOUSE

.'1

1

VILLAGE

No Hidden Fees No Credit Card

Stop by the Office
ol 10-15 N Mom St
or check website
www.meccabg.com
lor complete listing

V

■

Gymnastics Coaches Wanted
Starz Gymnastics Club on campus
is looking lor a qualified coach for
Recreational Beginners up to Pre
team and a Level 6 Team Coach.
Must have experience with compulseries. Pay commensurate with experience. Hours are evening only.
Contact: Dan Connelly at 419-3720551 or 419-308-2847 or email at:
cdan@bgsu.edu

t

S0UTHSIDE LAUNDROMAT
993 S Main
5 beds, 2 boolhs
419-353-8826
,pp|. „,||,,|,

1

■I

Q
1

Carpet Remnants - All Sizes
CLANCYS CORNERS
1 mile south ol BG . St. Rte. 25.
Portage Oh. 43451.

Ground floor ranch
Private entrance
Patio
Spacious kitchen
Pets welcome!

5 beds. 1 booth
closest to campus

1•' ••

DiBenedetto's accepting applications lor prep & delivery personnel.
M-F. 1432 E Wooster St.

Call 800-965-6520 ext. 174.

THE HEAT
904 E. Wooster
419- 352-3588

M

Building Maintenance Custodian
WSOS Community Action Commission, a community based organization focused on the human service
needs ot the disadvantaged is seek
tng a qualified individual to be responsible for the maintenance of
bathrooms, offices and classrooms;
also provide routine maintenance
and repair of buildings and equipment at the Bowling Green center.
Required high school diploma or
general education degree (GED)
and ability to operate maintenance
and cleaning equipment; up to oneyear experience and or training in
custodial work and mechanical
maintenance. Year-round. Full-time
$8.00'hr. Send resumes by August
28, 2006 to WSOS CAC. Attn: HR •
BMCBG/SK. PO Box 590, Fremont.
Ohio 43420 Affirmative Action Employe r-M/RVet'Di sab.

On selected floor plans
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Learn a skill for life. Take PEG 157
Western Horsemanship. Check us
out at Sandersonstables.com

419-353-7715 t«>

Findlay Pike Apts.
111/113 Findlav Pk
Portage On
LARGE 3 & 2 bdrm Apts
Garage for 1 vehicle
Startng at $475/mo
•+ utilities
Moments from BG

Flight between stone:
Prickly feelings
Improve m quality
Bikini bandeau
Plopped
Way in
Converts to currency
Indian royalty
Hostile engagement
Casmo cubes
Peculiar
And not
Mineral matter
Hem's partner
and running
Beluga product
Scale note
Architectural add-on

For Sale

'BARTENDING! up to $300/day No
e«p. necessary. Training provided.

U:
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Help Wanted

From Only $480!
■
■
•
■
■

1

■■

Help Wanted

Pregnanl? Confidential, Iree & professional testing. BG Pregnancy
Center 419-354-4673.

1-2-3 Bedroom Apartments

brought to you by

Personals

(419) 352-7689

Management Inc.

Friday. August 18.2006 35

•iffirow

401 W. Dusscl Road
Maumcc, OH 43537
(Just • lew minutes from BG!
Take 1-475W to DuBsel-turn right.)

ALL STADIUM SKATING

I'nrlv

I.MIMII
ti.il.,,11,,1.
,«il„.l....i.llKn.UP.
■ ..II for i
1.M.1

2 Day Advance Ticket Sales
ACCEPTE0iPG-l3)1 00 3 15 5 30 7 451000
1210
SNAKFS0N APLANE1H1I 00400700940
1200
MATERIAL GIRLS(rGl 1 003 10520730
9 45 1200
PUIS((PG-13(1 403 15520720920 11:20
STEPUPfPO-.J) 1304157109401155
• ZOOM(PG)' 00 3 10 5 207309401200
THE NIGHT LISTENER(Ri
1 45 7 00 11 50
TAllAOtGA NIGHTS: THE 8ALLA0 Of RICKY
BOBBYIPG-IJ> 1.15 • 30 4 10 4 45706735
930 10001145
THEDESCENTim
4 10920
BAHNVARftTHf ORIGINAL PARTY
ANIMALSiPO) 1 00 1 30 3 10 3 40 5 20 5 50
7 308009401000
PIRATES OF THE CARIBBEAN DEAD MAN'S
CHEST (P0-1I)
1 15 4 25 7 40

, VSuOam O

423-28

MiiMm niin>i»A> ui surs.ui sinmsn.50
IKIIIAt SIMUYAII SMrVMl SHOWN 12-50
JOHN lUCXfR MUST DIE IPG-I3I t 20 3 20

5 20 ? 20 9 20
THE ANT BULLY (TO! I 10 3 10 5 10 7 10 9 10
MY SUPCB EK-CIRLFRIEND <ra-ll|
1 10
3 15 5 20725930
THE OEVIl WE«HS PM0A ITO-Up
1 30

4 00700920
THE DA VINCI CODE lffl-1 St 1 30 4 30 7 30
RVtfOI
1003055 10720930

Snnilts
163 South Main Street
Bowling Green

WWWBGNEWS.COM
56 Friday. August W. 2006

Welcome
Back Bash!
Saturday,

August 19
8 p.m.-Midnight

of Music,
Entertainment &

Don't Miss This Annual Event [Exclusively for BGSU Students!
Enjoy FREE Food & Beverages
in our Grazing Area, PLUS...
\cKaraoke Contest get
a CD of yourself!
Funny Fotos
X?FREE Dog Tags
FREE Temporary Tattoos
24' Climbing Wall
and much, much more!*
r—meijer COUPON—

%

in OFF*
III

WITH COUPON

'ON YOUR ENTIRE GENERAL MERCHANDISE PURCHASE!
Excludes: Grocery. Meijet Gas Slalion and C-Slops. HBC. Alcohol. Tobacco.
Prescriptions. Gilt Cards. Lottery. Poslage. Park and Entertainment Tickets
and Layaway Not to be combined with other discount coupons Only good
at the Bowling Green -1-75 store

Good 8/19/06
8 p.m.-12 a.m.

7 l'"08820"56993
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